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Abstract 

Traffic is inherently dynamic. It refers to not only time-varying characteristic but also a complex 

interplay of multiple facets. As a novel approach to add the dynamic nature to transport modeling, 

it is attempted to mak:e M integrated transport model which bridges the activity-based approllCh 
and dynamic traffic assignment. Whereas the conceptual link:age has been made between 

Albatross and MaDAM, the operational linked system is implemented on ALBATROSS and 
OmniTRANS. What concerns critically for linking the two models by either concepts or 

techniques is compatibility. Dealing with compatibility requires several adjustments of the 
models and data. First. Albatross is extended so aJ5 to handle a local study area in its parameter 

setting of different population fraction sizes lOr study area and outer arca in the synthesis module 
and its generation of 8 study-area based O-D trip tables li"om total !low. of an entire synthetic 
Dutch population. Second, data from Albatross is converted to OmnitrWlS required fonnats. 

Different zoning systems are handled by zone mapping files and Albatross O-D trip tables arc 
imported to thc database of Omnitrans. Based on the waptations, the linked modd system is 

operated and tested. Third, it is exMlined whether samplc size has an impact on prediction of 
traffic flows. The test of equality of variance suggested that more randum variation of predicted 
results exists for smaller sample sizes. Lastly. the linked model system is evaluated in tenns of 

its face-validity of predictions of impacts of a scenario of the Netherlands for the year 2020. Thc 
system is sensitive to changes in model assumptions defined as a scenario and the results am 

internally consistent, implying that traffic assignmcnt result is in line with Albatross prediction. 
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INTRODUCTlON _ 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND OBJECflVES 

Transport modding is used. for forecasting the future travel demand caused by demographic 
changes or assessing the likely impacts of n~w policies or investment in transportation 
inmstructure. It has been carried out by the four step model (FSM) as the pivotal model of the 
conventional trip-based approach (Hensher and Bullon, 2002). Rcsearchccs have explored 
al ternative approaches to supplement the limitations of the traditional FSM which is 
characteri7-OO by a trip-based KS well a~ a time-independent and this leads to a pantdigm shift 
from trip based approach to activity based approach in transport modeling. It has been pointcd 
out that existing trip-based models is behaviorally less sensitive so as to reflect the complexity of 
travel behaviors of individuals and social trends. The models do not fully reflect reality and 
predict travel paUcms accurately. 

T","O =earch fi elds have be~n actively being developed solving the shortcomings of the 
FSM. First, what attempted to capture interrelationships betwoon trip-related attributes lor more 
accurate prediction is activity-based modeling (ABM) in transport. Unlikely to trip-based 
approach, trips are understood in a broader context of a daily activity pauern in the sense that a 
travel from one location to mother takes place to participate activities. Trip information can be 
implicitly derived from activity pattern of individuals. Undeo>itanding travel behavior in 
connection with activity participation enables more accuratc and consistent prediction than 
relying only on trip reCO<"dl;. Moreover, simultaneously but independently, dynamic traffiC 
assignment (UTA) models have been developed, replacing static traffic assignment (STA) 
methods. It predicts how traffic flows change over time by propagating the traffics onto the given 
network. Numerous formulations and solutions approaches have been introduced ranging from 
mathematical programming, to variational inequality, optimal control, and simulation-based 
(Pecta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001). Th~ rationale behind both these changes in modeling 
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-
approach"s is that travd behavior or traffic movement is not static but dynamic. In other words, 

traffIC changes over time within a day and results from a complex int"']llay between many 
factol"S. Dynamic aspects mean that not only it is time-varying but also interrelations and 

interdependencies hctwecn travel-related facets exist (Elterna, 1996). 

These two streams of research have achieved great advancements in embodying dynamics to 
transport modeling. Activity-based approach regards travel as a derived demand from a wish to 
participate in activities that satisfies one's need (Ben-Anva and Bowman, 1998). The intention 

of an ABM is 10 predict in an inte~ted fashion which activities are conducted where, for how 
long, when, where and the transport mode used when travel is involved (Timmermans et aI, 

2(02). On the other hand, simulation-based DT A techniques allow one to predict how traffic 
flows evolve over time throughout a day (Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001). Unfortunately, much 

of the research efforts in activity-based modeling and DTA techniques have been undertaken 
independently. It would yield inconsistent results and fail to fully benefit from the potentials of 

the two fields ifa model adopts only one of these approaches foc modeling. In other words, using 
IIll ABM with a STA model does not consider temporal dynamics of traffic movements captured 
in ABM. Likewise, employing trip-based models. which predict travel demands only for coarse 

time periods, for example peak IIlld off-peak houn;, d""s not make the most use of the ultimate 
aim ofDT A techniques (Lin et ai, 2008). Therefore, a comprehensive model system which links 

ABM and DT A models needs to be fonnulated to realize true dynamic transport modeling which 
is behaviorally realistic IIlld sensitive. 

Developing a comprehensive model systcm which links ABM and DTA mxlc1s is proposed 
in order to embody dynamics to transport modeling. Even though th= have not been many 
studics combining hoth models in a unified framework. two studies. which attempted to establish 
such a link, have been reported. Lam and Yin (2001) presented a conceptual activity-based and 
time-dependent traffic assignment model. A time-dependent activity utility profile concept is 
introdoced to formulate activity choice as a multinomiallOlilit model. For route choice modeling, 

dynamic user eqoilibriwn condition as a variational inequality approach ofDTA methods is used. 
However, the research did not attempt to make an operational system but merely formulated a 
conceptual model. More similarly to our approach. there is an ongoing project which attempts to 

connect the two approachcs. Lin ct al (2008) proposed an integrated model connecting CEMDAP, 
a micro-simulation ABM, and VISTA, a simulation-based DTA method. This indicates that 
integration of the two t)pes of models is receiving increasing attention and that no operational 

unified systems exist to date. Hence, the main objective of this research is to link two different 
approaches methodologically and computationally bcyond the conceptual foundations. 



INTRODUCTION _ 

1.2 RES.EARC U QUESTIONS 

The central aim of this re~earch is 10 inlegrate ABM and DTA in a single framcwork. The main 
research question dealt in lhe thesis is twofold: i) how can an ABM (in specific ALBATROSS) 

and DTA (in specific, MaDAM) he linked? and ii) how well does lhe linked model system 

perfonn? The linkage between ABM and DTA on a conceptual as well as operational level 
involves development of an interface which enables a two-way inleraction of the models. Thus, 

compatihilily of the models needs 10 be achieved. The question of testing the linked model 
syslem involves evaluating both technical perfomumce of the syslem and validity (acClll"8Cy and 

~ensitivity) of predictions oftramc movements. 

Spccilied research questions to be answered in separate chapt<mi are: 

i) How to handle study area travel demand in Albalross national model? 
Spatial 1IC0pe that the two models consider is different. That is, Alhatross is a nalional 

modd which predicting travels of entire Dutch population. On the other hand. Omnitrans 
traffic assignment is t)pically conducted at smaller study area due to computational 

limitation. The adaptation is made on Albatross side. It has not changed that Albatross 
predicts travel of the entire population. However, the algorithm which linds entry or exit 
zone along the study area cordon is developed and thus extel1Ul1 trip~ in relation to study 

ar~a are indirectly predicted. 
ii) What are data requirement for each modeling component of the linked syslem? 
Adjusting spatial scope of Albatross result, the two models are possible to connect. 

Compatihility of the models is tm, most critical requiremenl 10 build linkage between 
independent models. Not only data file fonnats (e.g., file extensions or data variables) but 

al~o zoning "yst~m needs to correspond to each other. For example, the output of 
Albatross. say 0-0 trip tables, must be compatible with the input fonnat of MaDAM. 

That is, the data needs to be converted into the readable format in Omnitrans. Moreover, 
zoning system of Albatross and MaDAM also ha~ to mateh each other. Otherwise, result 

oftratlic assignment wrongly represents trafl:"ic patterns. 
iii) Is predictability of the mooel affected hy sample fraction size? 
Albatross predicts activity-travel patterns of individuals. Like many micnNimulation 

models, generation of population data for simulation, population s}TIthesis, is one of the 
fundamental steps in Albatross. S}TIthesis t)'pically involves not entire but fraction of 

population due to computational feasibility. Computation time matters with sample 

fraction size. For instance, s}TIlbesis of 10"10 of population generally takes 8 hO\ll1l on 
standard PC. In practice, synthesis of a fraction of population ha~ not been prohlematic to 

predict long-term strategic travel pallem. However, representativeness of the results at 

Omnitrans would be influenced by fraction size in that Omnitrans describes traffie pattern 
at finer disaggregated level. It is more microscopic in the scn~~ that traffic condition on 
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trnnspmt netwnrl;; is available every hour within the day. Impact of the level of 
population fraction on prediction of travel behavior can be examined by analyzing 
simulation output with a set of different fraction sizes. 

IV) How does the linked model system perfonn? 
Validation of the model is m essential component of model building. The linkage is 
made between the two independent models. Thus, the validation of the linked model 
system mainly conccms whether the linkage is established. Scenario analysis is u.sed here 
to evaluate the system. Adoption of the scenario not only displays the system 
perfonnance but also demonstrates possible application of the linked model system in 
practice. 

1.3 LAYOUT OF THE THt:SIS 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 selVCIl as literature review providing conceptual 

grounds and progress of fundamental approaches and theories in transport modeling. The four 
step process, activity-based modeling approach, and traffic assignment are described, Chapter 3 
introduces the two models and the relevant application software. The model Albatros. work. in 
ALBATROSS application. And traffic assignment model, MaDAM, runs in Omnitrans software. 
From chapter 4, the thesis gets into discussion of practical issues of the linked model system. 
Chapter 4 deals with study area delineation problem. Path linding algorithm developed fur 
predicting external trip flow always accompanying study area is discussed in detaiL Chapter 5 
intmduce~ modeling scheme of the linked model. In particular, it focuses on data requirements 
iUld conversion. Chapter 6 presents the analysis whether the re~ulting traffic pattern varies in 
relation to diffo=nt SIImple fraction size of population. Chapter 7 illustrates the sensitivity 
analysis for validation of the linked model system. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with summary 
iUld future research suggestion. 
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2 TRANSPORT MODELING APPROACHES 

2.1 INTRODUCfION 

New approaches and corresponding models for transport modeling have been developed as to 
supplement and solve problems of the previous models. In 1960's, dramatically increasing auto 

ownership and car usc caused large amount of investment to transportation infrastructure wch as 
road. The policies are typically planned and executcd for a longer period, say twenty or thirty 
years. To assess the likely impacts of these long-term infrastructure supply strategies, transport 

models that predict travel demand on the long run was called for, resulting in the development of 
aggregated models such as spatial inte!ll.ction and entropy models. These models predict traffic 

flows between zones and the outcomes were used to measure future needs for road capacity. It 
was assumed that travel was the result of four subsequent decisions which can be modeled 
separately, implying thai each decision is an isolated phenomenon. The aggregated four-step 

models regards that travelers first decide whether or not to travel (trip generation). then choosc 
where to go (trip distrihution), what transport mode to use (mode choice), and which rou.te to 

take (route choice). 
In 1970's these aggregated models were criticized for the lade of explanation of travel 

behavior on human decision making. Thus, individual behavior rather than zonal traffic flow 
became the focus of model ing. FurtheITDOTe, the characteristic oflransportation policies changed. 

There had been a shift in the focus of policies from long-term investment strategies to short-term 
market-orienled policies. This facilitates a need for a model thai could predict behavioral 

responses to new strategies. Consequently, disaggregated travel demand models had been 
developed in micro-economics aod psychology which analyze choice hehavior. The dominant 
model of these disciplines is discrete choice models based upon theories of utility mlUimizing 

and individual choice behavior. It enabled better prediction of response to market-oriented 

policies. 
However, disaggregated models focusing on trips also received criticism. Even tbough these 

models incorporate principles of human behavior into traffic modeling, the conceptual 
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foundation is limited in the sens~ that they consider travel as a demand in its own right and 
neglC'Cl the question why people make trips. Moreover, tho.sc disa~gated trip-based models 
often fail to recognize tho. existence of linkages among trips. assuming that trips in trip chains 
made by an individual an: treated as separate and indqlendent entities in the analysis. For 
instance, one trip may"" delayed or even cancelled due to the postponement of 1M previous trips. 

And the transport mode for one trip alwaY" influences that of the next trip, particularly for car 
usc. Therefore, modeling of transportation has proved to he inaccurate due to this 
misspecification: an inappropriate representation of travel behavior relationships (Jones. el al., 
1990). In addition to these assumptions of the traditional trip-based models_ social, technological, 

and behavior changes induce increasingly complex travel and activity patterns. For example, 
flexible working hours in the help of advancements in telecommunication causes more complex 
behavior responses than simple changes in mode choic~ of JLLSt on~ trip. Hence, alternative 
modeling approaches which capture the relationships between travel and non-travel aspects are 
requimd. FurtheImOre, the constraints concept must be appJied to modeling to reflect the tim~ 
dimension (Arentze and Timmermans, 2000). This paTlldigm shift has appeared as activity-based 
modeling approach in tran'"POrtation 

As explained above, transport models and modeling methodologies have been developed 
following the paradigm shift. This chapter reviews transport modeling approaches and relevant 
models from classic to state-of the-art in detail. First of all, elassifications of transport models are 
di5C\lssed. The section touches on advantages and disadvantages of existing approaches for 
understanding trip behaviors in tenns of different units of analysis: trip, tour, and activity. 
Following section presents the scminal and famous transport model, th~ four step model. State
of-the-art transport modeling approach~s relevant to the research are activity-based modeling and 
dynamic traffic assignment. Sa;:tion 4 and 5 introduce the concepts and various models of those 
mudding approaches. This chapter tenninatcs with summary of the chapter. 

2.2 CLASSIFICATIONS OF TRANSPORT MODELS 

Before presenting the four step model, classifications of transport mudels needs to be discussed 
first. Several elassilieations are possible depending on which criteria are considered for 
classification. Two classifications, which arc important in this research in the sens~ that it relates 
to level of detail tor forecasting transport, are introduced here. According to what unit of 
modeling or analysis is taken, models can be divided into aggt"gatedldisaggregatoo models or 
trip-Itour-/activity-based mudds. 
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2.2.1 Aggregated and Diliaggregated Models 

Division of tranSp<lrt models into agjl;regated and disaggrcgated model is one of the most 
fundamental classifications. Aggregated models were usoo almost without exception in 

transportation studies up to the late 1970s. This type of modcls uses zonal characteristics at an 
aggregated level without taking account of variations in pu!pOse, pel"Son type, etc. (Hensher and 

Button, 2000). For e!\ample, population characteristics of each runc instead of the choice 
behavior of single travelers !Il"C used for prediction of the number of trip; generated at each zone. 

These aggregated zonal models have be,," criticized for lock of any explanation in terms of 

human decision making, and this leads to a problem of inaccllTllCY and insensitivity of 
conventional models in particular to p<llicy"related and societal changes. On that account to this, 
another type ofmndels which is based on individual observation instead ofaggrcgated 7{}(141 data, 
named disaggregated mooels has developed. This type of models. which became increasingly 
popular during the 1980s, offers substantial advantages over the traditional methods in that they 

include a reasonable amount of travel variation, and thus a higher level of accuracy in prediction 
(Ortuzar and Willumscn, 2(01). ALBATROSS used in this research helongs to disaggregated 
model because modeling of travel behaviors depends on activity schedules of every individual. 

2.2.2 Trip-, Tour-, and Acthity-Based Models 

Another classification of models is possible in terms of viewpoints on trips and unit ofmooeling. 

Travel behavior can be analyzed in multiple levels. It can be understood as a single trip that is 
independent from others, trip chain that: multiple trips are C(lnnected, or octivity participation. 
According to what unit of modeling oftravcl behavior is, a model is categorized into trip-based, 

tour-based. or activity-based approach. The simplest and oldest subclass divides daily schedule 
into trips. Some morc reccnt models combine trips e!\plicitJy into tours. The last subclass 

combines the toUl"S in a daily schedule (Ben-Alciva and Bowman, 1998). Activity-based model is 
thc latest among the three approaches. However, it does ll{lt automatically mcan that the 

approach is the best which have the least shortcomings and performs better than others . 
Appropriateness of a model relies on pu!pOses and unit ofanal~i s. 

2.2.2.1 Trip-Basl'd Models 

In the bcginning stage of transp<lrtation research, most models that adopted a disaggregate 

approach assume an individual trip as a unit of modeling, implying that no linkages and 
interdependeocie!l between trips exist. The key assumption of the approach is that travel demand 

is derived as its own right. In the traditkmal matrix-bas.cd models (aggregated approach), 
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understanding of trnvd behavior d<.-.,.ends on the cells in the matrices. Furthermore. they 
represent time as simply a cost of making trips. Trip making is lirnit~d by constraints such as 
opening hours of faci lities and car allocation within the household. Even though thCl'lC constraints 

largely affect trip patterns. they arc not incorporated in modeling. For example, traffic congestion 

on the way to oomc after work would cause late arrival at home. In turn, this might result in 
cancdlation of shopping on that day because the shop closes before he arrives there. Since single 
trips are modeled separately from each oilier, this type ofimpac( C!IllllOl be captured by the lrip

based models. The assumptions aftrip-based models induce a problem that internal consistency 
of the travel pattern is not guaranteed. 

2.2.2.2 Tour-Based Models 

In. the tour-based model 1m, trips are explicitly connected in to\lI'll. A more recent approach, tour

based approach, was first designed in the latc 1970's and 80's in the Netherlands (Daly, van 
Zwam .md van der Valk, 1983), Tour-ba,..,.j models combine trips into tours based on the fact 
that all travel can he viewed in tenns of round-trip journeys based at the homc, A tour is assumed 

to have primary activity and destination that is the major motivation for the journey (Bowman 
and Ben-Alciva, 2001), The modeling of tours improves ropTl:sentation of travel behavior in 
pTl:cision. And it is enabled by explicitly incorporating temporal-spatial constraints among 

activity stops in \OurS, However, this approach lacks a connection among multiple tours taken in 
the S!IlllC day, thereby failing to captor.. tm, effect5 of inter-tour temJXlral -spatial constraints. 

2.2.2.3 Activity-Based :\-Iodels 

The last 'l.Ibclass explicitly links the tours and explicitly models the time dimension. Spatial 

separation is the essencc of travel demand (HellSher and Button, 2000). The objects that satisfY 
human's needs are spatially separated and this motivates movement from one location to another. 

As this intuitive exp lanation about trip motivation, activity-based models view travel as a derived 
demand foc activity participation rather than an independent demand. The models provide much 
more insights in individuals' travel behaviors than traditional trip- or tour-based models. This 

individual-based disaggregate model simulate activity patterns of individuals over the day. 
Fundamental modeling unit is the day and individual or cven the househo ld. From the daily 

schedule, travel information is implicitly derived and the mndel makes use of all the infonnation 
included in the schedule. An interval between activities is travel. Given infonnation about 

activity location and start/end time, we cau derive travel time and traffic mute in accordance with 
tranSJXlrt mode. Moreover, houseoold interaction and institutional system arc captured in the 
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model becau.e the daily schedule i~ resulted from direct consideration ofthesc cOl1Straints. And, 
activity scheduling of 24 hours timc ~riod allows modeling travel within the context of overall 
daily time-use (both durations and timc-of-day). 

2,3 THE FOLR STEP MOIlEL 

The traditional aggrcgated trip based approach has been employed in transport modeling for at 
least the past thirty yc~. The most extensively uscd model in this tradition is the so-called 
classic four step model (FSM). As the namc tells us, the modeling proccss usually proceeds in a 
scquence of four sub-models. The four stages relates to: i) trip generation, ii) trip distribution, iii) 
modal split, :md iv) route assignment. Each sub-model IIddresscs an intuitively reasonable 
question. Trip generation forecasts the number of trips that will be mad~ from particular 
locations. Trip distribution determines where the trips will be destined to. Modal split is 
concerned with how the trips will be divided among various modes of travel and fmally trip 
assignment predicts the routes that the travelers will take. The model has not been developed at 
onc~ as a single model, but rather, ycars of experimentation and development have resulted in a 
general structure illustrated in Figure 2,1, The FSM takel5 into account both demand and supply 
side of transportation system in a single framework. Since the model represents an important 
position in the history of transport modeling, it is meaningful and helpful to discuss it here as an 
overarching framework. The model description is mainly based on the book 'Modeling Transport' 
by J, de OrtUzar and L.G. Willumsen and the coursc material provided from Delft University of 
Tcclmology (BOilY, ct al., 20(6). 

Thc 4 stcl) proccss model 
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The obj~ctive of the trip generation model i. to predict the total number of trips gen~mted 

from and attracted to each zone of the study =a. In other words, the number of out-going trips is 
determined for each origin. Similarly for each destination, the numher of incoming trips is 

dctennined. From another point of view, trip generation can be viewed as modeling of trip 
frequency, whether and how frequent an individual makes trips or not on a day. Trips eM be 
distinguished between home-based and non-horne-based trips. By definition in the book of 
OrtUzar and Willumsen, home-based trips are trips starting or ending at the home. Non-home

based trips have neither trip end at home. Trip ends an: modeled as productions or attmctions. 
The home-end of ~ trip is always the production because it is tbe household and its activity 

demaruls that give rise to, or produce, all trips. The beginning of a non-horne-hased trip is also 
production. Trip attraction is the non-home end of lilly home-based trip or the destination of any 

non-home based trip. Therefore, in trip generation stage, trip production and anraction are 

modeled. As trips au produced at inhabitant and activity location, oocioo:.:onomic facto!"5 such as 

income, car ownership. or household structure, arc typically used for prediction of trip 

productions. In contrast to trip production, where household travel surveys can provide a rich 

database, it is difficult to obtain adequate infon-nation to estimate trip attraction. For this reason, 

it has proved far more tractable to develop models for the productions than for the attractions. 

Thus, the TKlrmal convention is that the productions au taken as well-defined but the attractions 

are mcrcly an indication of the ulative attractivencss of different zone:! (Bates, 2000). The 

vari ables that have hccn found to best explain this, however, are hased on chardcteristics of the 

land use, such as employment level and roofed space available for commercial and other services . 

Trip generation can be computed by several modcling approache!l: regression analysis, cross

classification, and diserete choice models. Regression methods assume a statistical relationship 

between the number of trips generated and socio-economic or demogmphic variables. In 

panicular, the simplest and the most popular regression technique, the linear regression analysis 

establishes linearity between the variables. In other words, eacb independent variable lllI erts a 

linear influence on the dependent variable. Second. cross-dassification or the so-called category 

analysi s model separates a popuiatioo into relatively homogeneous groups based on certain 

socio-economic characteristics and associates a trip rate to each imuP to calculate the total 

number of trips. Lastly, discrete choice models such as binary Iogit can be used to predict trip 

generation. Bimll)' Iogit can represent the choice whether an individual will make one or ll1{)I"e 

trips. Applying binary choice models consecutively in the nested structure, it predicts the 

probability that an individual will make no, one or more round tours for specific trip purposes on 

an average day. 

The following step involves distribution of trips onto space from a 'production' (origin) to 

'attraction' 7.ones (destinations) as a function of the travel quality between zones. In other words, 

it links productions to attractions. For each origin, it is determined which fraction of outgoing 

trips go to which destination. As a result of this stage, we obtain a so-called origin-dcstination 

(0-0) trip matrix oc lable which specifies the number of trips that go lium each origin to eacb 

destination. Traffic flow quantities can be conveniently represented by an array and the 
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representation is the O"D table illustrated in Figure 2.2. Although multidimensional O-D table 
which has at least three dimensions is possible if disaggregation dimension such as mode or time 

of day exists, the simplest O·D table has a two dimensional afl"lly of cells where rows and 
columns represent origins and destinations dimension n:spcctivc1y. 'Whereas the place of origin 

is represented by rows of the table, columns of the table correspond to the place of destination. 
Thus, the margins of the O-D table refer to trip production and attraction computOO by the trip 

generation mooel. Given the margin of the O-D table, what is predicted in this stage is T", the 
number of trips hetween origin i and destination}. Either gravity model or growth factor methods 

can be used for calculation of T". Gravity model is motivated by Ne\VIon's law of gravity that 

gravitational pull between two objects decreases as a function of the distance between the objects. 
The model explicitly relates flows between zones to inter-ronal impedance to travel. hnpcdance 
measures include distance, time, or cost of travel between zones, The concept is translated into 

the general form, written as follows: 

where, Tij is the numbeT of trips between origin i and destinationj 
0; is the number of production of zone i 

Dj is the number of attraction ofzoncj 
f(e ij) is a generalized function of the trovel costs between origin i and destinationj 

a is a proportionality factor 

Tn general, it is asswned that the number of trips between i and } are proportional to the 
production and attraction of each zone and proportional to "Orne decreasing function of the cost 

of traveling between them. However. trip production and attraction are not always rnO"'"T1. 

Whether they are lmo"'"T1 or unknown imposes constraints, and hence, various models can be 
derived. But the general equation structure of the mooels is not significantly different from each 
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other. Only actual quantities of trip production (Oil or attraction (D) are replaced with relative 

measure of production or attraction. Growth factor method, on the other hand, is scaling an 
existing matrix by applying multiplicative factors to each cell of a base year matrix to predict 

future traffic flow. Thesc trips can be made by dilTerent m..ans oftmnsvortation and mode choice 
is modeled in the following stage of trip distribution. Predicted trips in the D-D matrix arc 

allocated to modes. It is a choice problem of what tmnsport mode to use for traveling from origin 
i to destination J. Tho: best known widely used choice model is the multinomial logit (l\.1NL) 

models. By MNL, the probability of using a specific mode is calculated. And the probability is 
multiplied by the number of trips between an origin and destination. It results in 0-0 table 
disaggrcgaled by transport modes. Since the MNL structure is not always suitable when some of 
the modes arc inherently simi lar to each other (i.e., similarity between train and bus in tcnns of 

seat availability), the nested logit models may also be used, preci,ely to reflect this aspect. The 
alternativ,," sharing common attributes are grouped into a nested structure. Within a ncstcd 

structure. the first choice may be between thc car and public transport, while, conditional on 
choosing public transport, there may be a furth.". choice between bus and train. The principle of 
the MNL is discussed in ~tion 'utility-maximizing models' of activity-based modeling 

approachcs. 
While the modding steps presented until now concerns modeling travel · demand between 

zones with specific transport modes. the following step, routc assignment, describes supply 
modeling of nctwork infrastructure by assigning the trips by eoch mode to the co=sponding 
trnnsportation network. By distributing travel demand onto the network, onc could know how the 

network system performs or is used. This assignment step is discussed in the latteT part of this 
chapter as a separate section because substantial amount of advancement in modeling techniques 
has been taken place as an independent field of research and it is of the resean:h interest. 

2.4 ACTIVITY-BASED MODELING 

Activity-based modeling approach has re.: eived its attention since the early 1980's in order to 

overcome some of the drawbacks of disaggregated trip-based demand models. In particular, 
increasing concern for environmental issues has stimulated the legislation such as the Clean Air 

Act Amendments (CAAA) in 1991. This encompasses a major change in transportation planning 
and pmposod polici"" concerning ridesharing. telecommuting. or congestion pricing. This 

explicitly encouragcd thc development of activity-based modds as the most appropriate tool for 
predicting the complex impacts of these kinds of policies . 

Stated simply, the motivation for activity based approach is that travel decisions arc activity 
based (Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998). The approach provides better theoretical grounds for 

description and explanation of travel behavior. It assumes that trnvel demand is a derived 
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demand in the sense thai travelers arrange their travel to perfonn their activities. Another 
important assumption is acknowledgement of dependency of travel and non-travel aspects. The 
modelers ~a1izc:d that travel pattems are the result and the manifestation of the implementation 

of activity programs over time and space. In other words, activity patterns emerge as the rc.sult of 
complex interplay between physical environment, the institutional context, the transportation 
system, and individual's need 10 participate in activities, within a particular economic, political, 

social and cultural COIl!ext (Timmermans. er ai, 2002). Thus, activity-based approach has 
attempted to understand travel behavior in the broader context of activity panidpation. Travel 
patterns arc revealed in the broader context of structure of activities, of the individual or 
household, with a frnruework emphasizing the importance of time ftnd space constraints. Thus, 
underlying factors of travel behavior regarded important. The analysis examines why, where and 
when activities ftre tahn place, and how activity engagement is relatw to the spatial and 
institutional organization. 

As it considers travel behavior as a derivative of activities, individuals' activity scheduling 
behavior is empbasi7.ed in the approach, Activity program or daily schwule of an individual, 
which is basis for analysis in this approach, docs not describe single-facet of one trip, but rather 
addresses complex decisions cooceming multiple dimensions of various trips and activities. The 
reason behind this is that travel is not simple but complex behavior as multiple decision 
dimensions are interrelated for making trips and these travel decision are constrained by 
temporal, spatial, institutional context, s\K:h as for instance, opening hoors. available transport 
modc and destination. With the daily schedule of an individual, it can be known what activi ties. 
at what destinations, at what times and for how long are conducted. In tum, the organiution of 
the schedule implicitly explains trip information such as travel time and transport mode. Hence, 
models whicb describe activity scheduling of the execution of activity patterns are potentially 
useful tools for predicting travel behavior. This approach enables better understanding of travel 
behavior with the capability to predict how individuals respond to changes in their travel 
environment and how the responses are temporally correlated (Lam and Yin, 2001). 

Several different modeling approaches have been developed in an effort to address the 
concepts explained above. First, constraints-based. models based on the tlHoory of space-time 
geography systematically identify the set of possible activity patterns, given various constraints. 
As the theory emphasizes the importance of the effects of space ar>d time on activity mgagement, 
this Iype of models evaluates me feasibiJities to implement specific activity programs in 
constrained spatial-temporal setting. In addition, discrete choice theory describing the choice of 
activity patterns led to the development of utility-lllll1limizing models. Finally, compul8tional 
models from artificial intelligence and cognitive science are capable of describing iICIivity 
scheduling in terms of human reasoning process. These modeling approaches are presented in the 
following. 

The main objoclive of this section is to introduce the four modeling approoch..s of activity
based. modeling. presenting concepts and models exist up-to-date. Nevcnhelcs5. it is necessary to 

100k into theories in geography and urban planning from which the various modeling approaches 



originate. Therefure this section is organized as follows. First, theoretical unde'l'inoings in 
geography and urban planning will he discussed. Then, the four modeling approaches of activity
based modeliog will be e:o::plained concretely. 

2.4.1 Theoretical Underpinnings In Geognlphy and Urban Planning 

Since the mid-eighties, there has been a mpid growth of interest in activity-based analysis in 
transportation research, As a reaction to the traditional approaches of aggregated models, then: 

has been! search for paradigms with strong assumptions of the approoches relaxed. And this is 
called behavioral research, which focuses on the individual as the central unit of modeling. 

However, many concepts of a;:tivity-based approach are not new. They were originally founded 
in other disciplines such as geography and urban planning, although the interest gradually faded 
in the disciplines in recent yeal'll. Chapin IUld lUgerstrand initialized a behavioral research 

examining activity patterns of individuals and their associated tmvel. Both theories are 
complementary of each other, focusing on motivations for activity participation and space-time 

constraints, respectively. 

2.4. 1.1 Chapin 's T heory of Activity Pattern In Land Use Planning 

Chapin emphasized the importance of activity patterns in land use planning. He contends that 
activity pan~ms determine the demand for certain facilities at particular times and spaces. He 

identified four driving factol'll which manages individual's decision about activity engagement. 
They are propensity, opportunity, appropriate circumstances, and environmental context. 
'Propensity' refers to needs and personal cbaracteristics. 'Opportunity' accounted for spatial 

factors, referring to availability of services and facilities for activities. Temporal aspects are 
explained as 'appropriate circumstances'. However, he did not fully develop this line of thought 

in his empirical work, mostly coru::entrating on the interrelationship bern'een activity pattern and 
socio-psychological propensity factor, which concerns personal chamctcnstics and desires. His 
theQl)" lacks sophistication of the necessary coru::ept that activity pancm is a result of mixture of 

both spatial and temporal dimensions (Arcntze and Timmermans, 2(00). Rather than relating the 
dimensions in an integrated fashion with other factors, they arc considered as separate concepts. 
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2A .l .2 Higerstrand 'ii Space-time Geography 

An approach which inCOIJlOrates both space and time in a coherent framework to understand 

activity pattern is the Hiigerstrand's space-time geography. It is also called as time geography. 
The fundamental principle underlying time geography is that all activities have both spatial and 

temporal dimensions that cannot be meaningfully separated (Miller, 2004). Moreover, the basic 

assumption oftimc geography is that time and space are scarce goods ond that these spoce-time 
constraints largely influence daily activity patterns. Hence, the most important aspect of his 

theoretical reasoning is the constraints that restrict individual's choice in specific spoce-time 
envirorunent. Constraints that limit the abi lity of individuals to travel and participate in activities 

include: i) the person's capabilities for trading time for space in movement (physical constraims); 
ii) the need to couple with othom; at particular locations for given durations, thus restricting the 

ability to participate in activitics at other locations (coupling constraints); and iii) the ability of 
public or private authorities to limit physical presence from some locations in space and time 

(authority constraints). 
Two central time geographic concepts ftrc the space-time pftth and prism (see Figure 2.3 and 

2.4). The space-time path represents trajectories of the individual's physical movement in space 

with respect to time. It describes activities in terms of duration and location. And the sequence of 
activities is represemed as a path. A pen;on must trade time for space through movement to 
participate in activities. And this tradeoff can be improved orWOnlen by the role of transportation. 

The slope of the cu""'e illustrates tho. relationship. The steeper the slope is, the less efficiency in 
trading time for space. Moreover, the path highlights the constraining effects of an individual's 

need to be at different locations at different times. Extended concept of the space-time path is the 
space-time prism. It delimits the possible locations for tho. space-time path. Two anchoring 
location, vertical line, is where the fi»ed activities take place. Between the fixed activities, tho. 
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possible space time path, which consists of flexible activities, C8Il be displayed by a prism. The 

interior of the prism is the potential path space where the person could occupy during this travel 

episode. 

Their theories are complimentary to each other because different focus was taken to explain 

activity-travel behavio ... While the primary focus in Chapin's theory concerned characteristics of 

activity patterns with relation 10 propensity, motivational factors, Hiigerstrand's wock put 
emphasis 011 understanding which activity panerns can be realized in particular spatial-temporal 

settings. What attempted 10 integrate the theories was an approach of Cullen and Godson (197~). 

Their work bridges propensity and opportunity factors of Chapin, constraints concept of 
Hiigerstrand and human decision-making process. 

2.4.2 Activity-Based Modding Approaches 

Recently, activity-based approach has received its attention in transportation research. The basics 
are not new at all as pioneering WO!KS of Chapin and Hiigerstrand shows. However, since the 
~arly 19808, it was hard to find publications (III activity analysis in urban planning and geography 
(Timmennans, el af., 2002). Rather, scholars in different disciplines have consistent interest in 
the study of activity panems. The concepts have advanced considerably, resulting in various 
thoories and models. They are classified into constraints~based models, utility-mal'imizing 
models, computationai models and micro-simulation models. H~gerstrand's time geography 
pro~sed towards constraints~based models. Utility mal'imizing models applying discrete 
choice thoory to activity pancm choice arc rooted in micro-economics. Computational process 
model. nplaining activity Kheduling behavior in terms of human psychological reasonmg 
process arc engendered by artificial intelligence and cognitive science. 
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2.4.2.1 Constraints-Based Models 

Based on the Hiigerstrand's work. several models, namely constraints-based models have been 

developed. Tbese models systematically examine whethcr the activity patterns can be realized 
within a particular space and time environment. The approacb identifies feasible ~tivity 

schedules as a function of various kinds of constraints, though it was not so much predicting 

activity-travel patterns. Various models exist from LenntolJl's PESASP (1978) 10 Mastic (Dijst, 
1995), the mechanism of them au quite similar. To evaluate the feasibility of activity schedules 
under specified space-time setting, all possible activity sequences need to be generaloo fIrst. A 

combinatorial algorithm is typically used here. Then, II set of activity plUg:rams is tested whether 
it can be happened in light of predefmed constraints. The output is a list of feasible activity 

patterns. For pan;imonious modeling, CARLA (Jones, e/ al., 1983) generates activity 
arrangements in II.ll ordered way to avoid wasting time on testing infeasible patterns. Also, 

heuristic rules reduce the number of alternatives examined. Thesc feasible activity schedules can 
be used as measure of flexibility of time-space environment. This type of models is mostly used 
to assess political impacts of changes in the time-space envirorunent on activity-travel behaviors. 

For example, BSP (Huigen, 1986) was used to see how school closure affects the travel times of 
the students. Nevertheless, the approach has a limitation that it ignous possihle adaptation or 

adjustment behavior to changes in constraints. An individual may encounter unforeseen or 
unexpected events during the execution of the activities. Under this situation. adjustment 

behavior such as rescheduling of the activity plan can takc placc because people tend to seck 
alternative ways and still do have substantial choices. Moreover, an individual's preferences for 

specific activity patterns arc not lr::nown by the models. Detailed explanations of the models can 
be found in the literatures ofEttema (1996), Arentze and Timmermans (2000), and Timmcrmans, 
e/ al (2002). 

2,4,2.2 Utility-M aximizing Models 

While Hiigerstrnnd's time geography have developed to constraints-based models, Chapin's 

empirical worlr:: on the interrelationship between socio-psychological factors and activity patterns 
have led to choice models. Choice approach describes a problem of choosing an option out of a 

choice sct consisting of multiple alternatives, for instancc mode choice among car, bus, and train. 
This approach which is applied to modeling of daily activity pattern and scheduling behavior, 
viewed observed behavior as a representation of preferences. And individuals choose an 

alternative maximizing their utility. These uti lity-maximizing models such as discute choice and 
logit models are dominant in transportation since 1980's. Theoretical grounds of discrete choice 

theory are provided by micro-ecouomics and psychology. In particular, micro-economic 
cOnsumer theory provides main principles underlying discrete choice models. However, classic 
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consumption throry cannot be applied to deocription of discrete choice problem as it is. This is 

hecaus~ discrete choice is not II continuous consumption of goods, but rather is II choice out of a 
number of mutually e~ clusiye alternatives. Thus, consumption bundles with the amount of goods 

can be transformed into a set of choice alternatives in bundle of its characterizing attributes. 

Utilities are determined for each alternative separately as a function of the attributes and the total 
utility of an alternative is It weighted sum afpart-worth utilities of attributes. And people choose 
an alternative that maximizes utility. 

Diff~nc" in behavioml assumptions led to various types of models (Etterna. 1996), Models 

arc differentiated by whether choice behavior is considered deterministic or stochastic 
(detenninistic ys, non-deterministic choice models), that is, whetheT a rundorn component, to 
account for various sources of error, is introduced (strict vs. random utility models), and which 

distribution is assumed for the elTOr terms (probit vs. logit models). 
The t}lle of discrete choice model which is extensively used in transportation is the 

multinomial logit (MNL) modcl. Thc MNL is non-dctcnninistic (random) logit modcl. 
Individual choice behavior is reganied probabilistic in nature, expressing the chance that an 

alternative is chosen as a probability. Random utility theory accounts for the stochastic 
characteristic, considering utility as a random variable. This implies inconsistency and 
intransitivity of choices and these come from unobserved factors not included in the model, taste 

variations. oc measurement error. To capture these factors.. random component describing various 
sources of error is added to detenninistic part of the model. The ermr tenn is assumed to follow 

some statistical distribution and the assumption on statistical distributioo differentiate bcm-'een 
probit Illld Jogit model. Under the assumption of indep<:ndently and identical1y Gumbel 
distributed error terms, the choice probabilities are represented by the well-lmown MNL. 
However, a serious limitation of the MNL is independence of irrelevant alternatives (llA) 

property following from the assumption that the error components of separate alternativcs arc 
ind~ndently and identically distributed (UD). l1A property means that ratio of choice 

probability bem'een m-'O alternatives is not affected by adding a third alternativc to the choicc set. 
When two or more alternatives ' intuitively' have something in common that is not captured in 

the detenninistic part of utility, their random crrors are correlated and the UD assumption is not 
hold. For eXmlple, in case 'train' alternative is introduced to choice between 'car' and 'bus' 

alternatives, commonality of public transit hetween bus and train such as seat availability 
unequally influence choice probability of 'CiU"' altcrnativc and 'bus' alternative. Thus, 

incorrectness oflID assumption incorrectly exhibits ITA property. Intuition suggests relaxation of 

lIA property and thc solution in the case mentioncd is the nested logit model which describes 
multi-dimensional choices where a natural hi erarchy exists in the decision process. Within the 
ncstcd suucture, lower dimensions of the hierarchy arc conditioocd by the outcomes of the 

higher dimensions. And the utility of a higher dimension alternative depends On the expected 

utility arising from the conditional dimension alternatives. 
Activity-based choice modeling is characteri:r.ed by its complexity in that activity scheduling 

relates to multiple dedsion dimensions such as destination, activity type or mode, and the 
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decision-making lakes place at dilferenl points in time. Models can be elassified in t~nns of th~ 
choice dimensions modeled, th~ ~xt~nt of interdependency between decision dimensions, and the 
decision-making process, The classification below is based upon worh of Ettema (1996). 
Arentz.e and Timmermans (2000), and Timmermans, et al. (2002). 

First, joint choice models regarded activity patterns !IS a result of a single choice rather than 
combination of partial choices on specific decision dimensions. Thus, choice of an activity 
pattern implicitly detennines decision dimensions of travel. Adler and Ben-Anva's model (1979) 
describes a single choice of a complete activity pattern. As another model in this approach, 
STARCHILD (Recker, et al., 1986a, 1986b) ilK'orporates a sub-model which diminishes the 
choice set. Rather th~n considering all f~asibl~ activity patterns, they are reduced into a smaller 
set of distinct independent activity patterns by removing inferior patterns based on a set of 
decision objectives. Moreover, the model includ~s hous~hold interaction such as c~r allocation 
and joint activity with other household members. These two models are operationalized as a 
MNL and in an application performed well in terms of goodness-ol~fit and parameter 
significance, However, they are limited due to rigorous assumptions of independency between 
choice alternatives and the decisions are made at one point in time. Obviously, activity
scheduling is a multi-dimensional choice process, and alternatives undoubtedly share common 
dimensions. 

The second group of models complements the weakness of the previous model by breaking 
down the activity scheduling process into a number of partial decisions, represented in a 
hierarchical nested decision structure. This nested logit models embodies the interrelationships 
between decisions made on dill'erent dimensions. Representative models of n~st~d logit models 
IlfC the daily activity schedule model proposed by Ben-Akiva and Bowman (1996) and Ettema, et 
al.'s HCG model (1997). Thc daily activity schedule model is an extension oftour·based models. 
An activity schedule consists of a set of tours and decisions for each toW' are structured as 
different hierarchical levels. The first decision involves choice of a daily activity pattern. It 
conc~ms primary activity twe, structure of the primary tour, the number and purpose of the 
secondary tour. The second choice relates to timing of the primary tour. Then, destination and 
mode choice of the primary tour is modeled. Tn Cas~ th~rc is a secondary tour, the same decision 
procedure as that of the primary tour repeats for the secondary lOur. The structure is illustrated in 
Figure 2.~. Choice at a certain level is affected by the expected maximum utility derived from 
the lower level alternatives. Ettema. ct at.'s HCG model is successively run by two modules. The 
first module describes long-term trliIvel and activity decisions largely inlluenc"" by ~xogenous 
variables. Then the second module runs daily activity and trip scheduling based on thc outcomes 
of the previous module. The model adopts the fonn of nested structure. The number and type of 
out-of-home activities are decided, and then choice of the trip pattern is made. Having the 
specific trip pattern. destination and mode choice are modeled. Tn addition to these, th=: are less 
complicated nested logit models developed by Kawakami and Isobe (1989) and Wen and 
Koppleman (1999), PETRA (Fosgerou, 1998) which illustrates all tours undertaken in a day also 
belongs to this group. The nest"" logit models have problems in modeling the timing and 
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duration of activities. For discrete choice, continuous time dimensioll5 must be discTeti7.oo into 

COIU'SC timc of day ranges. Thus, the models arc not so much sensitive to behavior responses in 
terms oftempornl dimensions. 

Third. conjoint choice models are derived from data collected through elI\Xrimental designs. 
though many models rely On revealed observed behavior in general. The advantage of conjoint 
choice model is that researchers have control over covariance structure of the independent 
variables. The elIemplary model is COBRA (Wang and Timmennans, 20(0). The model exhibits 

the potential of a new methodology of modeling activity patterns. However, conjoint design is 
not enough to establish a comprehensive model and it requires special data collection efforts. 

The last group of utility-maximi£ing models depicts activity-scheduling as a sequential 
choice process. Activity patterns are outcome of consecutive choices of separatc activities or 
trips. An impoI1ant charncteristic of some of this type of models is that decisions are made after 

completion of the previous ones, implying decision-making is processed during thc execution of 
the activity schedule. VISEM (Fellendorf, ct al., 1995) and PCATS and PCATS-RUM (Kitamura 
and Fujii, 1998) simulatc activity-travel behavior. V1SEM simulates the choices of an activity 

chain by drawing from empirical probability function,. Activity sequeIlCe is fixed and the 
decisions are made for a separate activity. Although the authors call PCATS a computational 

process model, it is regarded as utility-maximizing model because it uses utility function at least 
for the discrete choices in the process (Arent7e and Timmerman., 2(00). For example, the 

utility-maximizing, nested logit model of activity type choice is used in PCATS. It is a model of 
activity engagement and travel that incOJporates the concept of Hiigerstrand's space-time prism 

and generated activities and trips within given prisms. In addition to prism constraints. 
availability of transport modes and potentia] activity locations are constrnining factors. Thus 

compared to nested-logit models, a diflerent utility structure and a sequential scheduling process 
are assumed for the model system. Another model system. CEMDAP at the Univel"Sity of Texas 

at Austin, is another operational activity-based model. The system comprehensively models the 
daily activity-travel pattem of individuals. Provided various input variables of land-use, weio-
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demo~aphic, activity system, and transportation level-of-service, the simulator implements a 

predefmed econometric modeling system that represents choice behavior. Econometric models 
such as regression, hazard dwation, or MNL are implemented in CE/I.1DAP (Bha!, et aL, 2004). 

Each decision variable is associated with an instance of one of modules, say mode choice with 
MNL module. Applying specific module to certain decision dimension, it predicts the 

corresponding choice. As a result, the output of the system is the predicted activity-travel 

patterns for all individuals in the simulation sample. 

2.4.2.3 Computational Process Models 

Utility-maximizing models arc criticized in that individuals arc not oe<:cssariiy led to the optimal 
choice in reality. Rather than exhau,tiveiy evaluating solutions, people rely On heuristic process 
that is context-dependent. And the attempt to describe human decision-making in li~t of human 

reasoning process in the bl1lin was initialized by rc!>Carchcs in cognitive psychology and artillcial 
intelligence (AI). In the disciplines, problem solving tasks are understood as a part of mental 

process. And the computer is regarded the most appropriate tool for displaying intelligent 
hehavior as this discipline started from the analogy between the human hrain and the computer in 

terms of data processing and storage. Thus, the objective is to build operational models which 
can simulate decisioo-makiug processes. As applicable to activity-based modeling. activity 
!>Cheduling hehaviOT can he modeled with this approach. Namely, computational process models 

are a computer program implementation of a production system model that specifies how a task 
is solved (Garling, et aI., 1994). 

There have heen two paradigms, resulting in different twes of models (Ettema, 1996). 
Symbolic search space paradigm assumes that reasoning process is based on a symbolic 
n:presenllltion of the real world. The symbolic n:prescnllltion constitutes the search space and 

this is a domain where the solution foc a specific problem is driven. The search space consists of 
several states, moving from initial states that tm: search starts, through intennediate states, to 

goal states matching acceptable solutions for the problem (Ettcma, 1996). And it is guided by 
heuristic rules. This algorithmic procedure in problem-wIving has boon introduced by Simon 
(1990). He contends that limitation of compullltional capability of human brain and complexity 
of everyday decisions supports the rea",m why humans rely on approximate methods to reduce 

the amount of information to be processed. Therefore, the solution acquired as a result of 

heuristic search may not be optimal but sumcient. This paradigm is opemtionalized by 

computational process models or production systems. Computational process models focus on 
the process of decision-making and capture schedule constraints explicitly. Heuristic is 
formalized as iF (Condition) ... , THEN (Action) rules. Production system is composed of ij:thcn 

roles, short tenn memory of current sllltes, and a controlling mechanism of specific rules to apply. 

The overall process is one of matching rules against the current stales while carrying wI suited 
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action in an iterative manner until the lenninate state is reached. Thus, activity patterns em be 
represented as a sequence of condition-action pairs. Alternatively, the collt'C'Clionist paradigm 

describes intelligent processes by activation of certain nodes in the networks connected by 
weighted links. This ro:presentalion is similar to the physical structure of the brain as human 

reasoning process is exchange of electric activities among neuroll8 that are connected to each 

other. The concept is opcrationalized in the fonn of neural networKs consisting of nodes and 
links. A node itself is not meaningful at ali, but patterns of activated nodes imply a solution to a 

specific ~sk. As it is based on learning processes, the network must be trained prior to 
application to determine link weights and firing rules. The attractiveness of the rule-based model 
is that activity scheduling behavior can be better represented with more flexibility than 

econometric models which use systems of equations to capture relationships among attributes 
and predict the probability of decision outcomes (Shat, et aI., 2004), Moreover, rescheduling is 

described by some models unlike the utility-maximizing models. Ncverthelcss, the disadvantages 
of the models are diffICulty of calihration of the modds and generalization of mod ding process. 

The first model in this tradition is SCHEDULER (Garling, el at., 1989). In a conceptual 

framework, the model focuses on the process of how individuals organizc activities. It lollows 
reactive heuristic process which means preliminary schedule is adapted in response to the 

outeome of previous decisions. Activitics arc chosen from long-tenn calendar of the household. 
Then, activities are sequenced in consideration of temporal constraints and total travel distancc 
inCOlJ>Onlting 'nean:st-neighhor' heuristics. What follows is mental cxecution of sequence of 

activities that evaluates il8 feasibility under certain circumstances. It results in morc dctailed 
infunnation. Production system is adopted to operate the model. Hence, the decisioD8 are based 
on a set of heuristic functions. Golledgc, et at. (1994), applied this model to predict the activity 

paltcrns of commut= in rcsponse to thc introduction of telecommuting. 
AMOS (Kitamura, et at., 1993), a partial model of SAMS, focuses on adaptation behavior in 

response to a changed envirorunent. Ettema (1996) and Arentze and Timmennans (2000) discuss 

the model in their publication. Adaptation of the schedules is guidcd by learning processes in 
which individuals gain knowledge about the varying enviromnent. Hence, the model can be used 
as an evaluation tool on how individuals adapt to the new policies. Given a baseline activity_ 

schedule, the adaptation h<lhavior is encouraged by recognition of changes in tnlvel environment. 

Having recognized a nced for behavioral changes. the search begins by identifYing possible 
response options, and then individuals try out all the alternativcs until a salislactory pattern is 
established. Tn othe-r words, the ovenlll procedure involves the selection of a basic response 

which narrows the domain of search. This is followed by the search for one feasible adjustment 
and the decisioo to accept the adjustment or continue the search. These are operationalized by the 

specific module of the system in sequencc; baseline activity-travel pattern synthesizer, response 
option genenltor, activity_travel adjuste-r, and evaluation routine. The outcome of the activity

travel adjuster, the adjusted activity pattern is measured by the evaluation routine. AMOS has a 
potential to be very infonnativc in that it predicts switches to specific policy changes from a 

baseline schedule, implying a policy-specific switching modeL However, custom development is 
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required for each policy and it does not forecast long-run effect of policy changes. More aspects 
about the weakness of the model are documCTlted in publication of Bowman and Ben-Akiva 

(1996), and Bowman (199B). 

Another model , SMASll (EUema. ef al .• 1994), is meaningful in the way the activity 
schedule is constructed. Sequential process is assumed and the schedule is constructed and 

adopted from an empty schedule through an iterative process of four basic actions defined as 
addition. deletion. substitution of activities in activity agenda and activity schedule, and stop of 

the pmcess. A decision is made each time whether or not to accept the current schedule and stop 
the building process. In CIIch step. production system conducts a generic non-nhaustive search 

enumerating all possibilities. And the choice between. schedule adjuslment and schedule 
acceptance is implemented as a nested logit model. Thus, SMASH incolJ>Orates both production 

system and utility·maximization. A key feature of the model is description of schedule 
construction process. Though, it has shortcomings that individuals must step through the CTltire 

schcdul~ building process. Moreover. non-exhaustive search heuristics may be inadequate 
be<.:ause human decision making involves a certain search domain, thus systematically ~tricting 
alternatives. 

The latest computational models are ALilATROSS (AMlt2C and Timmerman$, 2000) that at 
the same time is the lopic of this research. ftnd T ASHA (MilJer and Roorda, 2003). It is only 

recently that operational models of the household activity scheduling process have begun to 
mer&e. ALBATROSS is a rule_based model where prediction of activity patterns is based on 

choice heuristics represented by decision trees. The model system is characterized by its 
comprehensiveoess in that Albatross ideally includes all relevant variables of dox:ision variables 

and explanatory variables. Moreover, Albatross is flexible as it describes many different types of 
activity pallems and different response types also. That is to say. the systcm consists of a set of 
agents by which specific functions are performed. The agents handle the available data sets 

required for scheduling decisions. the induction of decision rules from empirical data, the 
simulation of activity patterns, the analysis of activity patterns supporting the:: display of basic 

properties, the reporting of model performance. the calculation of indicators, and the evaluation 
of scenarios. More detailoo explanation of the model system is presented as a scpanlte chapter. 

Toronto Area Scheduling model for Household Agents. TASHA in shon, operationalized the 
conceptual model of household decision making presented by Miller (2002). The conceptual 

model. a basis for implementation of TASHA, is well described in the publication of Miller 
(2002). TASHA generates activity and travel pal1ems for a twenty-four hour typical weekday for 

all persons in a household by individually simulating the behavior of every household in a 
representative sample of houscholds. This modeluscs conventional trip diary data from survey, 
implying modellnU!sferability to other region where such trip data exist. And the concept of the 

project, dcfincd by Axliausen as a coordinated set of activities tied together by a COmmOn goal or 

outcome. is one of the main features of the model. but has nol yet been implemented. Rule-based 
method is used to organize activities into projects and to make schedules for interacting 

household members. 
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2.4.2.4 Micro-Slmulatiun Modd. 

Micro-simulation models integrate household aCtivItIes, land usc distributions, regional 
demographics and transportation networXs in time-dependenl fashion. Unlike the previous 
models developed by application of thooretical basis to empirical data, micro-simulation models 

arc rather data-driven. The best-known micro-simulation models are TRANSIMS 
(Transportalion Analysis and SIMulation System), developed at the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory in the United Slates, and its successor MATSim (Multi -Agent Transport Simulation) 
developed jointly in Zurich and Berlin (Balmer, et aI., 2008) 

The objective ofTRANSIMS is (0 develop II set of mutually supporting realistic simulations, 
models, databases that employ advanced computational and analytical techniques to create an 

integrated regional transportation system. It is ! microscopic simulation model which simulates 
all entities of the syst~m, for instance, travelers, vehicles, inters«tiOlls, etc., as individual objects. 
The conceptual advantage of a micro-simulation is that it can be made arbitrarily realistic in 

principle. TRANSIMS consists of a set of modules. Demographic data is di'l-aggregated to obtain 
individual households and household members. It creates synthetic population by combining 

available data using proportional fining method. For each individual with socio-demographic 
characteristics, a set of activities and activity locations for a day is generated. Modeling of 
choices on mode and route which connects activities at different location is followed. Then, the 

traffic micro-simulation exccutes individual's activity schedules simult:meoosly onto the 
transportation netwOl"k. The model has received much anention for this transportation micro 
simulation. It imitates the movement and interactions of travelcrs throughout tr1!Ilsportatioo 

system of metropolitan area. More detai led description of the module. refers to a techoical report 
ofTRANSIMS (Smith, cI ai., 1995). 

The next generation of micro-simulation models is MATSim. The description of the system 

here is mainly rcferred to dissertation of Balmer (2007). It is an agent-based simulation model 
where each traveler is modeled as an individual agent in the simulation. Multi-Agent Transport 

Simulation Toolkit (MA TSim-T, 2006) is presented as a modular platform for transport plaooing 
software. An algorithmic core of the toolkit is MATSim-EA. It tries to iteratively optimize cach 

iodividual's demand. The basic concept for MATSim-EA originates from evolutionary algorithm 
presented by Back (19%). The idea behind this optimi7.ation process is first to create a 
population of objects, say activity plans in this context. The objects are assessed against a fill1.e!ls 

functioo, which evaluates how successful the object was. Then, the object that fulfills the 
function the best, the highest score, survive while the others die. Applying the coocept of 

evolutionary algorithm to activity-scheduling behavior, MATSim-EA processes three pieces of 
tasks; i) each agent independently generates a plan for a day, ii) all agent's plans Me 

simultaneously executed in the simulation ofthc physical system, MATSim-EXEC, iii) fOl" each 
executed p11!Il, then the performance is calculated by a utility function. MATSim-EXEC does 

actual microscopic traffic simulation including interaction between the agents of the system with 
each other. The stochastic. queue based. agent traffic simulation is used here to simulate the trip 
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agents during the defined time period. Given the scores of the plans, agents can change plans 

again. And the nel<t execution of the revised plans tales place. The ~y'tem iterates the above 

proccs. until a stable .tate is reached. The strong feature of the system is that each algorithm or 
module has its specific purpose, splitting up the demand modeling process into pieces. In other 

words, it is no longer forced to follow the four step process in its predefined way. One can 
iteratively run or combine any algorithms of the system (Balmer. 2007). For the details of the 

model system, see several papers and the website of MATSim (http://ViWW.matsim.orgl).Alist 
of papers and reports to MA TSim is provided in the publication of Balmer, et at. (2008). 

2.5 TRAFFIC FLOW PREDICTION MODELS 

Traffic assignment techniques are used to predict tranic flows on networks, given a certain travel 
demand. In addition to traffic assignment models, there is another class of traffic flow prediction 
models, namely (pure) simulation models (De Romph 1994, Bliemcr 2(01). Or alternatively 

termed, they can be divided into equilibrium and non-equilibrium models. However. neither of 
these two models have a generally accepted definition. Simulation models "only" propagate the 

traffic flow along the routes through time, without taking mute choice into ao;:ount. These 
models also can be called either dynamic traffic propagation models or dynamic network loading 

models. Traffic propagation models instead of simulation models will be used throughout the 
thesis to avoid any confusion of terminology between simulation models and simulation-based 

assignment models. On the contrary, assignment models are not necessarily time based models 
that do consider routlX'hoice. That is, time 8Spects can be assumed to be eith<:T constant or 

variant. This section prescnts detailed description of traffic propagation models and assignment 
models. Basic concepts and a wide variety of dilTerent approaches will be provided. 

2.5.1 Simulation Model. 

In general, simulation is defined as dynamic representation of some part of the real world 
achieved by building a comput<:T model and moving it through time (Drew 1968). Computer 

aided simulations are frequently employed in traffic and iT1Insportation system analysis in order 

to describ-e inherent dynamic natu~ of traffic. Traffic behavior is described over el<tended 
periods of time by conducting numerical el<perimems on a computer. They aTe basically dynamic 

time propagation modcls because the state of the model at time t+ J is calculated based on the 
~tate at time I (De Romph, 1994). Traffic propagation models can be classified in several ways. 

Since real-time computational tractabi lity matters in simulation, the basic classification is in 
terms of the choice of granularity; macroscopic, mcsoscopic, and microscopic models. 
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Macros.::opic models are mathematical models that fonnulate the J'(:iationships among traffic 
flow characteristics at flow [evel, which docs not discern individual vchicles but they are treated 

as a Iluid-like continuum. These moods represent traffic stream in tenns of 8ggrt'gmw measures 

such as density and flow rate. The underlying assumption is originat~d from hydrodynamic 
theory that traffic streams as a whole are comparable to fluid streams. The most widely used 

d}1lamic macroscopic model is the hydrodynamic model, namdy LWR model, developed by 
Lighthill and Whitham (\955) and Richruds (1956); see Daganzo (1997) for a review. 

Mesoscopic models handle packet of vehicles. On the other hand, microscopic modds g", 

vehicle-oriented models where the movement of individual vehicles is tracked, capturing the 

interaction between individual drivers. Microscopic propel1ies such a. the state of each vehide 
(i.e., the position and the speed of a single vehicle) are represented by the models. And this class 

of models usually has stochastic characteristics while macroscopic models are deterministic. As 
it allows analysis of individual vehicles, microscopic models are used to investigate local 

behavior of traffic. Although route choice behavior is not inwrporated in the models, they are 
not useless because the models can be used liS II dynamic network loading component in an 
assignment model (Blierner, 2001). But, this type of models is not well suited for network 

problems and application is rather limited becau>c they arc designed for small networks. 
Description of traffic propagation models will not be provided bocause it is out of the scope of 

this thesis. 

2.5.2 Anignment Models 

Traffic assignment usually is the last step in the conventional FSM as the process of allocating 

thc trips in one or more trip matrices to their routes in the network. The outwme of route 
assignment is link: flows and link travel time. The resulting traffic pattern, determine.:! by 
following certain roles or principles of I\lUte choice of travelers. provides infonuation about the 
petformance or the use of the network.. Furthermore, the results can be used for planning and 

design purposes by getting insight the state of the network in response to changes. 

The interaction between transport supply and travel demand produees a flow pattern on the 
network.. It is a traffic assignment model that incorporates and manifests the interaction of the 
two elements. Traffic assignment models detemline an optimal trade-off between supply lind 

demand. According to what assumption is considered, several models have been formulated. 
And the classification of those models is possible on different levels. However, one of the most 

fundamental theoretical assumptioll.'l used is how the time aspects are treated within the modcl. 
In other words, whether the time, travel demand and co~t is regarded as a constant or a variant 

determines a distinction between static and d}llamic traffic assignment models. As for input to 
assignment model, travel dcmand and transport network is required, Travel demand is given as 

0·0 mutrix and transport network consists of nodes, link.s, and link chanlCleriSlics such as 
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maximum speed and capacity_ The general scheme of assignment lramework typically is 

composed of the two sub problems; route choice and network loading. The route choice model 
produces route flows from the trips ofO-D tahle. Having determined the route nows by the route 

choice model, the nellt step is to load the nows onto the network. The nows are transferred to the 

network loading model to simulate the nows over the networlc Network loading is also referred 
to as traffic flow propagation that merely propagates the mute flow. though the link Therefore, 

route choice and network loading is combined in traffic assignment models. The objective of this 
section is to review the traffic assignment models, with emphasis on d}tlamic assignment models, 

which an:> superior to stalic models given the inherent dynamic nature of traffic. Nevertheless 
this does not mcan that static assignment technique is inferior because static models can provide 

basic insights to prohlems. 

2.5.2.1 Static Traffic AsslgnilltnlModtls 

A well established and widely accepted class of traffic assignment models is .tatic tramc 

assignment (ST A) models. The review is mainly referred to OrtUzar and Willumsen (2001) and 
Bovy, et af. (2006). ST A assumes that traffic conditions such as travel demand and link cost 

functions arc constant over time during the time sp!lll of interest. In other words. link flows and 
link Iravel times an:> time irnkpendent. A given travel demand is allocated on the tr!lllsportation 
network and spatial distribution of the traffic volume are obtained as a result of the assignment. 

The n:>sulting traffic volume represents averagc conditions of the network for the time period. 
It is commonly observed that different drive.,; often use different mutes when traveling 

between thc same two points. Or, sometimes even the same driver chooses different routes under 

the same situation. This can be ellplained by two factors: congestion and stochastic effects. 
Stochastic elements refer to variability of perceptions or level of knowledge on the link attributes. 

Congestion effects make some ideal routes less attractive as delays increase with greater usage, 
implying whether or not capacity of the link is restrained_ These two elements can be dimensions 

for distinction of STA models. Diflercnt twes of methods identified according to them are 
depicted in Table 2.1. 

Tabk 2.1 T) ..... ofot.t1o tr.trIc .,<iPWOllt modet 

", ... h.",,, ,t, "" ,", 
No 

No All-or·nothing Pure <tochutic 

Yes Wardrop's user equilibrium Stoo;.butic user equilibrium 
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The simplest assignment method is all-or-nothing (AON) assigrun~nt. It is assumed that link 

capacity is not restrained, which means that the link travel time is fIxed !Illd docs not vary 
depending on the congestion of (he link. In addition, all drivers considm' the same attributes for 

roote choice and pemeive them in the same way. As a consequence. all drivers arc assigned to 
the singly most attractive roule even if there is another path with the same travel time. This 
method is unrealistic in that only a single roule is utilized by trawlers. In contrast to a1J-or
nothing assignment, stochastic methods emphasize behavior differences of driven;. This method 

allocates the trips between a certain O-D pair over several routes, assuming that route choice 
behavior varies fmm peTSOn to person. Because travelers choose their perceived shortest path, 

distribution over multiple routes between the same origin and destination is possible. 
In reality, every link in the networl: has capacity limits and this can be expressed by 

relational function between the level of flow and travel costs of links. Thus, more realistic 
assignment needs to take capacity restraints into account. Wardrop's user equilibrium method 

considers congestion of the link. Several rootes hetween O-D pairs are still possible with this 

method in that level of service attributes of links depend on link loads, even though every driver 
behavc~ in the same way. Travelers will search for efficient routes to travel between two points 

and it is expected that they reach some stable set of choices. The stable starns, equilibrium of the 
nclWorl:, is best described by Wardrop. It is defined that no individual driver can reduce his path 
costs by switching route under equi librium condition and travel time of all used route alternatives 
must be equal. The assignment method which considers both behavioral difference of drivers IUld 

congestion of the network is stochastic user-equilibrium a,"ignment (SUE). Equilibrium 
condition of this assignment is defined that no travelel"S can improve his perceived travel time by 
unilaterally changing route. Route choice behavior depends on travel time experienced and this is 
affected by link flow. The only diflercncc with Wardrop's equilibrium is that SUE model uses 

perceived travel cost which varies from person to person. SUE performs better than other model 

in that it reflects both properties in modeling. 
ST A modds a", widely accepted models having both advantages and disadvantages. 

Although a number of shortcomings of STA have been reported and they mostly concern time 
independent assumption oflbe model, STA is IIll extremely valuable approach to trafl,c analysis 
as it allows quick estimation of the use of traffic networks and an initial appreciation of the 

situation. Initial estimates arc used to perform IllOCC detailed analysis or more demanding 
d}'llamic assignment. The reason why the results of static assignment are used for dynamic 

assignment is that calculation of the initial turning movement proportions at junctions is 
perl"om,ed with STA. Despite the widespread use, shortcomings of them have become more 

apparent as congestion becomes impoJtaDt in transportation research. The major limitation is 
inability to fully captu", the true dynamics of trip departure and real -time routing behavior. They 
cannot satisfactorily be captured by a static modeling approach. For example, departure time 

change caused by congestion cannot be modeled unless a time-varying element is considered. 

Modeling not immediate but avera&<: conditions of traflic has the ri~k of underestimating the 
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congestion effect. Therefore, the need for better models, dynamic assignment models in this 
context, h<>came apparent and will be discussed in the following """tion. 

2.5.2.2 Dynamic Traffi c Assi2nmentModcis 

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) techniques have evolved substantially since the introduction 
of the fi"'t analytical dynamic assignment model by Merchant and Nemhauser (1978a, 1978b), 
addressing many oftht: limitations ofSTA methods. They depan from the standard STA models 
to deal with time-varying flows (recta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001), By considering the time
varying nature of traffic flows. dynamic modcls can produce practically empirically more 
realistic and useful estimates of st...te variables such 8$ speeds, queue lengths, delays and 
congestion effects so as to better assess the environmental and functional impacts of 
transponation planning mcasures. Basically, the dynamics am imroduced by adopting discrete 
time periods or continuous time functions in the models. However, the existence of time variMce 
by itself does not imply that the model is dynamic, unless events in one period can influence 
events in the next (De Romph, 1994). Hence, the true dynamic is a comprehensive concept, 
which also includes dynamics caused by interactions betwcen travel facets. For example, 
depanure time choice needs to he modeled in dynamic way as well because tlllVelers change 
departure time in response to traffic situation out there. 

Whilc STA models do route choicc and network loading in time·independenl way, DT A 
models solve the sub problems dynamically. The DTA models typically consist of dynamic roule 
choice Md dynamic network loading (DNL). And thc DTA problem can be solved by combining 
the route choice problem and DNL problem. The outcomes of assignment are dynamic link and 
route flows, dynamic link travel times, and dynamic route travel costs. Consequently, thcy can be 
transferred back inlO route choice again such that adaptation behavior of drive'" can take place in 
respoose 10 changes in tmnsponation eovironment. Likewise, DT A itself is an iterative procedure, 
converging 10 traffic equilibrium. Thc DT A scheme is depicted in Figure 2.6. 
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Although a wide variety of different approaches to DTA problem has ken devdoped, none 
of the models provides a universal solution for general network. (petta and Ziliaskopoulus, 
20(11). This results from inherently ilI-l>ehavcd system properties of general DTA problem. That 

is to say, it needs to adequately represent traffic realism and human behavior. Hence, most 
researchers or practitioners am often faced with a trade-off between traffic realism and 

mathematical tractability when solving the assignment problem. Division into two groups of 
approaches in DTA is possible in terms of these two conditions: analytical (mathematical) and 
heuristic approach (De Romph, 1994), The main interest of analytical approach is to provide a 
theoretically sound mathematical fonnulation of the problem. It seeks system optimum or user 
equilibrium. Thus, convergence of algorithms and unique solution mattel1l in this approach. The 
approach ha~ some advantages over heuristic models in tcnns of its ability of dctcnnining 
solution properties, which implies uniquencss of a solution model. And it is theo~tically very 
powerful. Howevcr, the amount of realism is rather limited because assignment problem is 
solved with simplified assumptions, precluding capture of all the dctail~ of the problem. 
Furtherrno~, most of them CM only be applied to a small problem. As problem size i9Uws larger, 
it is computationally cumbersomc or not practical due to their analytical nature. On the contrary, 
hcuristic approach pragmatically models traffic, reflecting reality as closely as possible, without 
bothering too much about a consistent mathematical structure. that is, convergence of algorithms 
on uniqucness of solutions. It captures dynamics and driver behavior, preventing the guarantee of 
the standard mathematical propcnies. This approach seeks 10.. effectiveness, robustness, and 
deployment of efticiency. It has a higher del¥ee of flexibility, which ensures traffic realism. 
However, the structure of the models is ~acrificed to the fl exibility of the models. Another 
classification in tCl1m of methodology, which is mo~ specific, is proposed by Peeta and 
ZiJiaskopoulos (2001). Analytical approach is further classified into mathcmatical programming, 
optimal control, variational inequality models, whereas simulation-based models arc part of thc 
heuristic approach. For comprehensive overview of the four methodologies, see Pecta and 
Ziliaskopoulos (2ool). \\!hile analytical models emphasize derivation of theoretical insights, 
simulation-based models coocentmtc OIl enabling pradical deployment for realistic network. 
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Among the four DTA methodologies above mentioned, simulation-based dynamic traffic 

assignment models will be further explained here because MaDAM, the macroscopic traffic 

simulation model used in this research. does solve assignment problem in a quite similar WilY, 

without adding itel1ltive loop in the model. The advent of large and powerful computers has 

prompted simulation techniques to gain significancc. Simulation-based OTA, which gained 
greater acceptability in the context of real-world deployment (Ben-Akiva, el at., 1998), employs 

OTA techniques in a simulation environment for real-time application by systematically 
combining dynamic network assignment models and traffic simulation models, It adll'ts car 

following simulation techniques of traffic propagation models. This class of models is used 

primarily for traffic operational studies to capture the evolution of traffic flows in a network, 
which result from the decisions of individual travelers making mute choice decisions. It uses a 

traffic simulator to replicatc thc complex traffic flow dynamics. The advantages of simulation
based OTA methods include: i) it captures the time-dependent interactions bctwcen thc demand 
for the network and the supply of the network, ii) it n:>presents the travel choices in great detail , 

and iii) it predicts thc locations and impacts of traffic congestion. However, the models have 
some drawbacks that concern their inability to derive the associatcd mathematical properties. 

Moreover. computational burdcn can be operationally restrictive. Thus. trade-off between 
solution accuracy and computational efficiency could be a maUer. The key issue of simulation
based DTA models is that theoretical insights cannot be analytically derived as the complex 

traffic interactions are modeled using simulation. Several models are implemented and available 
as software products such liS CONTRAM (Leonard, lOt at., 1978), DYl1aMJT (Ben-Akiva, e/ at., 
1998), and DYNASMART (Mahmassani. et at., 1998). 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has reviewed tnmsport modeling approacbes and associated models from classic to 

state-of-the art. Basic concepts of approaches and key characteristics of several models were 
described. To summarize, it can be explained by the flow of history in transport modeling. Many 
researchers and practitioners have searched for better models which replicate real-world as 

closely as possible and therefore provide the analyst with more accurate outcomes and forecasts. 
Those efforts have appeared as development of new approaches making up for limitations of 

transport models of earlier generation. rather than making something out of nothing. The 
modeling approaches shifted from initially trip-based models at aggregated level to activity

based models at disaggregated level. The perspective change on traffic movement has played a 
pivotal role for the paradigm shift. While the earlier models assumes travel demand in its own 

right without consideration of individual travel behavior and temporal aspects, the latest models 

view travel i, a derived demand to satisfy human needs, appeared u outcomes of consecutivc 
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choices between travel facets. The most critical point is that modelers have begun to recognize 
trame is essentially dynamic process. To complement the shortcomings of traditional four step 
process model. nvo research fields have been actively being developed: Activity-based approach 

captures interrelationships between trip-related attributes by inv~stigating individual ' s daily 

activity pattern. And thus, activity scheduling behaviors arc modeled with this approach and it 
enabled more accurate and consistent prediction than depending only on trip re\:ords. Replacing 
static traffic assignment, there has been substantial amount of advancements in dynamic (raflk 

propagation models, though it was independently developed from activity-based models. 
Incorporating time-varying aspects to capture dynamic nature of traflie, DTA models and 
dynamic traffic propagation models predict how traffic flov.~ change over time by propagating 

the dynamic travel demand onto the given transport network. In thc following chapter. thc two 
instance" of activity-based model, and dyn!llJlic trnflic propagation models. ALBATROSS and 

MaDAM will be discussed in detail. 
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3 THE MODELS: ALBATROSS and MaDAM 

3.1 TNTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces two models and its operational model system in the field of activity
based travel demand modelina and dynamic traffic simulation modeling. Commissioned by the 
Dutch Ministry of Transportation and Public works. urban planning group at Eindhoven 
University of Technology has developed ALBATROSS. Another is MaDAM developed by 
Goodappel Coffeng BV and OlIUlitrans International. The attempt to building the linked model 
system in this rese!U"Ch is facilitated by two application software, ALBATROSS and 
OmniTRANS. Albatross is a micro-simulation system which predicts activity-patterns of 
individuals of every household based on decision rules incolJlOfllting various constraints 
(.Arentze and Tinunennans, 2000), and hence, travel demand is predicted. OmniTRANS is an 
integrated multi-modal transportation planning package. It delivers a set oftool8 used to address 
an extensive range of transport modeling problems. In particular, MaDAM simulates the 
propagation of traffic throughout the network, taking into account queuing and junction effects, 
and automatically detecting network flow conditions (OmniTRANS Manual), and thus traffic 
flow on the network is predicted. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents conceptual model and its operational 
model system of ALBATROSS. Conceptual description of Albatro"" first identifies the modeling 
wmponents, and then combines the separate components into an integrated model, consequently 
constructing the modeling framework. The Albatross system is described in terms of 
functionality of modules. Section 3 introduces OmniTRANS software package, also with 
functionality. Then. dynamic traffic propagation model, MaDAM, is conceptually described 
without introduction of mathematical details. 
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3.2 ALBATROSS 

Straightforwardly speaking, activity scheduling and organizing the related tmvel are 
chnracterin:d as complexity_ Manifested traffic pattern is the result of complex decision making 

process to participate activities at difi,mmt locations cODsidering spatial-temporal settings and 

institutional context, Decisions regarding activity scheduling md ils implementation relate to 

multiple dimensio11ll to be decided and they arc interrelated 10 each otheL Moreover, the 

circumstances also are complex as ph)'$ical environment changes from moment to moment, 
transportation situation is uncertain, and multi-day variations exist. This complexity may 
dramatically influence the way individuals organize their daily life, including travel. Unlike the 

utility-maximizing activity-based models, ALBATROSS assumes that individuals do not 
systematically compare all possible activity schedule" [.,<>ding to optimal choi~, but rather 

follow learning process guided by circumstance-specific heuristics. The insighl is the starting 
point of development of ALBATROSS, abbreviation for A Learning Based Transportation 
Oriented Simulation System. 

3.2.1 Conceptual Framework 

Modeling problem in the context of activity-based travel demand mudding involves activity 
scheduling. Prior to modeling activity scheduling behavior, components for modeling need to be 
identified first. This section introduces the key concepts by dcflllition. The concepts are 
translated inlo components of ALBATROSS. And, linking the components in an integrated 
fashion fonnubtes the ALBATROSS conceptual framework. Subsequently, activity scheduling 

mechanism will be discussed, as the core of the model is modeling activity-scheduling behavior. 

3.2.1.1 Components of Acth'lty-Based Tn\"el Demand Modding 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, activity-based travel demand modeling predicts which 

activities are conducted where, when. for how long, with whom, which transport mode is used, 
and ideally the implied mute choice decisions, taking spatial, temporal, institutional settings into 

account. These decision dimensions arc modeling components of the ALBATROSS model. In 
the ioHowing, concepts and definitions of the components will be explained. The description is 

based on the book of Albatross version 1 (Arentze and Tinunermans, 2000). 
A day and a household is a unit of prediction in the model. ALBATROSS predicts activity 

schedules of every individual of a household except children for a given day. Any given day (".an 

be divided into a series of episodes. Hence, summing up the activity duration of all episodes of 
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the day i~ 24 hours. Each episode represents another IICtivity or trip, An episode is charncterized 

by a start time, an end time, and duration. A question of which activities to perform i~ largely 

affected by decisions made at the level of household. Activity calendar, which is a set of 
activities that individual need to C<lmplete within a particular time hori zon, say a month or a year, 

is household-spec ific as it is based upon long-term household decisions and household 

charncteristics. Whereas time frame of activity calendar can be a week, a month, or a year, what 
consists of a list of activities that are planned for a particular day is activi/y program. Activity 

program is drawn from household activity calendar and the activities of a program are daily 
activities. Activity schedule, which is more common to us, is an ordered ,;equence and timing of 

the daily activities. However, not all the activities in thc schedule can be executed as they were 
planned due to unplanned events. Realized activity schedule is called adivity pal/ern and it can 

be explicitly defined in terms of activity location. transport mode, timing, duration, and travel 

party. 
Activities can be classified in two ways in terms of the spatial location where an activity is 

engaged and obligation to conduct activities. The liest classification divides into in-home and 
out-of-home activities. Th~'Y literally mean that activities executed at home or other than homc. 

Another i~ categorized into mandatory and di.!crelionary activities. While mandatory activities 
9l"C the activities that individuals must perform with ",me Ikgree of ohligation, discretionary 
activities are those in which an individual chooses to engage or not to engage, which means the 

individual is IIOt obliged to perfonn. 
A<:tivities arc taken place at certain places inplrysical environment which is tangible. Even 

though there are more activity locations beyond an individual's C<lgnition, imperfect information 
of space limits activity locations that individuals conceive in physical environment. The only 
those locations that arc familiar to IUl individual i~ called cognitive environment. Thus, a 

destination is chosen out of location alternatives of cognitive environmcnt. Moreover, activity 
location is characterized by a set of attributes. Activity locations are specified with certain land

use narrowing down the possible destinations foc conduct of a particular activity. 
Spatial separation of activity locations cau~es travel between locations to complete activity 

schedule. What facilitates the necessary link between different locations is transportation system. 
Even though the transponation ~ystem provide~ opportullity to overcome distances, 

transportation system itself also acts 3l'l a C<lnstraint because travelers always consider OOW long 
it does take to reach a destination in terms of temporal dimensions such as opening hours of a 
soop, implying that travel speed matters for using the system, People organize travel in different 

ways in order to increase the overall utility of acti\~ty participation. III other words, to minimize 
travel C<lst, people make trip chains. Trip chain is defmed as a series of trips that originates and 

tenninates at home and includes two or more ~top~ hetween two home-hased trips. Transport 
mode choice i~ always involved lor planning out-of-home activities. Travelers consider awi/ahf<, 

transport modes at the time of usage. In particular, availability of an individual car, for example, 

constrains the mode choice of a member of a household where there is only one car in a 

household. 
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As a member of society, there are some rules and re~lation. with which individuals must 

comply, which are referred to as instillltiolUl/ con/ext. Examples of institutional context include 

opening hours of a shop and the minimum age of eighteen for getting a driver' s license or buying 

liquors. Especially, opening hours or available time slots of services dictates the earlie.t possible 
starting time and latest possible end time for activity participation. Therefore, for scheduling of 

each activity, an individual considers the temporal aspects in tern)s of institutional context, 
To sum up, activity scheduling involves sub-decisions OIl activity I}lJC, destination, time of 

day, travel party, and transport mode. The related choices are modeled a. a fimction of activity 
C1I1endar, an individual' s cognitive environment, availability of transport modes, land-usc of 

activity locations, and institutional context (Arenlze and Timmemlans, 2000). 

3.2.1.2 Aclivily Scbeduling Declsion-Ma klng Process 

Having identified which variables are modeled in the Albatross model, this section describes 
assumptions about the decision·making process in activity scheduling and execution of schedules, 

That is to say, how an individual amves at activity schedules of a particular day from long·term 

activity calendar at til<: level of household. and additionally, how an individual cboo!ies octwcen 
feasible activity patterns and rescheduling during the conduct of the activity schedule will be 

discussed hen:. Rather than viewing choice as an optimal solution resulting from systematic 

comparisons of all possible patterns as utility-maximizing models, the Albatross hypothesizes 
that activity scheduling and execution evolve through learning process that decisions an: guided 
by heuristics that an: formulated. updated. or dissipated by experiences. 

Decision-making regarding scheduling and execution of activities involves not only short
term decisions as daily activity schedule, but also long-tenn as activity cal""dar on a monthly or 
yearly basis (Ben-Akiva and Bowman 1996, Ettema 1996, and Arentze and Timmermatlll 2000). 

Even though activities in the daily activity schedule seem to be resulted from short-tenn 
decisions specific for the day. those activities are considerably influenced by long-tenn decisions 
at household-level. Long-term decisions of a household such as work location or residence 

choice largely influences composition of activity calendar of a household. Besides, decisions on 
marital status or number of children affect the activities that a household takes part in. Reflecting 

the relationship between socio-demographic variables and lifestyle of ! household, different 
household'S have different activity calendars. This long-tenn household activity calendar 

determines largest part of activity types that individuals take p!rt in daily life. The activities of 
the household activity calendar are allocated to household memher.>. resulting in activity 

program for every individual within the household. Then, individuals organize those activities in 
some specific sequencing and timing. 111<: activity schedule is converted into activity patterns as 

activity scheduling occurs. Activity scheduling is a series of decision making process which 
consists of sub-decisions for each episode in the activity schedule. The sub-decisions for each 
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episode arc choice about destination, activity start times, duration, if travel is involved, transport 

mode, and travel party. 
11 should be noted, however, that individual' s choice is rather limited because of various 

constraints. The ALBATROSS identified six !]pes of constraints, extended from those of 

Hiigerstrand's (Arentze and Timmermans, 2(00). Constraints are incorporated in the model in 

such way that it uses constraints to sec what the possibilities, in other words, what feasible 
decisions arc, for each time a decision is made. Primari ly, this concerns spatial-temporal 

constraints: earliest possible start time and latest possible end time of an activity reflecting 
institutional context ~nd what locatiOils arc within reach and what transport mode is available 

and OOI.lld be used. This corresponds to what geographers have called space-time prisms 

described in the previous chapter. 
Lastly, it is postulated that decision-making process relevant for activity scheduling and 

rescheduling is based on \earning mechanism. In other words, individuals apply particular 

heuristics for certain situation to solve the problem, activity scheduling in this. context. This 
approach is different from econometric models in which optimal solution is pursued by 
exhaustively examining all possible options. Rather, choice might be sub-optimal in heuristic 

approach as the individual has not tried every conceivable options resulted from adoption of 
certain rules that is situation-specific. Experiences make heuri stics to be newly lonnulated, be 

adapted in response to changes, be reinforced by repetitive behaviors with positive results, or be 
dissipated by negative experiences. Initially, individuals may try every possible activity patterns, 

given that they have very little knowledge about the environment. Whereas positive C];perience 
reinforce the choice of the activity pattern in the future leading to habitual behavior, negative 
experience atlenuate the usc of the pattern. eventually resulting in disappearance of it. As their 

experience repeats, individuals I<fadually have prcferences lor certain activity ~tterns. 

Consequently, individuals develop scripts, defined by Arentze and Timmennans (2000) as ready

made heuristics under specific conditions. During the exc<:ution of the activity pattern, 
individuals often encounter unforeseen events that adaption noods to be made. It should be noted 
that under this changed environment, individuals do not consider all options, and rather they use 

more generic rules that have proven to be adequate and satisfactory in the past. Based on the 
understanding of concepts underlying the Albatross model, what is following is de;;(;ription of 

operational system of the conceptual model. 

3.2.2 Tbe ALBATROSS Sys tem 

The conceptual framework is opcratiOilalized as ALBATROSS system. The system is ~ rule

based model where" schedule results from applying choice heuristics that individuals develop. 
Like the other computational models describing scheduling, Alb"tross assumes a sequential 

decision making process that sub-decisions are made in "specifIC sequence. Choices of activity 
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type, destination , lime of day, travel party, and transport model are explicitly p~dicted by the 
model. 

The description of the mood system is based on the current vCl'$ion of ALBATROSS. 
VCl"Sion 4, al so used in this research, Albatross-4 is estimated on the national travel survey 
dataset (MON). The travel survey substitutes activity diary data because transformatiOil of the 
survey into activity diM)' data [onnal was possible. As the data collected for the entire of the 
Netherlands involving 45,000 person-days, Albatross-4 is fully o~rational on a national scale. 

Albatross is rather a broader model system in its operation, beyond the fundamental module 
thai generates schedules. Before starting a prediction run fOT scheduling, Albatross first generales 

a synthetic population for which schedules arc to be predicted. The next step involves the main 
part of tile system to predict the ~tivily schedules of the individuals in each household. During 
the prediction ron, three system comjXInents interact; they arc thc scheduling engine which 
controls scheduling process, the decision unit from which the choice outcomes are delivered, and 
the inference system that derives required information about conditiOllll using analytical rule
based models. All relevlUlt input and output of the three system cores are stored at database of 
the system. Rcgarding a jXlst-processing step of the results obtained from prediction runs, 
Albatross has additional agents that further process predicted activity schedules in several ways 
to derive useful information. 

As micro-simulation models involve construction of a data set representing thc 
characteri stics of the individuals of a household as the first step, a population needs to be 

synthesized in AlbalIUi'is prior to predict the schedules of the individuals. Like many other micro
simulation models, a method to jXlpuiation synthesis in Albatross is based on thc convcntional 
approach originally developed by Bcckman, ~I al. (1996), Iterative ProjXIrtional Fitting (IPF). 
Ibc nltimatc usc of IPF is to estimate a multi -way table. A representative sample of the 
jXlpulation and demographic cenS\l-~ data are necessary to construct the multi-way table. Margins 
of the table are given by demographic data and initial proportiO!l8 in cells of the table are derived 
from thc sample data. It is a process of finding cell projXIrtions as the initial sample data is 
gradually adjusted through repeated calculations to fit the given margins while correlation 
structure in thc multi-way table is maintained. As a preprocessing step to awly IPF, 
demographic data is tmnsfonned into household data using relation matrices because Albatross 
needs household level data as wcll and demographic census data is not available at household 
level (Arentle, et ai., 2(08). 1be methodology of population synthesis will be further discussed 
as a SepaTa(e chapter in the following. 

Central to the model system i. the scheduling engine, which simulates the scheduling of 
activiti es of individuals across the day. intuitively, scheduling and execution phase entails 
rescheduling behavior so as to improve the preliminary schedule or adjust the revised schedule 
due to constl1lims and unexpected event.'!. Rescheduling operator, however, has not been 
implemented in the current operational model, and thus, only preliminary schedule which is the 
fust outcome of scheduling process is predicted in Albatross. Individuals solve scheduling 
problems following some sp<:'Cified sequence as the scheme of Figure 3.1 shows. Generated 
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activity schedules. resulting from the sequential decision making process. describe multiple 
facets of activity and travel; for a given day which activities are conducted, when it ~tart". for 
how long, where, and, if traveling i5 involved, tho: travel mode md chaining of trips. Within the 
predefmed sequence of decision dimensions, Albatross uses a priority-based scheduling process. 
For example, mandatory activities arc scheduled prior to discrctionary activities. Moreover, 
location choice of Ilexible activitie~ precedes those of mode choices. 

Tho: distinctive feature of Albatross is its constraints-based search to solve the scheduling 
problem. In other words, various constraints arc satisfied for every decision making step through 
the entire scheduling process. Each time ~ decision is made it uses COtL~traints to see what 
feasible dedsions arc. Albatross delineates the choice set or choice range from all scheduling 
constraints given by available dati.. Primarily, this concerns spatial-temporal constraints: earliest 
possible start time and latest possible end time of an activity and what locations arc within reach 
md what transport mode is available and could be used. 

1be J"WKiamental level of modeling is a particular household and a panicular day. But this 
doesn't imply that Albatross models household-level decision making. Rather, household 
interactions are incorporated in scheduling of individuals of a household in several ways. Car 
allocation problem between household members is taken into account in mode choice of 
individual members where there is only one car and more thm One driving license. Although 



scheduling of eaeh household member is implemented simultaneously, the current schedule of 
other mernbe", has a direct impact 011 decision making of another person, alternating choiee 

options. Lastly, the presence of children, if any, is taken into account as a condition for 
scheduling decisions. 

The Decision L"nit contains ehoice options ~nd dedsion rules. Although the choiee 

alternatives are predefined hy the external data, the structure of decision rules are empirically 
derived from activity-travel diary and the induction is executed by learning mechanism. A 

decision tree (DT) formalism is adopted to represcnt choice heuristics. DT consists of a list of 
condition variables and action variables. Condition variables relate to attributes of household. 

physical environment, or transportation system. Action variables refer to the available choice 
alternatives. The primary reason why the system takes DT representation ",ther than 

unstructured rules lies in its property that exhaustiveness, exclusiveness, and consistency among 
choice options are guaranteed. As a method ofleaming mechanism, CHAlD-related algorithm is 
used in the system. Inductive learning algorithms from AI can also be used, but CHAID-based 

algorithm is more powerful for modeling probabilistic rules (Le., rules that predict choice 
probabi lities rather than a detenninistic choice). The possibilities of the two DT induction 

methods are explored and this is described in concrete in the book ALBATROSS version I 
(Arontze and Timmermans, 2(00). The process model uses a total of 26 decision trees to derive 

decisions in the scheduling process. Complementary to the decision unit is the inference system 
that consists of analytical and rule-based models for deriving needed intormation about 
constraints from available data about the study area and the household considered. These models 

represent basic Imowledge about scheduling constraints by calculating temjXlral constraints or 
defining d}TI3ll1ic location choice oots, for example. 

The database is where a set of data file. and genen!ted activity .schedules in run-time are 

stored. The input data concerns infonnation of study area; household attribute. land-use pattern 
such as opening hours and possible location fOl" specific activities, and transportation system. 
What is imjXlrtant in transjXlrtation system is a set of travel time matrices under free-flow, 

shortest path as well as real-traffic conditions. On the other hand, output data includes schedule 
information; observed schedule and predicted schedule. 

The scenario ftgent allows users to define various SCcnariOll to simulate the cfiec!s of policy 
meaSUTeS Or population composition change. The scenario builder provides the interface to 
manipulate system parameters such as comjXlsition of the sample fraction of jXlpulation or 

change attribute settings sueh as transportation environment and land-use. Simulation of traffic 
flows on the networX and adjusting travel time data dependent on network capacity may improve 

accuracy of prediction. Nevertheless in the present model Albatross-4, traffic propagation does 
not take place and thus does not irtClude feedback oftravcl-time realizations to the scheduler. No 

iterations occur in a prediction run. 

Having the predicted schedule for each person of the synthetic population, the set of 
schedules can be analyzed in several ways by reporter agent of Albatross. It SUpjXlrts the display 

of basic properties of complete activity patterns, tours, trips, together with derived statistics. In 
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particular, trip matrices possibly disaggregated On WIne thin! dimension such as mode can be 

generated. Relevant to assessment of environmental and transportation policies. the system 
calculates as set of indicators, Moreover, similarity between observed and generated activity 

schedules is measured by goodncss...:of-lit analysis. To account for interdependencies between 
d<>eision dimensions as wen as sequential order of elements, multidimensional sequential 

alignment method (MDSAM) (Joe, el al., 1997), i, used. In addition, impact assessment can be 
done by comparison of activity pattern under base-line and scenario condition. Rather than the 
observed set, the activity pattern under ztlIU--change condition is used because a bias is 

unavoidable. thus the found diITerences cannot be anributed to the scenario conditions alone. 
AlbatroSll does not run multiple times to test the statistical significance of the found diff<=nccs, 
but One time. In other words, the output is randomly divided in a number of parts and then the 

statistics are calculated, This is simi lar to 11 times run on 1111 of population. Given the predicted 

schooules under both conditions, they are compared in terms of the frequenq tables, indicators, 
and trip matrices generntoo between the null scenario and the scenario condition. 

3.3 OrnniTRANS . nd MaDAM 

In this research, OmniTRANS software package is used for modeling dynamic traffic assignment. 
Particularly, MaDAM. which is a traffic simulation heart of OrnniTRANS, is run as the 

subsequent step aft.". prediction of travel demand by Albatross. This section touches on a brief 
description of the software package and conceptual detai ls of the MaDAM without providing 

mathematical description of the model. 

3.3.1 OmlliTRANS 

OmniTRANS is a transJXlrl planning software package. It is a comprehensive tool that not only 
supports addrc:SIling of various tranSJXlrl modeling problems but also satisfies different users such 
as planners, consultants. and researchers with different pwpose, and needs, The application of 

OrnniTRANS is extensive as it allows a user to manage data and projects with user-friendly 

system interface, manipulate modeling process in a user-defined way, apply dive!ae renowned 
transJXlrt modeling techniques to problems, and analyze the model outcomes in several ways. 

OmniTRANS provides a rich interface for managing and manipulating the system. Projoct 
and data management and network editing are available through interfaces. The data and models 

relevant for analysis are managed as a project. The project templates alJow different users to 
work in collaboration by establishing unifOI1l1 standards and styles. And potentially large and 

complex datasets are easy to control in OmniTRANS. Transport modeling data. generally relates 
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to multiple dimensions such as transport mode, lime, and etc. This multiplicity makes data very 

complex and difficult to manage. In Omnit!1Ul5 all data and process results arc constructed and 

stored in an origin-destination 'Matrix Hypercube' in term. of .ix dimensions: pUlJIOse. mode, 

time period, user, result, and iteration (PMTURl). Although conventional origin-destinalion 

matrices typically are two-dimensional, Omnitran. provides more expanded concept of trip 
matrices into PMTURI structure. While input data can be sllUclured as PMT(U)-combination, 

output skims can be stored in PMIUR1-combin8tion when: re..ult and iteration are added. 

Therefore, a trip matrix is always referenced by means of a PMTU-combination. For flexibility, 
users are allowed 10 define (he structure of the dimensions as one intends. Thus, efficient and 

consistent storage and management of data arc possible. 
What enables unlimited potential for modeling in OmniTRANS is its scripting language 

which is used fOT editing and organizing modeling jobs and managing tbe execution of the jobs. 

OnutiTRANSjob language (OlL) is based on the Ruby objeet oritmtoo. prognlmming. The Ruby 

is attractive in that it i. open source language and 110 significant programming knowledge or 

skills are required to use it. OIL adopts the entire native Ruby language. But, Onutitruns-specific 

classes arc added to Ruby standard classes to deal with Iransport modeling problems. Users can 

interact with the system by explicitly derming job scripts so that the task specified by the users 

can take place. Therefore, OIL is powerful in developing innovative transport model, of any 

scope and style. 

A number of aspeets of travel can be modeled by the help of modeling techniques available 

in OmniTRANS. Basically, it models both trl!.vel demand and traffic assignment, yet it i. 

add",ssed in many ways. It is a multi-modal and multi-temporal system. On the one hand, travel 

behavior can be analyzed on an aggregated or disaggregated level. For example, traflic can be 

described for multi-users classes. On the other hand, modeling can be done in a static or dynamic 

way in term. of time asptlCts. 

Additionally, OmniTRANS provides useful tools to make use of the modeling outcomes. The 

system facilitates the graphic representation, the visualization, the comparison of the results, and 

the n:p<>rt generation, al1d thus, the Ielults can be presented in a fonn that is easily legible and 

understandable so that the users can draw any meaningful implication from it. Regarding the 

graphic representation and visualiZlltion, modeling data and results cun be represented in a 

graphic format such as chart and graph. Furthermore, animated display in relation to time periods 

is possible by synchronizing animated displays for multiple time slices. And for the visual 

representation, usell5 can manipulate labels and annotations. Given the eharts or graphs, scenarios 

and dimensions can be compared within OmniTRANS. Finally, the data and the results together 

with the grapbic representations ean be presented in nicely fonnattcd reports. 
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3.3.2 MaDAM 

Although MaDAM (Macroscopic Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model) itself is not a dynamic 
assignment model, it is run in the DTA framework as a small part of the DTA sYlllem, specified 
foc dynamic network loading. Within thc DTA framcwork, the MaDAM, the macroscopic traffic 
propagation model, ~imulates route flows onto the given network. As the name of the model 

suggests, it is the macroscopic model taking principles from fluid mechanics. Attractiveness of 
the macroscopic simulation model is that it is fast.". and deterministic, and easier to use than 
microscopic simulation models or analytical macroscopic models. /I.1icroscopic simulation 
models are slower to configurc thc network and are not applicable to large networks due to the 
fact that everything is analyzed on the level of individual vehieles. On the other hand, this 
macroscopic simulation model does oot put too much emphasis on thooretiCllI and mathematical 
structure of problem as analytical macroscopic models do, but this doesn't mean that the 
simulation models havc little mathematics (De Romph, 1994). The following text explains how 
MaDAM works within the DTA framework and distinctive features of the model in detail. The 
explanations refer to several research papers published by Otnnitrans International, the 
Omnitrnns software package manual, and the website (http://www.omnitrans-intemational.com). 

Here, MaDAM will be de&:ribed in tenns of the DTA frarr;o,work because the ultimate usc of 
the model is to solve the traffic assignment problem. As explained in the previous chapter, 
dynamic assignment consists of two sub problems; route choice and dynamic network loading. 
Likcwise. route choice and MaDAM are combined for DTA in Omnitrans (see Figure 3.2). A set 
of routes is necessary to simulate traffic. This implies that routes must be prepared based on the 
O-D trip pairs. This route generation is implemented "" an intrinsic part ofDTA,!Illd thus, route 
choice is modeled as a pre-processing step in the software to running of MaDAM for dynamic 
flow propagation. Many methods arc available for routc generation (Raadsen. et al., 2009b), but 
the MaDAM uses turn-fractions based method, as follows. The process of route generation is to 
estimate the division of flow over the network. This concerns the calculation of splitting rates for 
turning movements at exit Jinh of nodes. Each exit links has turning proportions which is 
defined "" the portioo of traffic volume entering a node and leaving the node through one of the 

TraflkA ... ignmelll ill OmlliTRANS 
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exit links. Turn·fractions method is computationally friendly in that routes arc not traced during 
DNL and splitting rates are defmed at the node level per c)';it links, not per route, Splitting rates 

need to be determined on beforehand and static assignment is used to define the initially turning 
fractions in Omnitnms. Static route choice model is irnplcmcntod in an iterative framework 
where static equilibrium 'plil proportions are converged o~er iterations. Therefore, a set of IlllTl 
fractions arc static and have no time clemen!. However, true d)11amics can be captured only 

when the roule choice varies over time in relations 10 traffic conditiol18 and Ihis is implemented 

in StreamLine framework which is the latest DTA system in Omnitrarul. To make time
dependent route choice )lQssiblc, a technique of layering is used. Vehicles departing at the 

beginning of a simulation period are only handled using the initial tum fractions resulted from 
static assignment. Then, newly departed vehicles traff", is propagated using additional layer of 
fractions that is based on thc updated route choice behav ior, That is to say, the flo~ departing at 

different moments in time employs different set ofturo proportions. 
Having defined the turning proportions at each exit link, the next step is to load the trips 

t1eparting from each origin onto the network at the start of simulation period. And this dynamic 
network l<>ading is implem~"11tet.l by MaDAM. The MaDAM propagation model is a second order 

model originally based on Papageorgiou's METANET which is developed from the so called 
LWR model through a first order cell transmiSllion model (Daganzo 1994). Cell based models 
are widely used as macroscopic DTA model and such models divide links into equal length 
segments or cells in order to propagate traffic. Each cell holds infonnation on its relevant 

variables such as density and speet.l. Vehicles move from one cell to anoth.".. Similarly in 
MaDAM. Omnitrans automatically divides links into smaller segments tn capture more dynamics 

and more acc uracy of prediction. Through dynamic network loading, the trips arc propagated 
along each link through predctcnnined routes and when they reach nodes.. they are split between 
the candidate exit-links using tum proportions. By the end of tbe modeling period, all trips have 
reached their destinatioll.'l. It is noted, however, that at any given poiot in thc network. we do not 

know wher<: tbe trips come from or where they = going to because trips are moving through 
time and are aggregated over all O-D pairs. As a oonsequence of dynamic network loading, a 

series of loads are obtained. 11IoSl! indicators of tl1!ffic loads include density, flow, or speed of 
each link. Link loads are computed for smaller segments into which the system automatically has 

been divided into. And for each segment and each lime step, the traffic situation is computed 
conditioning upon the amount oflmme 00 the road ant! situation upstream or downstream. In the 

system. computation of link loads can be done for every second. However, slOring the results on 
thi s level of ",solution will not be practical. For this reason, aggregation 10 some extent is needed 
so that the results are manageable or usable for drawing some implications from them. Bydefauh, 

the system stores the values for 15 minute periods, but time step size can be controlled by users 
by sett ing. 

Lastly, additional but optional features of MaDAM are junction mot.lcling, cordon 

assignment, m1d animated reprcsentation of output. Junction is defined as any node that has three 
or more connected links. Inclusion of delays caused by the presence of junctions can improve the 
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assignment results significantly, especially in urban area sincc delays arc an important factor 
affecting travel costs. The module is designed to detennine the turning delays for motorized 

traffic_ It calculates the average delay per vehicle for each turning movement on the basis of the 

junction layout and turning flows. As a link is divided into segments for computation of link 
loads, a link at junctions an: segmented into approach lanes for junction modeling. It also adopts 

fluid dynamics principles but specified for traffic behaviors at junctions. For each approach lane, 
delays are calculated and then converted into speed. Another featun: involves cordon assignment. 

By defining cordon, traffic propagation is not always simulated for the entire network, but can be 

implemented for the area of interest. Cordon matrix is not used, but it is manipulated by cordon 
selection tool of Orrmitrans. Furthermore, the results can he visualized in animated style as II. 

video display. The video shows changes of network condition during the simulation period. 

Variations oftrallic flow over time orOlher attributes such as speed and density arc represented. 

3.4 CONCLI:SION 

This chapter described the two models relevant to the research: Albatross and MaDAM. 'When:as 

Albatross predicts travel demand by generating the activity schedules of individuals, MaDAM 
simulates the predicted tl1!vel demand onto the transportation network by propagating the route 
flows. Linkage of the two models would result in an alternative for the the four-step modeling 

process which still is used predominantly in pl1lcticc. Albatross' system hean is the scheduling 
engine which predicts the activity schedules. Since it is a micro-simulation model 50 that 

simulation of agents is necessary, the population synthesizer estimates individual-household 
attributes using TPF method as a pmctXIing step. Having generated a (synthetic) population, the 

scheduler ru11ll the prediction of the activity schedules of every individual of households. The 
scheduling process follows a predefined order of decision-making steps relevant to activity 
participation: activity type, time of day, trip chain, activity location, and transport mode, etc. The 

scheduling process is additionally supported by the decision unit and the inference system, 
making Albatross a rule-based system. The decision unit contains the tree-like structured 

decision rul"" and choice alternatives of which the individuals male use when decision-making. 
Albatross determines available choice options or ranges taking into consideration the various 

constraints and this is facilitated by the inference system consisting of analytical models. The 

resulting activity schedules can be further processed to generate a report with summary statistics. 
system performance measures, etc. In panicular, what is the most relevant to the researt":h, trip 

matrices with a third dimension such as time of day or mode can be derived from the activity 
schedules which matches the trip tables that are input to traffic assignment implemented by 

MaDAM in Omnitrans. MaDM1 itself is a dynamic network loading model that merely 
simulates the traffic streams through specific routes in the network. This indicates that routes for 
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propagating the traffic noed to be genemted and this is done in a step preceding the eXe<,ution of 

MaDAM in Omnitrans. The route choice is modeled (0 derive tum-fractions. Tum proportions at 

every exit link are defined by running a static assignment that is itemted until equilibrium is 
reached. Thus, it results in static equilibrium route SCl~ and, which, in turn, ere used as input to 

MaDAM. Dynamic network loading outputs tnlffic flow attributes such as density or speed. The 
outcomes are calculated for small segments of a link and stored for every couple of minutes to 

meet the higher degree of accuracy. in addition to this table representation, the results can be 
visualized as animated video. 
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4 DELINEATION OF STUDY AREA 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter covers the first research issue mentioned in the introduction part ofthis report. The 
study ama is the area within which transport flows are of interest. In existing transport models, 
the boundary of the study area is defined by what is called as external cordon or simply the 
cordon line. The area within the cordon is subject to explicit modeling and analysis. On the 
contnlry, outside tho. study area boundary will not be considered as relevant for the problem at 
hand, describing tnlffic networks is limited only within the study area. Tn general, it is assumed 
that th"", is no change in ll1Ivel demand interacts with outsidc thc study area when sccnario~ are 
considered. Albatross is a national model which simulates activity-travel patterns of the entire 
Dutch population. The spatial scope of Albatross and MaDAM matters to link the two models. 
While Albatm" so f!IT has only been used for whole of the Netherlands. d}1lilmic traffic 
simulation is computationally not feasible for a nationwide area. That is to say, small size of 
network is typically used tor traffic simulation, implying that a smaller local study arca necds to 
be selected to makc the two models compatible. Then:fore, this requires adaptation of tho. current 
version of Albatross on a national level to handle ll1Ivei demands OIl a local level. 

In tum, delineating a certain part of the entire region as a study area always accompanies 
problems of external trips, which have at least onc trip end outside the boundary of the study area. 
Even though external trips influence tho. traffic patterns within the cordon, importance of them 
are often overlooked. They are usually assumed to be constant. That is, only internal trips 
respond to changes under scenario situation, while external trips don't. It becomes problematic 
when scenarios are considered for prediction of travel patterns of study area. External trips 
indeed, however, are influenced by changes in environment. Tho. assumption is unrealistic in the 
sense that traffic movements arc d}1lll1llic in nature arul needs to be relaxed to achieve accuracy 
of prediction. Since the primary I'll/pose of this research is to capture the very aspect, thus, 
changes of external tnlvel patterns must be taken into account in its prediction. To handle this, a 
new algorithm is dcveloped and cmbedded in Albatross application. This chapter is structured as 
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follows. First, the local study area used in this project is presented. Second., the chapter explains 

de/inition of tralflc zones and trip categories relevant 10 this problem. Third, an existing 
approach to deal with external trips, specifically the method used by Omnitrans, is introduced. 

Lastly, 1he chapter explains the new algorithm in detail and discuss"" the perfurmance of the 

algorithm. 

4.2 TIlE STUDY AREA 

Due \0 the computational feasibility of running of the linked model system, a smaller local study 

area needs to be s.eJected. The study area is most of Noord-Holland, a province situated at the 

North Sea in the northwest part of the Netherlands as depicted in Figure 4.1. The major cities and 

tOwn.'5 of the province are Amsterdam, HaarJem, Hilversum. Den Helder, Alkmaar, Zandaam, 

and. Hoom. The island ofTexel is also part of the province. Amsterdam, which is the linancial 

and cultural capital of the Netherlands, i~ located in Noord-Holland, Many large Dutch 

institutions have their headquarters there. Morrover, the city is one of the famous sightseeing 

places as it draw~ 4.2 million tourist s every year. As the region is characterized as a city of 

finaTlCe and tourism, the Netherland's main ailJlOrt, Amsterdam AilJlOrt Schiphol is located 

southwest of Amsterdam. The study area consists of 436 postcode areas. There arc 2~ cordoned 

postcode areas. These cordoned areas, called as edge zones, are created to handle external trip 

flows, 

The size and geographical characteristics of a region influences trip pattcrns ofthc region and 

adjacent area as well. If the region is geographically important with key land-use functions such 

as central business district, more trips arc attractcd to the area. In tum, this implies that external 

trips account for considerable proportion of total travel of the study area. Likewise, Amsterdam 

attracts a large amount of \Taffic from other regions. In particular, the impact of external trips to 

total travel of the northern part of the Netherlands is expected to be large enough to affect traffic 

patterns of the study area as the city is located onto .. mtheast of the province wh,,>n: the Ix>undary 

of the study area lies. Therefore, external trips must be dealt with some degree of discretion in 

this research. 

4.3 e"TERNAL A~D EXTERNAL TRIPS 

In ocder to predict travel patterns of the study area, network links continuously extending 

towards outside a study area are cut off by the cordon line, Encircling a geographical region with 
a cordon line, two types of trallic zoncs can be created: external and internal zones. External 
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wnes exist outside the extema1 cordon. On the other hand, inside the external cordon are termed 
internal ZO""S. Based on the two types of traffic z.ones, three t)lJes of travel patterns apply. 
According to where trip ends li~ in terms of th~ boundary of study area, travel pattern can be 
divided into thr"" t)lJes (Gharcib, 19%; Martin and McGuckin, 1998; Anderson. 1999; Ortliz.ar 
and Willumsen, 2(01). Trips that both begin and end inside th~ area b"und~d by tilt: cordon are 
called internal-internal (TI) trips. External trips have at least one end Olltside the cordon line. This 
trip category Cllll be further classified into internal-external (IE) (or, ~xternal-intemal) and 
external-cxtemal (EE) trips. When onc trip end is outside the study area and another is within the 
cordon, it can be either external-internal or internal-external trip. The only difference between 
the two is direction "fthe movement. Whereas externa1-interna1 trip!! arc inbound trips, internal
external trips are outbound trips in relation with the study area. When both origins and 
destinations am outside the cordon, they arc tcnned through trips or external-external trips. 
Traffic zones and trip categories are depicted in Figure 4.2. 

In existing transport models, external trips are usually modeled at external stations. 
Intersections where network links m~et the cordon are ddined via external stations whieh 
effectively SCfVe as doorways to trips, into, out of, and through the study area. Ci",umscribed 
study area with discontinuing trnnsportation networi< results in a fmilc sct of origin and 

The Netherlands 
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destination pairs in trip matrices. Nod~s that contain the external stations arc appended to study 
area O-D trip tahle as origins and destinations of external trips. All trip categories introduced 

above can be illustrated in a matrix format, resulting in a compiete study area trip tahle (see 
Figure 4.3). In addition to internal origin and destination zones which account for internal trips, 

nodes composed of ""Iernal stations an: ftppended to a study 1lCC! O-D trip table. The matrix eM 
be divided into four parts that explains each trip category. Blue and red colored part account. for 
internal trips and external trips respectively_ 

4.4 EXISTING APPROACH TO DEAL " 'ITH EXTERNAL TRIPS 

Because urthe small proportion of external travd relative to total travel, the effort on measuring 
and modeling external trips has been less intensive than for internal trips (Martin and McGuckin, 

1998). In general. the models representing external travel pallems ar.. separate from arid l!ll!' 
cornpl~x than thos~ that describe. int~raction. of trip. within the study ar..a, treating ~xternal 

trips as completely independent from internal trips. 
The approach that Omnitrans uses to deal with external trips is explained !JeTe. For ~ase of 

naming of the approach, it is called the cordon line method throughout the tex!. The reason 
behind the dcvelopment of the cordon line method is twofold: i) to analyze the traffic pallem ofa 

particular region of interest and ii) to achieve computational fcasibility to run dynamic trallic 
assignment. In a pre-processing step, Omnitrans typically predicts the travel pattern of the 
Netherlands applying a national mode) of the cOllventional four step type. Since traffic 

simulation for a large transport ""twork as a whole COWlUy has a prohlem of computation hurden, 

static trallic assignment techniques are used to preliminarily predict traffic flow. for enti", the 
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Netherlands. However, as discussro iu the literature review of traffic assignment, dynamic traffic 

assignment has been developed and hocome extensively used in analysis to capture the dynamic 
property of traffic. Nevertheless, static traffic assigrun~nt techniques still are widely uscd in 

transportation research. In order to run dynamic traffic assignment as well as model traffic 
behavior of 3 certain region, smaller si7.(: of study area is required and it concerns delineation of 

study a"'3. Here, the cordon line method is used. Study area is circumscribed hy the cordon line 
and external stations wbere external trips come in and go out arc determined at nodes where 
transport networi;: and the cordon intersect. As explained ahove, nodes at intersectio!l8 are 

appended to study area 0-0 trip table a, part of origi!l8 and destinations (sec, Figure 4.4). It is 
neccssary to have the size of external trips to complete the study area 0-0 matrix. The external 

trip volumes are obtained from thc rcsult of static traffic assignment of the national model of 
Omnitrans, It is assumed that they are fixed as CO!l8tant in further analysis. The completed study 
area 0-0 trip table is used for applying dynamic traffic assignment techniques or scenario 

analysis of study area. 
Although the cordon line method enables transport analysis only for a specific area ofintercst 

and application of dynamic traffic assignment techniques, the method is limited in the sense that 
thc results of further analysis such as scenario analysis or d}Tlamic traffic assignment is not truly 
dynamic. The assumption of static extcmal trips is critical limitation of the cordon line method. 

First, the assumption of constancy of travel patterns at external zones is unrealistic because 
external trips are dynamic in reality, instantly changing in response to changed envirorunent and 

with respect to time. The assumption becomes problematic particularly when scenarios are 
considered. No matter what scenario is defined for study area, tbe result is that only internal trip 

patterns are re,po!l8lve to changes while external trip patterns are not. Let us consider an 
example scenario of population growth ftt outside study area. If population growth rate outside 

study area i, dramatically increasing, this attracts many people of the study area due to job 
opportunities, .md thus, the size of external flows may increase. And even more, this may have 

an impact to internal trip pattern. However, the existing mcthod does not reflect change of 
external travel pattern. Second, nevertheless the percentage of external travel may be small as 

internal trips account for a sizable part of trip pallems of 3 study area, decisions regarding 
improvements to facilities that carry high percentages of external trips must be made with some 

degree of confidence. For exampl~, in ca,e of a big shopping mall with on easy access by motor 
way is constructed outside adjacent to the study area boundary, tbere must be huge demand for 
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the facility by residents living in the study area due to good accessibility and diversity of goods. 

Subsequently, shopping trip patterns would change as to this, leading to de.:rcased shopping 
travel within the study area and increased outbound trips. The examples demonstrate that 
modeling external trips is important a. much as that of internal trips, lbc following section 
presents a newly developed algorithm dealing with prediction of external trips based on 
Albatross because travel demand is subject to prediction by Albatross in the project. 

4.5 !',EW APPROACH WITH PATH FINDING ALGORITHM 

The previous section introduced the cordon line method and raised the need for a new approach 

to deal with external mps. Not only dynamics ofintemal trips but also that of external trips must 

be incorporatoo in traffic p"'dictioo of study area. Although external trips occupy a relatively 

small proportion of total flows of a studioo area, they have a significant impact on internal trip 

patlems and use of facilities crossing t~ cordon line and passing entirely through the study area. 

Besides, as the crucial objective of this research is to capture dynamic aspects in transport 

modeling, external trips needs to be mOOdoo "" they are responsive to environmental tuld 

temporal changes. 

The current version of Albatross is extended to handle aforementioned aspects and enable the 

link with MaDAM, Albatross' original study-aru, all of the Netherlands, is not changoo, 

meaning that the activities and trips from the entire national population are predicted. Travel 

demand on a nationallcvel is obtained, resulting in nationwide O-D trip table. Simply sorted out 

cells of study area origin and destination zones from the whole O-D trip table do not include 
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external trip counts if the smaner study area is delineated. The edge cells of the study area trip 
table only contain the trips that depan at the origin and anive at the okstination. External trips 
have their initial origins or final destinations outside study area. Therefore, in order to complete 
the ,Iudy area O-D trip table, external trip counts should be added to edge zones where the 
external trips pass. Whereas Omnitrans uses static traJric assignment 10 obtain external trip 
counts, Albatross uses dynamic flows and fiuthcnnore applies a different ftpproftch because: 
prediction depends on zonal travel time data rather than road network. data. What is developed is 
a new algorithm which identifies entry or exit points through which externftl trips pass. This 
method satisfies a considerable ftmount of precision for prediction of external trip, because the 
outside area is predicted as wen whereby the algorithm directly finds the best possible external 
stations that can be used for making external trips. Moreover, since Albatrus, predicts travel 
patterns for a whole day of 24 hours time period as well as the whole population, time v!U)'ing 
external trip volumes receptive to environmental changes can be obtained. It allows prediction of 
changing external trip patterns even under scenario settings. The following text describes a OI:W 

approach with the path finding algorithm. 
Ahove all, it is necessary to define external stations that trips are, into, out of, and through 

study area. For the reason that travel time data of trips in Albatross is based on posteode lU"ea 

matrices instead of road network directly, they are defined at centroids of pastcode I!feas, rather 
than nodes where the roads intersect with the external cordon as in Omnitrans. The pastcode 
areas where the nternal stations are defmed are caned edge zones. External stations are 
alternatively named as entry or exit point according to orientation of external trips. In other 
words, if a trip gets into study area using an external station, the station is called entry point of 
the trip. In contrnst, the station can be exit point in ca,e of an outbound trip. Thus, whereas 
internal-cxtcrnal trips or external-internal trips have only one entry or on<: exit poim. external
external trips have both entry and nit point as they pass through study area. Figure 4.5 i1!ustrates 
the new approach. 

Having defined entry/exit point, ofa 'Iudy area, the next step involves application of the path 
fmding algorithm to all possible combinations of origins and destinations so as to find the best 
feasihle entry/exit paint that can be used lor travel between each 0-0 pair. The algorithm works 
with a postcode 0-0 matrix. The matri:\ is not a conventional 0-0 trip table. This matrix defines 
the entry/exit point where the trips come in and the entry/exit points where the trips go out, lor 
each combination of origin and destination. In case: a trip is an internal trip or the trip that has no 
relationship at all with study area, entry/exit point is not relevant and the case is coded as missing 
value (-0) for both entry and e:\it points in the matri:\. Otherwise, entry/exit point is coded with 
postcodo: area that the route uses for maldng external trip. As a result of running the algorithm, 
the matrix is filled with a postcode of the entry/e:\it point for every 0-0 pair. 
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How the algorithm id~ntifi"s entrylexit point OOtween 0-0 paim is discussed Mre (see, 
Figure 4,5), The algorithm finds an entry or exit p<Jint which minimizes total travel time if the 

route connecting the specific origin and destination is considered to be an external trip. It 
calculates travel length in (o1a1 traveltime of two types ofpa(hs between origin and destination. 

First, total travel time of the direct TOUte between the origin and destination is obtained. The 
direct route travel time here is travel time of lastcst roote between postcode origin and 

destination. It is the value of a cell in the travel time O-D trip matrix which represents travel 

times between O-D pairs. Second, the &arne trip is presumably considered to be an external trip 

that must pass entry/exit point at edge wncs. Le! uS call this external trip route as an artifICial 

route. With a restriction that the path must pass the study area, the ""'-'Ond total travel time, the 

artificial route traveltime, is computed. For this case, the algorithm constructs the trip in such a 

way that it is divided into two Or three legs by entry or exit point as a refer..nce point of split. For 

EE trips, the artifICial route consists of three trip legs: a trip from origin to entry point. from entry 

point to exit point, from exit point to fmal destination. For EI or IE trips, there are two trip legs: a 

trip is from origin to entry/exit point and another is from entry/exit point to destination. The 

ani/ielal route travel time is the sum oftBve! time of every trip leg defined in the travel time 0-
n matrix. The entry and exit points are defined such that the sum oftravd time across the legs is 

minimized. Constructed in that way, it should be noted that the total travel time of an external 

trip route is always longer than that of a diroct route, This is because extra travel time between 

network node at edge wne and entry/exit point exists resulting lium cutting a trip into pieces. 

Since origin and destination are defined at postcode centroids, a travel time in the travel time 

matrix include travel time from network node to centroid. A. COTL~truction of artificial mute 
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concerns entry/exit point and it can be regarded as intermediate origin and destination wilhin the 

whole trip, the artificial route travel time is aggregation of travel time of each trip leg in the 

matrix. This implies that there is always exlIl! lIl!vel time from network node to entry/exit point 

at edge zones. 
Using some tolerance of difference caused by the measurement procedure, a decision on 

whether the trip is considered to pass through the study area or not, is made dming the process. It 
always holds that the artificial route travel time is longer than the direct route travel timc. Here, 

the two travel times are compared. Within the level of tolerance, it is considered that the trip is 
made by through trip although the artificial route travel time is more than the direct route travel 

time. If the difference between the two travel times exceeds the level of tolerance, then the trip i5 
assigned to use the route totally outside the rtudy area which means no interaction with the study 

area. This procedure holds for EE-trips. i.e. trips that have both ends outside the study am<!. 
Unlike EE trips. no decision is involved fOl" trips that have only one end in the study area because 
both artificial route and direct route anyhow enters or exits the study area. 

In the following, it describes the algorithm in detail foc two types of external trip: external
internal (internal-extemal) and external-external. Since the same principal of the algorithm 

applies to EI and IE trips. they will be e1Cplained together. And through trip case will be 
separately presented. Figure 4.5 illustrates the method. While internal-external trip originates 
from an internal zone and destined to an external zone passing through exit point, extemal

internal trip ent= to the study area using entry point. An example is shown in Figure 4.5 of an 
external-internal trip. The algorithm calculates two travel times. The dirC'JCI ruute travel time is dl 

(direct from 0, to D,). The artificial route travel time is (h + h + 2el), a sum of travel time from 
01 to EI and from EI to Dj. 2el is the extra travel time, resulting lium the construction of the 
artificial route. EI must satisfy the condition that total travel time between 0, and D, is 

minimized. As previously explained, the travel time of the artificial route is longer thllll that of 
direct route. However, the difference between the two tmvel times is not much for this type of 

trip because the direct route lilly how passes through the edge zone. And what makes the 
difference in both travel times is the "xtr~ travel time of the artificial routc. Therefore, in case 
one trip end is inside and another is outside the study area, comparison ofboth travel times is not 

mIlCh meaningful because the diroct route is also an external trip. 
It is mom complicated for a trip departing from and arriving at extcmaJ zones, both origin 

and destination is outside the study area, in other words. Similar to an El trip described above, 

through trips are split into three trip legs: a trip from O:! to E2, from E2 to E), and from EJ to Dl . 
The direct route traveltime is d2. This is the fastest travel time between Q, and 1),. The artificial 

route travel time is (b + 4 + I, + 2C:! + 2el). And E2 and El are the points that minimize the total 
travel time of the artificial route. Extra travel time is involved in every trip leg because entry/exit 
points do not lie on the network node. As depicted as grecnline in Figure 5.~, there always exists 

additional travel time from a node on the path to entry/exit point of the edge 7.one when the direct 

route is intentionally cut into pieces. Given the two travel times, the algorithm compares them. 

The tolerance level functions as a criterion of judgment which route to use between the diroct 
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route and the artificial route. Tho: tolemnce accounts for an allowable extra travel time, 2112 + 2cj, 
in the example. If (2C2 + 2e:!) exceeds the tolerance level, it i, ""sumed that tho: trip follows the 
direct mute, which is outside the study area. In other words. mder the condition that 
'tolerance level ;:-: 21!', + 2e3 ;:-: O' is satisfied, the trip is subject to tnke the through trip routc. 

4.6 P~;RFORMANn; TEST OF THE ALGORITHM 

The path finding algorithm deocribo:d above is tested with oome predefined O-D cases to sec the 

algorithm works properly or not. Performance of tile algorithm needs to be tested in ord.,.. to find 
suitable parameter values leading to ",alistic search of entry/exit point. The algorithm program is 
run under a set of different parameter settings. It contributes to determination of appropriate 

parameter values of the algorithm. It is evaluated by the extent of similarity between the route 
predicted by the algorithm and the route mo~tly suggested and used in reality. In this project, it is 
assumed that the directions recommended by Google Maps (htrp:llmans.g02gle.com) au the 

routes used in reality. Thus, the result of the algorithm i~ compared to that of Google Maps. 
Google Maps provides 'Get direction' feature that fmd~ candidate routcs when origin IlIld 

destination arc entered. It works with four digit postcode of the Netherlands as the algorithm. 
Cillnparing the algorithm result "";th Google result, the parameter values are detennined such a 

way that the difference between the two is smallest. 
lhis section first describes input and output ofthc algorithm run. Contents and structuIl: of input 
IlIld output all: explained. Next, sample 0 -0 cases and parameter settings to be tcsted are 
f'I""""llted. Lastly, the results of algorithm mn and Google Maps arc discussed. Thc section 

concludes with detennination of the parameter values. 

4.6.1 Inpnl and Output of the Algorithm Run 

Three input files are necessary to execute the algorithm program. ElIch file defines fastest route 

car travel times of every O-D pairs (tijd-nl -car.bin), relevant spatial information (smdyareaOmn
Fina1.dat), and samplc O-D cases (testcascs.txt). Fastcst route travel time is identical to direet 

routc travel time between origin and destination that i~ comparative travel time to that of 
artificial route. Spatial information concerns, for each postcocie of Albatross, definitions of 

whether the postcocie is study aua 01" oot, whether it is highway or local road entry!exit point, 

and corresponding centroid of Omnitrans. Prior to run the algorithm, a set of G-D pair. for 
testing of the algorithm neods to be defined. This is aoother input file. It is oothing else than a list 

of 0-0 combinations of postcodes in tab delimited text file fonnat (testCllses.txt). The fir.1 two 
lines of the input file account for the parameter values which relate to a preference of highway 
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abov~ local route lor entry/exit point (Pu and p referenc ~ for external trip (i.e., tolerance) (Pj. 
The algorithm incorporates th~se parameter:; for identifying entry/exit point. The first pammeter 

is a pref~rence for entering and exiling the area al the level of a highway (rather than a 10cni 

route) based on the fact that for each possible entry/exit point an assignment is made whether it 
is located at a highway or not. The parameter refl ects the willingness to make a detour for using 

the highway. Espt:cially for long distance trips, it is generally more favorable to use highway 
entries and exits. 1bc parameter expresses this preference. The latter parameter is the size - in 

tenns of a ratio - of the extra lravel time that is caused by cuning a trip into three pieces. This 

defines a tolerance of difference in companwn between the direct travel time and the total travel 
time across the artificial legs. Both parameters are calibrau.d manually based on a sample of trip 

cases. 
The pcrfOmlancc of the algorithm may vary in t~mlS of different parameter settings. Hence, 

the algorithm is evaluated by adjusting the parameter values. Given predefmed O-D cases, the 

next step is to run the algorithm, executing a DOS program (lWdata.exe). TIle program reads 
each case, runs the algorithm for each case, and results are written to a predefined output file 
(h,stresuits.1xt). The output file is structured as follows (sec Table 4.1). Similar to the input m e, 

the parameter values are defined at the first two lines. The third line displays the output variables . 
'Origin' and 'Destination' is postcode of origin and destination. 'Enter' and 'Exit' is postcode of 

~ntry point and ~xit point. It is coded a. -1 , if entry/exit point is not used for the ca.e. OthClWise, 
the variable is coded as jX>stcode. 'Ent.".HW' and 'ExitHW' mClln wheth.". enny/exit point is 

highway oc locni road. There are three classes for both variables: entry/exit poinl is highway (- 1), 

entry/exit point is local mad (-0), enny/exit point is not rel~vant ( .... 1). The last case is when no 
entry/exit point is used. 'DisC is total travel time of artificial route. 'Dmin' is the fastest route 

In!.vei time cakulated directly from origin to destination. For example, the first case in Table 4.1 
is a trip between postcode area '2421' and '2101 '. It is external-internal trip that passes through 
the highway entry point located at postcode area '1435' . Whereas the direct route takes 28 

minutes, the artificially constructed route takes 34 minutes. A value of 1.20 for Ph means that an 

extra 20"/0 of travel time is still accepted for using a highway rather than a local road to enter or 
exit tn., study area. And a value of 1.25 for this parameter indicat~s that an ~xtra 25% travd time 

is still accepted to go through the study area (Dist is 25~o larger than Dmin). Note that there is no 
deci,ion involved in the path of trips that have the 0 or th~ D in.ide the study area. This is 
because the direct route is anyhow E-I or I-E trip. Thus, direct route and artificial route have the 

same route but the only difTerence is total traveltime. Only for trips that have both ends outside 

the study area, however, there is a decision to be made whether the trip docs oc does not pass 
through the area. For inst>mce the trip between '3812' and '9725', tn., algorithm considers the 
through trip route entering' 1261' and exiting '8226'. Tolerance of extra travel time for this case 

is 23 minutes, cakulated by multiplying 250/0 to the dimet route travel time, n minutes . Sinc~ 

the artificial route travel time is less than 115 minutes, the algoritrun results in the through trip 
route. Espocially for those clISes the parameters need to be adjusted and perfonnance evaluated. 
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As it is also explained in the previous section, the cxtcmal trip alway!! takes loog.:r travel time 

than the direct routc. 

T.bl. 4.1 Thf tlnOlun oHbe O.lp_l Ille 

U preference hiihw~y 
1.25 preference th roogh trip 

Origin De,tin Enter Exit EnterHW E.itHW Di,! Dmin 
Z421 2101 1435 ~, , ~, " " 1141 2614 ~, 1435 ~, , 

" ;, 
3812 9725 1261 8226 , , ;0; " 

4.6.2 Sample Test ellSe Selection and Parameter Settings 

Origins and dcstinatiolli! to he tested arc chosCIl from visual inspection of cartographic map of 
the Netherlands. Relying on CY" measuro.ment, trips that are likely to have severdl possible routes 
with different patterns are sdected as test cases; i) whether the route pass through the study area 

or not ii) whether entry/exit point 00 the route is highway or local road. 15 lest case!l lICe defined 
in the Table 4.2. Origins and destinations are r<:presented in two fonnat:s: p<:lstcode and name of 

the place. The lirst live test cases departing from Amsterdam and Amstelveen concern E-I trips. 
These five cases are just to sec whether the algorithm works or not. The following six cases from 
case 6 to 11 are possibly can be made by throogh trip or direct fastest route that has nothing to do 

with the study area. Regarding these cases, it is expected that the parameter settings of P, largely 
influence the results of the algorithm because through trip route is considered within the 
tolerance level defined, even though there is direct route which is f'asu,r. The trips from Allanaar, 
Noord-HoUand to Heerenvecn, Friesland and Dronten, Flevoland are chosen to see which way 

(direction) the trips exit the study area. There are two possible highway exit points and one local 
road exit points: northern 'A 7', 'A6' passing Almere, and Enkhuizen-Lelystad dike. Lastly, trips 

between Abeoude - Hilversum and Amsterdam Zuidoost - Wijdemeren are rather shorter 
distance trips. That is, those trips am likely to take a local route rather than highway detour. All 

of them arc tested under different parameter seuings. Not all but remarkable cases will be 
explained in detail. 

Four sets ofparamcter values arc defined in Table 4.3. The first set of parameter values does 
not allow extra travel times that can be cau.oo. by highway and through trip route detour, 

implying that the resulting route is always the fastest one. Even though parameter sets are labeled 
in terms of smallest to biggest in the table, the set 3 is defin...! prior to set 2 and 3. Parameter 

valoes of the set 3 mean that 20"/. of extra travel time (detour) for use of highway and 25% of 
extrd travel time to pass though the study area ~re acceptable. Based on this parameter seUing, 
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the panuneter values of set 2 and 4 are determined. The set 2 and 4 are assumed 10 permit 

respectively half and twice extra traveltime percentage of the set 3. 

Tl l>I.e 4.1 Pootcod. and plac. 1111110 of tHt O-D c .... 

Orl,ln DestInation 
Poslcode Plaat. Po.tcode Plaat. , 1011 Amsterdam 6546 Nijmegen , 1011 Amste rdam "'" Heerenveen , 1011 Amsterdam 1223 Hi lversum , 1011 Amsterdam ",n Zwolle , US> Amsteiveen 2311 Leiden , 3563 Utrecht 3812 Amersfoort , 3329 Dordrecht 9725 Gronlngen 

• 26211 o.lft "" Enschede , 1517 Den Haag 8912 Leeuwarden 

" 4837 Breda '''' Beilen 

" 5236 Den Bosch 97lS Groningen 

" 1822 Alkmaar "" Heerenveen 

" 1822 Alkmaar 8252 Dronten 

" 1391 Alxoude 1218 Hilversum 

" 1101 Amsterdam luidoost 1243 Wljdemeren 

4.6.3 Results of the Algorithm Run and Glogle Maps 

Table 4.4 shows the results of the algorithm run and ofGoogle maps. For the ea.se of comparison, 
the original results of {'JOOgle map is converted into the result format used by the algorithm 

because Google Map outputs are represented as general direction between origin and destination. 
Following the direction, entry/exit point used is written as postcode ifit is relevant. Google Maps 
searches at maximwn three possible routes between the O-D. 'Priority' is the order of 

recommendation in terms of fastest route. The fastest route means either shortest travel time or 

shortest travel distance. case by case. In other words. shorter travel time or shorter distance route 
is giv~n priority over long..r travel time or longer distance routes. In most cases, the order is 
based on route travel time rather than route distance. 

The higher the tolerance level, trip tend, to use through trip route and highway entry/exit 

point. Use of local road entry/exit point is more frequent when highway and through trip detour 
are not allowed (Pb- I.O, P,-I.O). While the results slightly vary among set 1,2, and 3, it is the 

same between the results of sel 3 and 4 for alilesl cases. Although it is nOl docwnented here, the 
results of trial runs do not change anymore with higher values of parameters such as 1.75 or 2.0 
lOr both. It can he said that there is no difference in the performance of the algorithm with the 
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parameter values that exceeds 1.2 for p~ and 1.25 for Pt. Now the prohlem hocomes to lind the 
minimum threshold orparamet~r values (hal performs (he best. In other words, parameter setting 

which identifies entry/exit point as simi lar as ones \l.5ed in reali ty is determined as default to the 

Table 4.3 Sottlng of parameter value. 

Preference of highway to local 
road ( .... ) 

'00 
1.10 
1.20 
1.40 

Tolerance of eul'll travel lime for through trips 
(P,) 

'00 
1.13 
1.25 

';0 

path finding algorithm for prediction of external trips. Seeing that the total tmvel time calculated 

by algorithm is always smaller than that of Googlc Maps for all cases, different calculation 
methods ~em to he used. MoreoveT, postcode centroid of the algorithm and Google Maps may 
be different. Therefore, comparison of the algorithm and Google Maps is based on which route 

the algorithm decides between the through trip roote vs. the diro:;:t route and which entry/exit 
point is used for a route between the O-Ds. For E-E trips. it matters that how well the resulted 

route of the algorithm and Google Maps matches each other. The following text describes the 
results of oome test cases . 

• Alkmaar, Noord-Holland - Dront.."" Flevoland: This is intemal -nt~mal trip. Looking at the 
map, the trip from Alkmaar to Dronten may take the route crossing nonhem Enkhuizen

Lelystad dike (local road) or southern highways passing Harlem - Almerc. As expected to 

the result of the algorithm under the set I (Pb.=1.0, P,==1.0.), the algorithm finds the exit point 

as the dike which is local road. This local route is the third suggestion of Google Maps. 
UndeT" the otheT" settings, the root~ consid~red by the algorithm is the same as the first 
recommended route by Goog!e Maps. The route passes highways through Harl~m, 

Amsterdam, Almere and exits the highway A6 (postcode 8226) located ncar Lelystad, 

flevoland. 
• Amsterdam ZuidooSi, Noord-Holland - Wijdemeren, Noord-Holland: This is internal

external trip. The origin and the destination are closely located to each other. The algorithm 
fmds two routes. A route totally uses a local road N236 and exit from it (1218) under the set 

I IlIld 2. Another resulted route under the set 3 and 4 fir-.t exits the study area via A2 (1391) 
then arrive at the destination using a different local road NZOI which is not relevant to 

entry/exit point. Google Maps also suggests the two routes but the tir-.t priority is using 

N236. 
• Delft, Zuid-Holland - Enschede, Overijssel: Both the origin !!lid the destination arc located 

outside the study area. The direct route on a map from Delft to Enschede seems to pass 
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highways through Utrecht, Amersfoort, and Apeldoorn. The possible through trip route 
",.""" to require quite much longer detour than !he direct rout~. This type of cases i$ notable 
that what rouk the algorithm results in between through trip route tIlld direct route. Likewise, 
Google Map$ recommend$ the diroct route as the fiTSt choice and the through trip route as 
the next. This test ease i$ expected to dcfmitcly show that the parameter selling ofP, largdy 
influences the way that the algorithm identifies the entry/exit point. Under the set 1 tIlld 2, 
the algorithm searches the routc that has no intcraction wi!h the study area. The assumption 
that the route is intentiooally to pass through the study area results in through trip routc 
despite 25 minutes looger travel time. The through trip route detours through Leiden and 
Amsterdam until it reaches Amersfoort. Thus, the route enters the study!U"Ca using A4 (1435) 
towards Amsterdam and exits using Al (1412) heading to Amersfoort. 

• Amstclveen, Noord-Holland - Leiden, Zuid-Holland: As the origin is within the study area 
and the destination i$ outsidc of it, it is external-internal trip. The algorithm only concerns a 
decision of using highway or local road. Th~ algorithm identifies local road exit point (1431) 
when 10% or less extra travel time is allowed. However, A4 (1435) is used to exit the study 
area when = extra traveltime is defined. Google Maps suggests only on~ rout~ identical 
to the highway route. 

Comparing the results of the algorithm and Google Maps for all test cases, it can be 
concluded that parameter setting of set 3 (P~- 1.2, P,-1.25) is suitable, overall. The results of the 
algorithm do not perfectly correspond to the fiTSt n:commendation of Googlc Maps. However, 
there always is the same resulted route as the second or third suggestion. In particular, when both 
the trip ends arc located at external region, the through trip route determined by the algorithm is 
the second or third best rout~ of Google Maps for some cases. Google Maps sometimes 
recommends direct route which traverse the outside the cordon line. As Google Maps suggests 
highway route rather than local rout~ in most cases, driven< are willing to make a detour even it 
requires more travel time to use highway in reality. In tum, this supports the validity of the 
parameter setting of the algorithm. 

4.7 CONCLL'SIOK 

Delineation of smaller study area raises the question of how to handle external trips. Omnitrans 
predicts external trip flows using static traffic assignment and these predicted flows arc assumed 
to be constant even the seenario or dynamic traffic assignment is considero:d. The method 
Omnitrans uses is limited in the sense that external trip panem influence the internal trip pauem. 
Extension of Albatross application solved the problems. Existing national model of Albatross 
now can handle smaller local study area by predicting external trips. Even though Albatross · is 
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able to deal with local study area, it isn't changed that Albatross predicts activity schedules for 
the entire Dutch population. To predict e:l:lemal trip flow~, what is devdo~d is the algorithm 
which identilic" the route between the O-Ds, based on fastest travel limes. In specific, the 
algorithm finds entry/exit point that functions as external stations in generaL If it is known which 

entry/e:o::it point is used between the O-Ds, these external trip counts arc addal to internal trip 

counts, completing the study area O-D tip table. The algorithm compares tOlal travel times of 
two routes: the direct route and the artificial route, intentionally constructed to pass enlty/exit 

point, external trip in other words. The determined entry/exit points satisfy minimized traveltime. 
The parameter values are involved in comparison o[the two travel times. This results in which 
TIM.lte to use between external trip route and direct route. Significance of this chapter is to fmd the 

best suitable parameter values because the r~sultoo rout~ varies according to parameter settings. 
In order to draw the conclusion. outcomes of the algorithm an: compared to Google Maps .crud! 

results. Consequently, the parameter values which replicates as similar as reality arc determined 
for the algorithm and they are further used for prediction of external trips of the study area. 
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5 MODELING SCHEME AND METHODS 

5.1 I.'iTRODUCTION 

Having developed the path fmding algorithm identilymg external stations that trips might pass 
when emering or exiting the study area, Albatross now can handle It smaller local studya"'l1. 

\Vhereas the extension adjusting spatial scope of Albatross and MaDM1 is • preprocessing 
preparatory procedure to (he linked model system, the following steps concern actual modeling 
tasks of the integrated system. The chapter deals with tile materialization of the conceptual 

Iramework of the linked model described in the introduction chapter of this thesis. The chapler is 
structured as fullows. Section 2 introduces the overall modeling procedure of the new system in 

brief. Since satisfying compatibility of the two different applications matters for linkage of the 
models, identification of input and output dala contents and [onna! are considered important. 

Thus, overview of input/output data is given in section 3. Section 4 describes methods of every 
modeling task within the whole process, together with detailed description of data properties 

such as contents and file formats. 

5.2 MOm: LI?IOG SCm:M~: OF Tm: LINKED MOm:L SVs n :M 

The modeling procedure of the linked model system is illustrated in figure 5.1. Compared to the 
conventional four st"P model, the distin~tive difference of the linked model system is /hat travel 

dem!llld is modeled using completely different approach and method. The first three steps 
concerning travel demand modeling is substituted by a rule-based and activity-based model, 
Albatross. The way Albatross predicts travel demand is by derivation of travel information from 

activity schedules which are predicted under the consideration ofvanoU5 constraints. In ordcT to 

predict activity schedules, travelers and households for micro simulation arc necessary. The 
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population synthesi~er module of the Albatross application creates a synthetic population of 
individuals and households using an iterative proportional fitting (iPF) type method. The 
synthesized population information is sto~d as observed schedules, but with empty activity 
schedule data. Of course, export of schedule or household data is possible. Having individuals 
from households , Albatross simulates activity scheduling of the individuals. As a result of 
prediction, observed schedules flOW become predicted schedules with activity and travel 
information in terms of activity type, activity location, start time, end time, activity duration, 
transport mode, travel time, and travel party. The next step Albatross does in the linked model 
system is to create the final product of the application. trip matrices. These trip matrices arc 
generated based on predicted schedules and furth er used for MaDAM in Omnitrans. 

"When data created from an application is being used in another application, compatibility of 
data mattel1!. However. it is not very often that data used in different applications does exist in 
the same format and style. Likewise, the trip matrices generated by Albatross cannot be directly 
imported to Ornnitrans because both IIfIplications use dilTerent data fonnats. at least for trip 
matrices. The output of Albatross must be converted to the format required in Omnitrans. In 
order to wIve this compatibility problem, three adjustments are made during the whole process 
of the new system. Fil1!t, Albatross has to generate trip matrices in database format (.db file) 
which is a required input format in Omnitrans. Before adding the option that generates output 
matrices in database fonnat, only tab dclimited ttlt format (.txt file) has been supported in 
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Albatross application. Next two adjustments are involved in data conversion. The lirst data 
conversion step concerns matching the zoning systems of Albatross Imd OllUlitrans. Although 

both zoning systems Rre based on pos\code area, use of different versions of map" cau""s 
discrepancies of zone centroids at some spots on the map. Besides, one-to-one mapping failed for 
some postcode areas b.ocause they contain TYKln: than one ZOIlC centroids in Omnitrans and only a 

single centroid in Albatross. Dissimilar zoning systems become problematic when traffic 
assignment is done using Albatross trip table onto Omnitrans network. Hence, 0-0 centroid ids 

in Albatross trip table needs to be changed to Omnitrans centroid ids. For this, zone mapping 
tables, list of matching pairs of zone centroid ids of Albatross and Omnitrans, an: created. Given 

the zone mapping tables, the second data conversion task restrncrnres the Albatross trip matrices 
by transfonning Albatross centroid ids to Omnitrans centroid ids, 

Convened into Omnitrans format, trip matrices are imponed to Omnitrans application and it 
is ready for traffic assigrunent. Althoogh ultimate use of Omnitrans in the project is to perfol1ll 
dynamic traffic assignment based on trip floW!! predicted by Albatross, static traffic assignment 

is run before dynamic tralTIc assignment so as to calculate turn fractions. These turn fractions are 
required during dynamic network loading step as MaDAM adopts tum-fractions based method. 

At the end of the whole modeling process, ooe could see how traflic changes over time in the 
network. 

5.3 DATA 

Table 5.1 gives an overview of input databases that Albatross requires to perform the ahove 
mentioned modeling tasks, Spatial data defmes spatial information of study area. Network data 

mostly concerns description of tM transponation system. Travel time matrices were go:nerated 

based on four-digit postcode system. Land-use data accounts for institutional context and 
attribute data of activity locations. Population data is used lor population synthesis. Additionally, 
technical til .". relate to system parameters, PAOT derivation, and study area trip matrix 

generation. Output data of Albatross is summarized in Table 5.2. 
As ultimate use of Ornnitran" in the project is to run dynamic traffic assignment given the 

00 trip matrices of Albatross, the main jobs relate to conversion of OD matrices to Ornnitrans 

format and d}1lllmic tranic assignment. For cooversion, study area delinition lik organizing the 
relationships of spatial properti.". of study area in terms of entry/exit points and two zoning 

systems is necessary lor huilding zOIIe mapping files. In addition, both static traffic assignment 
and dynamic traffic assignment always requires a network for loading of traffic. 

Data properties such as contents, strucrnre, or file format are concretely explained in the next 
sectiOll. 
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'labl. S.l Onrvi .... of input dat.b .... of Alb.tro .. 

Input to Albatross 

Spatial data 
- Code. arid inter",lations of postcode .reas, ZO""', and subzon", 
· Distance between postcnde ueas, muoidpalities, arid ZOIleS 
Network data 
· SUbzone based trave l times, distances, and costs 
· Filstest route distances by cilr 
- Fastest route distances by slow mode 
• Fastest route travel times by car 
Laoo-use data 
- Attribute data at po,tcode area and municipality level 
• Open ing OOurs of retail, $eMce, and leisu", facilities 
Population data 
• Subzone based populat ion data 
- Sample OOuset>Oid attri tlute data 
Technical files 
- Delinition of system parameter values 
- Data 01 a sample 01 trips for estimating travel cost. and travel times 
-Definition 01 sP<'tial j)l"operties of study IreJ 

5.4 MODELING METHODS 

S.4.1 Jobs in Albatros~ 

A·I) Population synthesis: Although e"port population data is possible, it is not !pven in this 
project. Consequently, the first step is to synthesize ! population lOr the whole of the 
Netherlands to simulate activity and travel patterns. The population synthesis module of 
Albatross application generates a synthetic population of individuals and households. The 
synthesis model is based on the IPF method. Basically, IPF is a mathematical scaling procedure 
83 the initial cell values of cross-classified table from sample data au gradually adjusted through 
repeated calculations to fit known IlIld fi"ed marginal row and column totals given by population 
data, finally completing multiway tahles. National population statistics and a sample household 
attribute data are required to apply IPF method, each of them respectively defmes margins and 
initial proportions of a multi way table. Depending on the availahility of data, several rnultiway 
tables lor calculation may e"ist for each rune. Combining the results limn the multi·way tables 
of each rone, it constitutes a table that contains household and individual attribute data oflarget 
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TabJ~ S.2 Output dal. of A1balro .. 

Output from Albatro.H 

Syntnes;ler 
- Observed schedules 1.obs file) 
Scheduler 
• Predicted schedcdes l.prd file) 

Reporter 
- Frequeocy tables ~rKl mobility ind icators 
- Trip matrices (.txtl .db lile) 

population of a zone. At the end of the entire process, household and individual data for all zones 
in the Netherlands is obtained and the result is written to empty ob"erv~d .chedules (.obs file). 
As the method estimates a population from a sample, the sample must be representative of the 

taIJ>eI population. Even if creating the total population is possibk a fraction of the total 
population is s)11thesized due to computational humen. The synthesis module takes longer 
computation time as the fraction size increases. For example, a fraction 5% roughly takes 7-8 
hours on a standard Pc. It is reported that synthesis of a ,mall fraction of the total population 
such as 5% is enough to address questions of strategic and long-term character (Arentze, 2008). 
In this project, however, fraction sizes are specified as high as 25~., 50%, and 100"/0. The rca!l()fl 
is that the output trip matrices involved represent a relatively high degree of disaggregation 
Cl'lpecially in terms oftcmporal resolution. foc example, Albatross defines 15 classes for time of 
day to describe the patterns. Setting of bigger fraction sizes is required to get reliable flows for 
each time of day. The fraction size can be controlled by changing the parameter level. Since 
investigating representativeness of the resulting activity tmvel patterns across different fraction 
sizC!l is one of the research issues of the project, four sets of fraction sizes are defmed and 
independently run in four projects. Detailed descriptions of the IPF based method that Albatross 
u.ses and discussion results of the foor projects defined by various fraction sizes arc given in the 

following chapter. 
A-2) Predict activity schedules: Activity schedules of individuals in each household are 
predicted. Inputs are the observed schedules (.obs file) which merely contain population data at 
household and person level. Prediction is currently executed by a DOS program (rwdata.exe) 
outside the system because the prediction module has not been embedded in the Albatross 
application yet. The program lirst cakulates tmve1 times and travel costs for a sample of cases 
stored in the PADT file of the project. And then, the prediction process starts. The DOS window 
displays a count of the cases (i.e., households) being processed. The bigger the fraction size is, 
the larger the number of case" to simulat" is. In tum, this means that prediction run takes longer 
computation time with the increased number of cases. Outputs arc thc predicted schedules of a 
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sample !Taction of the population (.prd file). For information how household activities are 
scheduled, sce the literature review chapter of this thesis. 
A-3) Create trip matrices: Predicted activity schedules provide travel infollllation associated 
with the activities. The extracted trips can be represented as trip matrices. Users can specify the 
design of the trip matrix. The output variables of the trip matrix are free to choose by using tab 
dimension of the m()dule. However, tab dimensions do!l(lt need to he chosen in oor case because 
selecting the option of Omnitrans trip matriees generates output trip matrices ",rillen in 
predefined structure that Omnitrans requires. Even though retrieval of national trip table from the 
predicted schedules is fcasible because Albatross predicts thc activity schedules of entire Dutch 
population, Ornnitrafls neoos travel demand of only the Noord-Holland region. Travel demand 
only relevant for the study area origin and destination is extracted from national activity and 
travel plI.llem. Output trip matrices must he stored in database file format (.db file) 50 that 
Omnitrons is able to inlport the Albatross trip tables. The structure of Albatross trip matrix is 
given in Table 5.3. The columns of the tablc accounts for trip information in terms of six 
dimensions (i.e., origin, destination, purpose. mOOe. time. user, and volume). The rows of the 
table are the cells of me trip matrix predicted. 'Origin' and 'Destination' displays thc id number 
of postcode area in Alhatross, 'PUl]>Ose' refers to activity pUlpOse and is categorized by 8 classes. 
'Mode' is classified into 4 groups. 'Time' accounts for when the trip takes place and the 'time' 
dimension is disaggregated into 15 time slices. 'User' dimension is a required field for 
Omnitrans as travel demand is storoo as predefined 'PMTU' structure, although it is not 
meaningful at all in Albatross. Hcnce, II. single uscr class is specilied. 'Value' relates to the size 
of flows, the number of trips, in other words. The classes for purpose, mode, and time 
dimensions are shown in Table 5.4. 

T.bJ. 5.3 Strurtur. of .,.,tp~t trip ... tei .. ill AlbatcD" 
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5.4.2 Job~ in Omnitl"lln ~ 

0-1) Make Turns: A network merely consisting of objects such as nodes and links is not 

sufficient for descrihing traffic flows. For example, simply putting two separate links crossed on 
two dimensions does!l(l\ mean that it is ajunction. 11lose two linls may he a separate network 



Tabl. ~.4 Cl ..... of nri:obl .. io Albalr"., lrip matrlce. 

Trip Purpose Mode TIlTH! of doIy User , Wrn' , ,,, , 3am·<6am , C~, , Bu,ine"" , Slow , 6am-<8am , Bri,,!! or Get , Public , 8~m·<9am 
• Shopping • ,,, • 9 am-< 10 am 

Pa""enger , Service , lOam-< l1am , Social , 11 am -< 12 pm , Leisure arKI , 12 pm -< 1 pm 
Tourin& , Other , lpm-< 2pm , 2pm-<3pm 

" 3pm-<4pm 

U 4pm-<5pm 

" 5pm-<6pm 

B 6pm-<7pm 

" 7pm-<Bpm 

" Spm-<3am 

road on a different elevntion in ~l world, not intersecting ~ach other. To make it meaningful M 
a junction, it can be additionally defmed by tum objects. MoreO\'er, trnffic movelll<'nts at 
junctions are diverse as .ome trnffic g''''s straight or make: turns. Thc job 'make turns' creates 
tum objects in the network for all nodes that have more than two associated links that have either 
no tum objects or have not been defined as junctions. This job should be run at least once before 
traffic assignment step. 
0-2) Zone mapping: As said, zoning systems of Albatross and Omnitrans do not perlectly 
corresponds to each other because both application uses different version of maps 1!IId some of 
postcode area. hav~ multiple zo""' centroids in Orrmitrans whereas Albatross have one centroids 
for one postcode area. To be capable of linking the m'o models, compatibility of the zoning 
system noed. to be met. \\!hat relates to this compatibility is the conversion of trip tables 
generated by Albatross to Omnitrans formal. In order to change Albatmss wne system to that of 
Omnitrans, there must be data describing interrelationship between th~ two zoning systems. 
Specifi~JJy, it concerns matching of zoning s~tem of Albatmss and Omnitrans. Input i~ 

' StudyareaOrrm-Final.dat' text file, IIlso used in running of the path finding algorithm, tho: file 
defmes spatial information of study area. Relevant to wne mapping problem, for each postcode 
zone c~ntroid of Albatross. corresponding national LMS zone centroid id is defined. The output 
zone mapping tables serve as an index for restructure of Albatrms trip matrices in the following 

step. 
0-3) Restructure Albatross trip table: Based on zone mapping tabl~s creat~d in the previous 
step, Albatross postcodc eentroid ids in Albatross trip table arc converted to Omnitrans zon~ 
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centroid ids. In other words, this job transfonns only origin and destination ids in Albatross trip 
table to Omnitmns format, remaining other variable5 in Albatros5 trip table fixed. Thus, input is 
original Albatross trip table and output is Omnitrans fonnatted trip table with changed origin and 

destination ids. 
0-4) Import trip matrices: This job imports the trip matrix converted to Omnitrans input 
format and stores the da~ to matrix cubes in PMTU (PluJxJse. Mode, Time, User) strucrure in 
Omnitrans. Although Albatro5s identifi~s 8 t)Jl<ls of trip pUIp08eS lind predicts travel demand for 
these types, Omnitrans first aggregate these purposes into a single purposc prior to import trip 
matrices. The reason behind the aggregation is thllt the purpose dimension does not have any 
influence at all on the result of traffic assignment. It is difficult to predict how people choos~ 
their route ba5ed on purposes. In Omnitrans, the behavior of different trip purposes appean the 
samc for an purposes while traffic pattCl1l8 in terms of different transport mode is distinguishable. 
Also. MaDAM cannot make a distinction between trip purpose5 in dynamic network loading, 
while traffic assignment results vary in tenru; of transport modes. Except trip PIUJlOSC dimension, 
the other thre~ dimensions (M,T, and U) are used the same as in Albatross trip table. Therefore, 
output of this job is 60 matrices in total (i. e. combinatorial of 1 trip purpo5e, 4 transport modes, 
15 time slices, and 1 user). 
0-5) Simulate Freight: Albatross con5iders only passengCT traffic. Traffic pattern of individual 
private cars! car passengers. public and slow transport mode arc predicted. Because in reality 
there is also freight transport, freight traffic is simulated. What is done by this job is multiplying 
freight traffie factors to all cells of the existing OD matrix which contains only car driver's 
traffic. Freight traffic factors for different time slices corresponding to 'time' classes used in 
Albatross are obtained from external source5. The factors are multiplied to OD matrices of car 
driver's mode and the resulted 15 matrices are stored as other matrix cubes in Omnimms, labeled 
purpose 'Simulat~ Freight'. As the "",ult of this step, 75 matrice5 hav~ ~n created. Only car 
driver's traffic is used for following steps. 
0-6) Running static traffic assignment: Static traffic assignment precedes dynamic trallic 
aS5ignment 00 that turn movement fractions are OOtained for dynamic network loading. Running 
of static trafilc assignment in this modeling scheme is nothing more than acquisition of turning 
proportion5. The input is intennediate OD matrices (i.e., simulated freight traffic). First of all, 
one-hoor-period OD matrices arc created. As travel demand is disaggregated by 15 time slices 
and a day (24 hours) is not evenly divided, dUTIltion of each time slice is not equal. Under the 
assumption that traffic pattern in every hour within the same time slice is identical, total travel 
demand for time slice 't' is simply divided by the length of each time slice to create one-hour OD 
matrices. As it assumes identical traffic pattern within the same time slice, Omnitrans only 
creates 15 one-hour OD matrices and 5aVes the data as new matrices, labeled with pllIp05e 
'OncHour'. Therefore, there are overall 90 matrix cuhes in PMTU combination. And then, static 

traffic assignment is performed with one-hour OD matrices. Among many static traffic 
assignment methods, volume averaging method is used. Also known as the method of succ~ssive 
averages (MSA), a well-known algorithm in transportation field, it is stochastic optimization 
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method with predetermined step sizes used for solving stochastic assignment problems. 
Therefore, it is lIUlinly characterized as iterative process to find equilibrium to tnlffic assignment 

problems. Explained the method concretely, traffic volume is calculated by linear combination of 
traffic volume of previous itcl1Ition and results of all-or-nothing assignment in cutTen! itcl1Ition. 

This volume averaging process terminates when one of multiple condilioll8 is satisfied. One 
condition is that the maximum number of iterations defined by user is reached. In this project, 10 

times of iteration is spocified. The iteration process slops also when convergence is detected. 
What plays a role as a criterion for convergence is user-defined value, epsilon in technical term. 

Epsilon indicates the change in generalized cost between two consocutivc ileratiOll8. When the 

relative increase or decrease in the cost falls below a predefmed value, the process tenninate~. 
The true convergence is when the result of iterations does not change any more. However, 
epsilon is usually defined as a small. non-zero value fOl" ~ysternatic efficiency. If the difference 
falls below thc value, it is considered as being converged even if there is a slight change in the 
generalized cost for iterations. Furthermore, scope of assignment can be controlled. In other 
words, the assignment process can be constrained to a specified set of zone centroids by limiting 
the path building to only the specified set of to/from wne centorids. Thc ccntroids relevant for 
the study area are defmed in the job. As an output of static traffic assignment, skim matrices 
(.skm lilcs) arc generated and saved as skim matrix cube that has PMTURl (Purpose. Mode, 
Time, User, Result, and Iteration) dimtmsions. The impedance data such as total geueralized cost, 
total distance. and total tmvel time calculated between zone centroids by one of the assignment 
process are stored in 'Result' dimension in the Skim cube. Moreovcr, turning movement 
proportions are obtained. Another important output is static loads (.db file) on the links in the 
current network. 
0-7) Ruuuing dynamic tmtlic assignment: Static loads calculated in static traffic assignment 
~tep arc input to d)1lamic net\vork loading. The simulation results can be calculated fOl" every 
second. However, storing the results on that time basis is not practical. Thus. aggregation to 
some extent is needed to make the results are manageable. Time stcp size can be controlled by 
u~er and the length of period i~ defined as 30 minutes. During the simulation time, a vehide may 
tmversc a link quicker than the duration of the time step. That is to say, a vehide anives at its 
destination before end of simulating minutes. However, the model does not allow tbis, implying 
that length of a link and the simulation time slice need to match. As a solution to this, link length 
is adjusted to match the simulation period by links are automatically lengthened when they are 
too short for simulation time period. D)1Iamic load~ and cost on the links is the output result of 
this step. 
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5.5 CONCL USION 

The operational linked model system is described with detailed modeling steps and identification 

of input and output databases_ Whereas Albatross p~di<:ts tnlvel demand, eventually creating trip 

matrices and delivers them to Omnitrans, Omnitrans rum MaDAM for dynamic traffic 

assignment. Bridging the two systems practically goes with the problem of data conversion. Trip 
matrices are delivered from Albatross to Omnitrans. For this, somc 3lljustments arc madc during 
the whole process. Albatross generates trip matrices structured into OmnitrIlns required formal. 

Moreover, rone mapping that matcht:s the two different zoning systems (i.e., zonc centroids ids) 

of Albatross and Omnitrans is executed. Lastly, Albatross wne ids are changed to those of 
Omnitrans hased on zone mapping files. The following chapters discuss the results of somc 
modeling steps, population synthesis and traflic assigrunent. 
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6 SAMPL E SIZE AND PREDICTIW TRAFFIC FLOWS 

6.1 INTRODUCfION 

Modeling lasks are identified in terms of methods, data contents, and data formats. Especially, 
conversion of data into transferrable fonnat between Albatross and Omnitrnns is the most 

imponant problem that must he solved to make the linkage. Organizing the modeling steps into a 
certain orner, the linked model system which bridges Albatross iIlld Omnitrans gets into 

operation. The chapters from now OIl discuss some research questions with the results obtained 

from runs of the linked model system. This chapter touches on the thinl research question of how 
resulting traffic pattern varies in relation to different frnction sizes of the population. Due to 

computation times of the population synthesizer, not whole population but only II smllil fraction 

of it hils heen used foc simulation in Albatross. The practice ofsynthesizing a fraction is reported 

to be allowable because that small frnction of population is sulTIcient to address iong-term 

strategic questiollS with regard to people'~ activity-travel patterns. Since Albatross. like any other 
micro simulation model us,," Monte Carlo simulation. bowever, the size of sample fraction can 
have an impact on outcomes. furthermore. the problem focus of the present research is rather 

microscopic as traffic patterns arc described at more refitted temporal and spatial resolution. for 
instance, every moment in time of the day lind every link of the road network. Thu., a . mall 
fraction of a population may not be able to fully display a representative picture of the constantly 

varying trnffic pattern of the day. In other word •. bigger sample .ize may be required so that the 
results are reliable. Therefore, this chapter deals with the influence of sample size on the 

resulting traffic pauem predicted by the modeL To see how traffic flows differ with respect to 

sample size, the linked model is independently run under different population fraction sizes as 

separate projects 10 each other. The fraction "I.eS are given in the following section. The 
influence of sample size on predicted traffic flows i. analyzed by the results from Albatrolls 00 
trip matrices and Omnitrans traffic assignment oulput data. Section 3 discusses the results of the 

analysis Il!1d the chapter fmishes with a conclusion. 
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6.2 POPULATION SYNTHESIS WITH DIFFERENT FRACTION SIZES 

A set of prediction runs of Albatross foc different settings of the parameter of the synthesis 
model is required in order to see how traffic pattern diff= according to sample size of a 

population. The parameter defmes the fraction of the population. Another cxtcnd~d feature of 

Albatross concerning population synthesis is that different levels of fraction of the population 
can he independently defined lor inside and outside study area. As the interest oftrame behavior 

is ouly limited to the study area and the pattern outside is excluded from the traffic analysis, it is 
obvious that smal leT sample size for outside study area than for inside study area would not he a 
problem. The advantage of defming different fraction levels for both areas incrcascs 

computational efficiency, meaning reduced computation time. Considering that synthesis of 
larger fraL"tion of population takes longer hool"S for its calculation. setting fraction size as small 

as 2"10 or 4~o for outside study area saves time compared to the time ta1cing for the synthesis of as 
big as 25%, fnr example, regardless of whether it is inside nr nutside study area. Diffen:nt 

settings of fractiOils sizes. which are used for the analysis here, arc given in Table 6.1. Even 
though as small as 5% is sufficient in practice for applications of Albatross so far, larger lraction 

sizes such as 25'!io, 50010 and !OO% are defilled for study area because the output trip matrices 
involved represent a relatively high degree of disaggregation especially regarding temporal 
resolution. On the one hand. Albatross defines 15 classes fortime of day to describe the temporal 

dimension of patterns. On the other hand, MaDAM calculates traffic condition for every second. 
Setting ofbisser !f:>etion sizes might he required to get reliable flows for each time of day. In 
contrast, the fraction levels of outside srudy area are specified lIS small lIS 20/0 and 4%. 

Combining aloremcntiooed fraetion levels, lour sets of !mction sizes are suggested. This implies 
that four projects are defined and computed in Albatross. For each project, it follows the entire 

modeling steps within Albatross. synthesizing population, predicting schedules, and generating 
trip matrices. In order to have predicted traffic flo"l'lfS of the entire JX>PUlation, Albatross rescales 

output results (e.g., trip flows in an OD matrix) with the inverse of the sample fraction after 
prediction module. Rescaling is done only with respect to the output in reports (e.g., indicatol"S) 

and trip matrix. For instance. the inverse of 25%. four, is used as multiplication factor if a 
fraction of 25% of population is synthesized. 

TobIe '.1 Froedon levcl, of the projttt' 

Inside study aru 
Project 1 
Project 2 
Project 3 
Project 4 

'" ""' ""'" ""'" 

Outside study ~re~ 
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6.3 RESULTS 

Foor projects are specified with different levels of fraction of population. This indicates that all 

modeling steps of the linked model are executed four limes under the difTcren! parameter sellings. 

Traffic patterns can be analyzed with data obtained at Albatross level and Omnitrans level. At 
Albatross level, 00 trip matrices are used to derive information about traffIC flows. On the other 
hand, Omnitraru; provides network: property type data such as link speed or cost obtained as a 

result of tmffic IlSsignment. Vihi!., traffic pattern is represented at road segment Icvel in 
Omnitrans because traffic assignment is a process of simulating iKlw vehicles are moving 
through the road network, Albatross deocrihe:s traffic flows at 00 rdational level. This section 
describes the analysis which fmds the lIIlSwcr to the main question of this chapter "Are theJl' 

difiereoccs between flows OIl the road network. (for times of day) when different fractions are 
used?" 

6.3.1 Summary Results of Predicted Nows 

In. Albatross' OD trip matrices, trips between each aD relation are represented as an aggregate 

flow for a certain combination of origin, destination, activity purpose.. transJXlrt mode, md time 
of day. In thi~ section, we consider first the 'Time of day' dimension only to see how trnffie flow 

varies over time according to sample size. Table 6.2 can be extracted from original Albatross OD 
trip matrix. For each project, the fin;t column is the number of predicted trip cases of the sample. 
The second column is the size of total flows (the number of trips) of the predicted trip~ after 

scaling of sample cascs to population. In the table, trips are aggregated by 'time of day'. The 
sample size is bigger with the higher level of population fTaction. However, the resulting size of 
flow for each time of day across projects seems to be similar to each other because the flow of 

every project is at population level, resulted Iwm rescaling of predicted trip cases of sample to 
those of population by multiplying the inverse of sample fraction. Each trip case from a sample 

of half population, the predicted case is doubled to be cases of population, making travel demand 
of whole population. Figure 6.1 is a bar grnph drawn from the data in Table 6.2. The graph 
displays the size of flow by time of day across four projects . The overall pattern of the four 

projects looks alike. There seems to be little ditference in the height of bars, the size of flow, of 
the four projects within the same class of time dimension. Table 6.3 displays the pattern in 

another way. Absolute difTerences between two projects are shown as a percentagc. The row 
margin of the table represents the difference of the total size of flow of the day. Column margin 

n:>presents the mean of the difTerences calculated lOr each time of day. Although the dilfercnce 
between different sample sizes is a bit bigger at trips between 3am-6am compared to that of other 

times of day, the difference on the whole is not much, mostly less than 1 %. 
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That i. to say, it can be said that traffic flow . ofa population on an aggregated level is robust for 
choice of sample size within a wide range in Albatross. 

6.3.2 Results at Road Segment Level 

Trnffic assignment distributes trip demand at O-D relations onto the road network of tho. study 
area and lets US know how the nelwOl"k i< lL~ed. The as<ignment results in values of network 

prope"ies such as link loads for every moment throughout the day. Whereas static traflic 
assignment results arc computed for 15 time slices lOr the day, the traflic <ituation is calculated 
fOT every second in dynamic traffic assigrunent but it is saved for every 30 minutes. The results 

are stored for each link in the network. and then, traffic patterns at road segment level are 
described. The output data can be viewed by the database inspector ofOmnitTans in table fonnat. 
The table displaY" the re.ult of each link in PMTURl (purpose, mode, time, user, result, iteration) 

combinations and direction of the link along with calculated network properties such as load, 
coast nnd speed. Additionally, the results can be represented as video display of animated link 

bandwidths oflinlloads. 
Here, trnffic pattern is described in the context of static traffic assignment because the 

gridlock problem i. diagnosed in dynamic traffic a.signment. It refers to a phenomenon that 
trnffic flows disappear, gradually decreasing to zero, while the phenomenon is spreading 

outwards across the network, after extremely severe tratiic congestion QC<:;:UITed. It definitely 

appears in the center of Amsterdam and its surrounding ring road AIO. The problem occurs when 
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tk capacity is too low on SeVL'Tal links closc to each other or when thL"fe is on~ Sev~re 

bottleneck on a critical part in the network. A sort of 'circular" congestion OCC\ll"ll in which the 
head nfthe congestion reach~s the tail of the congestion, after a while it is noticed that there is no 
traffic at all and the affected area grows progressively. It is cxceptional because traffic 
disappears after the severe congestion at afternoon peak hours such as 4pm-Spm. even though 
the congestion later in evening reaches a peak in static assignment results. We emphasi2e tlut, 
even though we Wle static assignment, predicted traffic flows are still dynamic in the ~mse that 
we can monitor the change of flows through time. 

The efleet of sample size on traffic pattern is examined by comparing link loads of separate 
links evenly di51ributed onto the study area rather than routt:'l composed of multiple sequential 
links. Since traffic 5ln:am changes only at jWlctions or joints when: vehicles 00 the current link 
ellit from the link turning to another direction and where vehicles from another link get into the 
currcntlink, the continuous links with only straight flow withoutjunctioDS have the same values 
oflink load until onc ofthc link. reaches an intersection. Especially most links on highway routes 
an: straight links ellcept the links for exit or entrance. FurtherTOOre, reflecting the objective of the 
analysis to sec whether traffic flow varies with n:gard 10 different sample sizes, it is mon: 
appropriate to select separate links and compare loads of the same links between different 
projects. 20 links are selected for analysis: 10 links on highway and 10 links on more local roads 
(see Tahle 6.4). The seleded highway links are generally a part of major routes where traffic 
patterns of off-peak and peak ho\ll"ll arc distinctive shown from animated bandwidths of static 
traffic loads in Onmitrans. Regarding local road links, 10 mwticipalitie, lit province Noord
Holland IU"C chosen in terms of population density obtained from CBS Netherland~. listed from 
high to low population density, inner city like Amsterdam has the highest population densily and 
relatively out~r city, Schagen, h"" the lowest among the chosen local road links. The highway 
links and the local road links are anaIYied separately be\:ause each of the road types obviously 
reveal. dissimilar pallerns dll<' to different network properties such as speed limit and capacity. 

6.3.2.1 Visual representation of traffic flows 

Having selected the links, static loads of the links are collected from Omnitrans database for 
examination. The loads of each link arc disaggregated by time of day and project. Since there arc 
10 links for each road type and 15 times of day, in tOb.l 150 scores are obtained for each project. 
First 10 get a ftrst indication and overall insight on differences of flows according to sample size, 
the data is visually represented. Omnitrans provides 8 useful tool for this: animated bandwidths 
display of slatic loads. It can be viewed as a video by consecutive playback of whole simulation 
periods. Figure 6.2 displays a collection of traffic conditions of the link 113401 on A4 as an 
~l\8mple. Each image relates tu a specific time of day and project. The link load is shown as the 
number on the side of the link by direction. The colored band displays the percentage average 
calculated speed with respect to mMimum allowed speed of the link. Color change of band 
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Tobl. 6.4 Sel«t.d link> oa hixhway rOllt ••• nd ["".[ r ... tos 

112235 "00 
114315 " 113.401 " 

Hishway 
109863 '" 109823 " 112443 " 111856 " 107326 " 117453 " 30869 Amsterdam 
10224 Haarlem 
12439 Zaanstad 
11026 Haarlemmermeer 
11595 Alkmaar 
31785 Amstelveen 

Local road 

11764 Den Held...-
11464 Aalsmeer 
35260 Diemen 
12387 Schagen 

indicates the extent of congestion of the network. As the percentage level decreases, it means 
more congestion changing from green through yellow to red color. The images at each row 

illustrate traffic conditions at a specific time across proj""ts. The pattern of each project looks 
simi lar to each other. 

Alt~matively to the link bandwidths representation, a linc graph for each link is drawn by 

plotting the loads at different times of day acro,s different projects in Excel (Figure 6.3). X and 
Y axis of the graph represent time of day and link load respectively. Each project is a data series 

of a chart. Loads of each project is depicted ~s an independent line of a different color for 
comparison of flows. There are four lines in a graph and each of them represents the loads of a 

projoct. The graphs generally display the same pattern of little difference of link loads across 
projects. Seeing the graph of the link on A4 (Figure 6.3), foc instance, the loads of all links 

change with alike pattern although the actual levels of load of each projoct slightly varies. The 
overall appearance is similar as the lines overlap in large part with each other. 

Both the animated bandwidths and the line graphs are helpful to get rough understandings of 
the traffic flow patterns, They indicate that there seems to be not much difference in IIaffic flows 

by different fraction sizes. However, the visualization techniques lack infonnation in that they do 
not nwnerically exhibit to what extent the IIaffic floW!! diffcr 8nd how significant the differences 

arc betwcen the projects. Therefore, we apply statistical measures to analyze the differences. 
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6.3,2.2 Hypothesis testing of traffic flows using F-test 

The main question to answer throogh the chapter is whether fraction size influences the resulting 
traffic flow. We expect that the traffic flows arc less stable with the smaller sample size, which 

means more random variation in the link loads around average loads. 
On the contrary to this, the larger the sample size is, the smaller the deviation between the 

link loads and average load of the link will be. Moreover, the extent of variation is ">.peeled to be 
larger in local roads than in highway. A. Monte Carlo method i~ bllsed OIl stochastic modd for 
prediction. there is an element of l1Indornness of it. What differentiates stochastic from 
deterministic simulation is the use of random predictions. Generally, the volume of trips on local 

roads is smaller compared to highways, which mean, th~t more fluctuation of the volume of 
local mad trips is expected due to the stochastic nature of the model. Hence, two propositions arc 

tested throughout the text: i) Does sample size have an impact on predicted traffic patterns? And 
ii) Does sample size differently influence trnflic flows on highways and local roads? 

Conceptually identical tn the deviation described above, variance in statistics can be used to 

verify the pn:positions. The level of variances of the projects explains the randomness of loads 

with regard to sample size. Hence verification is mainly based on comparison of variances. The 
procedure to calculate relevant statistics is described here. First, overall means (;I., where i is 
link ] is time of day) which are the average loads across the four projects is calculated for each 

linl and each time slice. Thesc mean a true value or best guess of the true value meaning the load 

obtained if the size of the sample is very large. For each link, the load by the time of day is 
summed across the projoc ts (Vi"<' where x is observed value, ; is link,] is time of day, and k is 
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project), and then it is divided by the number of groups, 4 in this casco Based on overall means, 

sample variance is calculated for each project. Sample variance is the sum of squares of 
deviation between observed score and ov~rall mean CE (xii* - p~)l) divided by (n - I, where n is 

the number of sample of the group). 
Table 6.5 shows the calculated variances of highway links and local mad hnh. Omceming 

variances at least, the result proves that sample size influences traffic flows since the random 
variation varies across different groups. However, it should be noted that variances of traffic 

/low obtained from every prediction run with the same fraction size always differ because Monte 

Carlo simulation method is used for prediction. Thus, it is unlikely to have exactly the same 
variance with the approach. The variances tend to decrease with increasing sample size, as we 

would expecl. Intuitively thinking, it is expeeted that the larger the sample size as close as to 
population, the smaller the variance, lesser random variation. However, project 3 seems to he an 
outlier. Two trends are observed from the result. The first observation is a decreasing trend of 

variance from project I through 2 to 3. The second concerns decreasing variance from project 3 
to 4. Traffic flows in highway follow the first trend but not the second. In contrast, not the first 
but the second one accounts for local road flows. According to the first trend, variance of project 

3011 local road flows should be smaHer than that of project 2. \\!hen it comes to the second trend, 

smaller variance of project 4 than that of project 3 is expected on highway flows oonsiderillil 
decreasing trend from project 1 through 2 to 3. Therefore, the result of project 3 is exceptional in 
this research. 

Nevertheless, comparing merely the size of variances docs not tell the degree of difference 
hetweo:n the projects. For instance, there is no infurmation how much the flows differ between 
for example project I and project 4 and how significant the difference is. F-test, the test of 

equality of variance, demonstrates it. Hypothesis testing is based on F·statistic, the ratio of 
variances from two independent samples with nonnal distribution. As the statistical test departs 

from nOlIDality assumption, this condition needs to be met so that the F·test is meaningful. 
Nonnality of the data is checkw by drawing a so·callw nonnal Q.Q plot. It is a graphical 
technique for detcnnining if the data sets come from populations with a nomJaI distribution. The 

plot charts observed values agaiIl8t a normal distribution. Figure 6.4 displays the result of a 

nolIDality test of SPSS. The straight line represents the data when it is perfectly normally 

T.bt. ,.~ The Ie.-.t of variue.. 
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distributed and the line of dots is the observed values from the data. Thus, as the plots are closer 

to the 45-dcgree reference line, the more likely it is that the data are nonnally distributed. 

Although the plot shows the distribution deviates somewhat from normality at the low end, it 
overlaps the reference line in large part. Therefore . it can be concluded that the data is close to 

nonnal, implying that the F-test eM be applied to this data. The hypothesis testing procedure is 

illustrated below. 

Firnt of nil, hypotheses to be tested needs to be formulated. The logic of hypothesis testing 
always evaluates an empirical result against the null result The empirical data "xhibits different 

trallie flows in relation to sample size. Since it is a lest of equality of variance, the null 
hypothesis is Ho: OJ = OJ (fhe variar>ee of project i and pmjoctj are ~qual). Thilli, the test statistic 

F should equal I if the null h)1Xlthesis is true, becaus~ the varianc~s are th~ sam~. As mentioned 

previously, varimces of two groups cannot be identical because the prediction in Albatross takes 

Monte Carlo simulation approach that the outcomes always differ from run to run und.". the same 

parameter setting, the samc fraction size here. Thus. thc variarn:es from two identical size 

""mpl~s are assumed to be the same fo.- the hypothesis testing here. However, the fonnulatcd 

equality of variance hypothesis is not problematic in that 1\0 multiple runs of the sam~ sample 

fraction size are executed and it focuses only On the cffect of different sample fraction size. The 

alternative h)1Xlthesis is HI: not H~ If the null hypothesis is true, then there is no difference of 

flows with regard to sample size. If the alternative is true, then traffic flows differ in accordance 

with sample size. 

Given a null and an alternative hypothesis, the next step concerned calculating test statistics 

and p-values ftl specified Icvel of significance. We usc the level, u ~ 0.05 by convention. F

stati stic is the rntio of variances of two independent samples. The critical value f, that 

corresponds to thc level of signiflcancc (5%) that we have chosen is 1.31 for a F·disuibution 

with 149 degrees of freedom for both numerator and denominator because all groups (projects) 
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have the same number of cases. The degrees offreedom is calculated by (the nwnber of sample-
1). Thus we reject the null hypothesi~ when the value of the F-statistic calculated is greater than 
or equal to tm. critical value. 1.31. OthetWise, thc null hypothesis is true. The four projects in 
each road type arc compared in pairs and hence six (4Cl) F-statistics (O"i I O"j, where i and j are 
project) can be obtained (see Table 6.6). Based on F-statistics, p-values are calculated to assess 
statistical significance of the results. 

The last step of hypothesis testing is inteIJlreting the results calculated in the previous phase. 
The ultimate use of test statistic is for testing of hypothesis nevertheless, F-statistic itself is 
useful if F-statistics arc compared to each other, explicitly displaying the extent of differences 
between the two groups. Since we want to examine the effect of sample size in our case by 
comparison of two samples with different sizes, the ratio of variances is anticipatoo to increase as 
the extent of difference in sample size increases. That is to say, the result ofF-test between 25~o 
and 100% sample is larger than that of between 25~o and 500/0. In order to see this, the results !lre 

ordered from a comparison with thc least difference of sample sizes to the most diflerence of 
sample sizes, as shown in Table 6.6. As explained in the section above, the size of the test 
statistics support that project 3 is obviously an outlier. Although project 4 has more samples and 
also the bigger predicted flows than project 3 in Albatross (sec, Table 6.2) and thus 0"" can 
expect that, for instance, F24 is bigger than Fn, Fl-\ is smaller than Fll and Fn is bigger than Fj4 
regarding highway flows. When it curnes to loca.l road flows, FJoI and F21 sbows unexpected 
result as the test statistic of samples with the least diffeTence in size is smaller than the samples 
with almost twice difference, unlikely to highway flows. Therefore. the outlier case, project 3, is 
excluded in that it is difficult to dnw clear conclusion with it because the project exerts 
dissimilarly to road types. 
Table '.6 TH r .. ult of F-ust 

Link Fraction Sizes Tfit Stati!rtic p-value Description 

'''' (inslde,outside/) 

1~,2%/ 1{:J()%,4% F .. -O.90 D.746 Not statistical ly significant 

50%,2%/100%,2% F" = 1.40 0.02 Statistically significant 

50%,2%/100%,4% F" = 1.26 0.081 Not quite st~tistiCillly significant 
Hilhway 

25",~ /50%,2% F" = 1.22 0.11 Not statistical ly significant 

25%,2% /100%,2% F,,=I.72 D.ool Extremely statistically si&nificant 

25%,2%/100%,4% F".1.54 '.00< Very statistically significant 

lC1O%,290/100%,4% F .. _1.79 0.DOO2 Extremely statistically si&nificant 

50%,2%/100%,290 F".0.75 0.96 Not statistical ly significant ,,,,,' 
50%,290 / 1~,4% F" = 134 0.036 St~tistically significant ro" 25",~ / 50%,2" F,,=I.71 D.001 Extremely statistically significant 

25",2%/1ClD%,2% F" = 1.29 D.063 Not quite statistical ly signific~nt 

2590,2%/100%,4% F" _ 2.30 o.ocm Extremely statistically sign ifi cant 
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Further, significance testing is described here. Two values can be used for judgment of 

whether to reject the null hypothesis or not: F-statistic compared to the critical value and p"valuc 

compared to the level of significance. It must hold that F-slatislic 2': f, or p-value ~ (l to reject the 

null hypothesis. P-value tells us how likely it is that we could get this empirical result simply due 

to chance. Ifthc value is less than 0.05, then we arc confident that the result is not due (0 random 

error, thus not rejecting the alternative hypothesis. FUlthermore, p-value can be understood as the 

degree that the lest statistic supports the null hypothesis. The smaller the p-valuc, the bigger the 

null hypothesis is rej ected. When F-statistic is larg"" or equal to 1,31, or when p-value is less or 

equal than 0.05, the alternative hypothesis is accepted, meaning thaI variance of traffic flows 
differs in accordance with sample size. It is interpreted like, for e",ample, F l~ (2.30) of local road 
by far e",e~~ds 1.31 and the p-value (O.OOOI) is far less than 0.05 in the comparison between 
project I and 4. We reject the null h)1Xlthesis and accept the alternative that variance of traffic 
!lows differ in aecordancc with sample sizc. And the differcnee between thc projects is 
e",tremely statistically significant. 

The highest F-statistie and the lowest p-vaIue in both link types result from the comparison 
between the smallest sample size with 250/0 fraction size and the biggest with 100"'10. It strongly 
supports our e"'pectation that sample size have an impact on variance (or sample eITOr) of 
resulting traffic flows. Furthermore, regarding the local road, all the F-statislies without 
comparison with project 3 arc bigger than the critical value and all the p-values are smaller than 
the significance level. thus, leading to rejecting the null hypothesis. The value of local mad links 
is generally bigger than that of highway links. Referring to the verbal description ofintcrpreting 
results from the STatistical test shown in the column 'description' in Table 6.6, the extent of 
difference of flows is generally stronger in local road links than highway links as four out of si", 
tests concludc as statistically significant, rejecting the equality of variance assumption. From this, 
the second proposition that mom variation e",ist in local road links than highway links is 
demonstnlted. Consequently, the conclusion of the statistical inference is stated as t\\-'ofold: i) 
Sample size in!luences traffic flows. And ii) The traffic flows of local road links arc more 
sensitive to sample size than that of major mutes like highway links. 

The result from h)1Xlthesis testing supports our expectation derived from empirical data that 
sample fraction size influences resulting t11lffic flows. \\'hen it comes to h)1Xlthesis testing. 
however, the result should be interpreted with caution for rome reasons. The data collected might 
be erroneous, rellecting meaningless variation due to sampling. Moreover. formulated hypothcsis 
can be incorrect. Lastly the most important aspect to be considered, the logic of hypothesis 
testing is always conditional. Adopted in m8IlY texts, common approach to hypothesis test is a 
problem in which one of the null or the al\l:mativc will be asserted. Though, it should be noted 
OIl the distinction between accepting the null h}POthesis 8Ild failing to reject it. Although 
rejection of the alternative conversely means acceptance of the null in comlllOll approach, this 
can be alternatively understood that the result supports or fails to support the hypothesis. Pointed 
out by Dallal in his wcbpage about "The Uttle Handbook of Statistical Practice" 
(http://www.tufts.edul-gdallaIILHSP.HTM). null h}POthesis am never accepted. Rather, we 
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either reject or fail to rotiect them. Indeed, thc hypothcsis tcst never proves anything, only 
hypothesis that we formulated based on empirical data. Simply, it CM be recognized that the null 
hypothesis is a possibility that could be observed. Supportive to this discussion, Fischel" did not 
usc an alternative hypothesis, and therefore there was no concept of "accepting" an alternative in 
his construction of significaTK-e tests, implying imprecise usc of fk and Hj • To apply this 
discussion to our problem, statistic!l significancc docs not n«essarily mean that it is also 
significant in p'dCticc. Thc results of hypothesis tcsting is may vary in accordancc with how 
hypothesis is dermed and how big the number of groups considered. 

6.4 CONCLUSLON 

Thc chaptcr examined the impact of samplc size on trallic flow. It should be notcd that thc 
sample size refcl"S to sample fraction of population used for prediction of traffic behaviors. not 
the number of samples considered in statistical testing. It is described at two levels: O-D 
ll!'lationallevcl of Albatross and road scgmcnt levcl of Omnitrans. Albatross result at least shows 
little dilTerenee of flows according to sample size. Visually represented as line graph, it is 
compared that total nurnbeT of trips by times of day across projects with varying number of 
sample sizes. On the contrary, thc traffic flow at more microscopic level of road segment 
displayed variation of flows with regard to sample size. Since link load data is available as a 
resnlt of traffic assignment, link loads across different projects is compared. As it is general that 
randomness of data decreases with increased number of samples as close 118 to population, 
random variation with regard to sample sizc is tcsted. VariaTK-e accounts for thc randomness of 
data. Merely varian<:es tcll that sample fraction sizc influences traffic flow. However, it is not 
enough to examine what extent tcamc flow differs in accordance with sample fraction size of 
population, and therefore F-tcst is used for the analysis. The result of F-test has proved our 
expectation derived /rum empirical data which is the output ofOmnitrans in twofold: i) Predided 
of traffic flow is affectcd by samplc fraction sizc. And ii) Traffic flows of local road links arc 
more sensitive to sample size thMl that of major routes lik.e highway links. Even though the result 
of hypothesis test supports empirical data, the result of significance test should be intcrpreted 
with discretion due to possibility of sampling error, incorrect fonnulation of hypothesis, and the 
logic of hypothesis testing itself. A distinction between ll!'jection of the null hypothesis and 
failing to support thc nnll hypothesis is the critical aspect considered in the interpretation of 
result. Evcn though ~ significant diffcrence is found, this rcfcl"S to significancc in a statistical 
sense, only valid within the hypothesis testing. 1be di/Terence might be small, and thus, not be 
meaningful as it can be ignored in practice. 



7 ILLUSTRATION OF TRAFFIC FORECAST IN 2020 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Making technical linkage between Albatross !lIld Omnitrans concerning data Inmsformation fur 

compatibility is successful since no execution error has diagnosed. Every predefined job wifbin 

the linked model system has completed ils lask without any cm;>r duri ng process. However, 

making software linkage is nol enough 10 say the linked model system is valid. The system must 

be truly operational meaning thaI 1he output result makes sense. The chapler mainly discusses 

dClllQtlstration of the linhd model system. And what helps model validation is scenario analysis. 

It is Ii test of the system and an essential ingredient of model building and quality assurance of 

the mOOel. The analysis is served for validation purpose in the resean:h. In particu lar, the most 

important aspect to check with thi s analysis is whether the operational linkage is established. 
Since Albatross output is used as input to jobs in Omni1Illns. Omnitrans ootput has to be 
consistell1 with Albatross result, if the model sys tem works properly. In other words, it is 

significant that predicted travel demand of Albalross is appropriately refl ected in network 

loading in Omnitrans. and consequently, resulted link loads or speed is in line with Albatross 

result. 

To evaluate validity of a model, base scenario is always involved to see changes under 

seenario situation. A scenario is cOll8idcred and the changes in tcrms of the §cenario arc 

descnbed in the chapteT. As noted earlier, however. the scenario used in the research is a just 

particular case for system demonstration purpose, not to give practical implications of the 

sccnario in transport planning pen;pectives. Vlhat want to show with this example case is how 

this linked model system can be used in practice by identifying useful information drawn from 

the output. 

Scenario used in the research is aging society in 2020, literally meaning that older population 

wnuld increase in future. There has been a IlIpid growth in the elderly population in the 

Netherlands like many other developed countries as a quarter of the Dutch will be over 65 years 

old by 2030. As elderly occupies a larger lIIld larger proportion of entire population, their 
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influences on society have become dominant and Ill<Jrc important than ever, Lately, much has 

changed with rcgard to the position of older people in society. Not Ol1ly do the elderly account 
lor a higher proportion of the Dutch population but their income position and health ha.~ also 

improved in recent decades. Contributed li"om social developments, they arc richer and healthier. 
Higher income status of the elderly encourages car possession possibly discouraging use of 

public transport. Moreover, they have morc free time than young people aud an: flexible in time 

use because their l~bor participation still remains remlU"kably low. Those changes induce 
increased participation of out-of,home activities and in turn, the participation involves InIvel. As 

their mobility is growing, the aged are expected to exert significant impact on traffic patterns in 
the Netherlands. By comparison of traffic behavior of base year and scenario year, effects of 

mobi lity consequences of aging population can be explained in detail. And implications drawn 
from scenario analysis would contribute to tmnsport planning. As empha.~ize in the p"'viously, 

howCV<lr, it focuses mOl"<: 011 validation of the linked model system. 
The chapter is stnlctured as follows. First, assumptions md defiuitioJl.'i of the scenario arc 

describt.d. The second section discusses the results. Since the scenario is involved, the analysis 

concerns comparison of baseline scenario and forecast scenario. Comparison is possible at two 
levels, Albatross activity-travel schedules and Omnitrans traffic network loading. The section 

maiuly describes tromc pattern changcs in relation to the scenario. Section 4 deals with the 
implications of the linked model system which is dmwn from the de.cription in s!!Ction 3. This 
last section is to literally evaluate to what e:-;tent the objective of the linked model system 

mentioned iu introductiou chapter has been accomplished. It concerns answering to questions 
such as ~Has operational linkage established bctwoou Albatross and Omnitrans?" or "How the 

linked model system can be used in practice?" The first question is answered by checking 
consistency of the results from Albatross to that ofOmnitrans, whether Omnitrans tramc pattern 
of network loading is in \inc with Albatross traffic pattern of activity-travel demand. The latter is 

demonstrated by the analysis in """tion 3. Information drawn from the output shows the 

possibility of the linked system application. 

7.2 AGI NG POPULATION SCENARIO IN 2020 

As scenario is considered, traffic of base year and forecast year art: predicted. Scenario analysis 
always involves baseline scenario because it servcs to show what changes arc predicted by the 

scenario. The scenario is increase of agiog populatiou in the Netherlands and the year 2000 and 

2020 art: taken foc the baseline and the fulul"<: !iCcnario respectively (Arentze, 2008; Arentze, ct 
al.,2(08). Thus, the description of results is about mobility conseque!lCe~ of aging population. 

The scenario 2020 considered here is a limited-growth scenario, called Regional Community 

scenario, which was developed in ajoint study of several Dutch national planning agencies. The 
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.ccnario considers several changes in terms of demography, transportation system, land-uses, 

and economic status. Reflected those changes in input data and parameter settings of Albatross, 
they au implemented in Albatross system for micro-simulation of activity and mvel in 2020. 

Forpopulation synthesis of 2020, demographic changes, work stalus, income, and car possession 
(inc!. driving license) are incorporated by manipulating sample or population census data of the 

base year. The population growth a", expected to be roughly 4%, the senior citizens OVCT 65 
yeans a"" going to sign ificantly increase and the population less than 35 years will decrease. 

These are talen into account in demographic data for synthesis. Two t}'peS of ratios, the ratio 
single female household head and the ratio living in female (position not as a household head) 

arc applied for adjustment of distribution of households across household types. In 2020, 
proportion of single female household is reduced and females not being a head of household is 

irn:reased. The sample data for sjmthesis of scenario 2020 are obtained by applying transitional 
probabilities, the shift of individuals or households from a class 10 another class, to the baseline 

sample of work status, income (economic growth), and car possession. Changes in land-use and 
transportation syslem are made by direct change of input data of Albatross. Ratios between 2020 
and 2000 fOl" each subzone by land-use sector are multiplied to the baseline land-use data. Travel 

times oc distance matrices are also changed. General variable costs for transport mode are given 
by price indices and defined for system parameter s.ettings of Albatross (see Tllhle 7.1). 

tndie"" .ettings Ba.eline scenario ~2000) Scenario 2020 

Car costs Off-jleak hours "'" &6.2 

Car costs peak nours "'" &6.2 

Train costs before 9 am "'" '" T ... lo cost afte r 9 am "'" '" BTM costs younger 65 yrs "'" 106.4 

BTM costs 65yrs or ~der "'" 108.4 

Cartravel time off peak hours "'" "'" Cartravel time peak nours "'" "'" Pub~c transport tra~@1 time "'" "'" Fract ion of jlOpulation 100% inside 4% outside 100% inside 4% outside 

Ratio living in fema l<!s oftot~1 0.314 0.315 

Ratio "ngle females mtotal 0.172 0.164 

It is expc<::led that car usc will become more efficient because the average luel prices and the 

average fuel use per kilometer of car will be reduced. leading 10 decrease in car travel COSIS. 
Thus, car costs foc off-peak and peak hours are defined by smaller value than the baseline 

scenario. According to price policy of the Netherlands, public transport costs will be increased. 
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Tariffs of train will be increased more during morning peak hours than rest of doy. Lastly, the 
tOlal population of study area is synthesized for the baseline Blld the 2020 scenario. 

7.3 RESULTS 

The sensitivity of the linkw model is analyzed at two levels. First. Albatross application has a 
function of comparing activity-travel pattern from predicted schedules of multiple scenarios. The 
comparison of two scenarios (the baseline and the future scenario) is based on the reports that 
frequencies and mobility indicators are summarized for each scenario. The output of comparison 
contains information of percentage difference ~tween the base year and the forecast year 
scenarios with significance of differeoceB with I-statistics. Second, Omnitrallll output database 
Blld animated bandwidths resulted from traffic assignment can be used to S"" how the transJX>rt 
network is used in different times of the day. Panicularly attractiveness of traffic assignment is 
that congestion can be diagnosed by animated bandwidths and calculated loads and speeds 
during network loading. 

7.3.1 Results from Albatross Activity_T r:a~ el Scheduler 

The fraction levels (as shown in Table 7.1) for population synthesis create 1,315,546 households 
for the baseline and 1,416,878 households for the 2020 scenario (see Table 7.2). The number of 
households increascs 7.7 % and the size of flows (the number of trips) increases 3.7%. The 
outputs of Albatross's prediction run can be represeoted in frequency tables summarizing 
synthetic population, mobility indicators. !IIld activity-travel choice. Since mobility cffect of the 
scenario is of the critical interest, howe~er, the results ofsynthetic population and activity-travel 
choice arc briefly described as summary and the mobility consequenccs are described in detail. 
Assumed population changes in 2020 described in the pre~ious scetion au well reflected in the 
results. Both household and individuals in household increase roughly 7%. At houschold level, 
single and double head household with no WOl"k status extensi~ely increase. Increase io no wort 
household implies growth of the older age groups. As it appears age year group older than 55 
years increase while the yOlmg groups and household with children decrease. Economic status of 
household is improved as medium and high income classes mainly increasc. Changc in C!ll" 
possession of household is modest as population growth. At individual level. increased 
proportion of individuals arc generally bigger than that of household, implying that 2020 is agiog 
sodety in an absolute sense as age of li ~ing in household member also becomes older as 
household head docs. There will be twice more male populatioo tha~ j,mmie population. In terms 
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of activity-tnlvel choice, people in 2020 participates out -oj:home activities less considering that 

population growth is bigger than increase of the frequency of trips. However, the out-of-home 
activities for the elderly strongly increase. While work and bring or get activities decreases in 
entire population and other types increase, the activity participation of the elderly particularly 

involves work and business pUlJ>Ose. And activity begin time tends to avoid peak houn; as trips 

hetween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. increase while before 10 a,m. largely decrease and it is modest for 
evening peak OOIlrll. However, the elderly begins there activity particularly before iO a.m. and 

this may be due to their main activity participation of work or business. Activities arc taken place 
at bigger city than home municipalities implying increase of travel distance. 

T.b1e 7.2 Pcedicted ttip < .. , .. ud oit., of no .. 

Time of Day Base year IN ... mple. 1315546) Scenario ye.ilr IN sample. 1416878) 

N Predicted cases Size of toul flow N Predicted ca,e, Size of total flow , 7835 118~ "'00 U,,,,, , 118066 426729 114499 400882 , 116554 384867 116935 379400 

• 106453 248523 110439 261605 , 116890 342879 123013 374644 , 13B92 364052 137495 394434 , 127421 359645 131639 377947 , 142962 374669 148447 399317 , 148577 443258 155207 479271 

" '""'" 459593 165122 485944 

" 146434 468281 147609 476719 

" 155320 470827 ""'" 478844 

" 134348 4178B 134864 426978 

" 112767 321204 114523 333600 

" 138787 141354 526544 

1904550 5806533 

Table 7.3 displays the mobility indicators of all cases. The first column represents the results 
for the reference 1;CCTIariO (mO) and the second for the scenario considered (ml). The third 
column shows the difference between the scenario considered (ml) and the ref~nce as a 

percentage of the reference. mO and ml are the average of three randomly divided groups of 
entire data. The last column displays the significance level of the difference. Significance levels 

are relevant bc-cause predictions in Albatros5 a", based on M{}nt~ Carlo simulation. The number 
of stars indicates the significance level of the t-value of an independent samples t-test. One star 

means the difference is significantly different from zero on a 5% alpha level!ll1.d two stars mcans 
that the dilTerencc is also significant on a 2.5% alpha level. In 2020, people make less out-of-
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home activities as the number of trip less increase than the number of household. However, the 
mobility is improved because the number of trip and lotal traveltime with relerenee to (otal 
travel distance implies that trip length and travel speed lICe increased. Moreover, that increase of 
car travel distance is bigger than that of car travel time indicates that road infrastructure is added 
or improve-d. People use private car more frequently than public transport reflecting increased 
tariffs of public transport price policy discourage the use of public transport while car cost 
becomes cheaper as they w~re ddined in the parame(er settings. 

Table 7 ,1 ~Inbi(ity indi <>tnn of lobi flo,. 

"'" m' m1-mO (%) sign 

Total trawol time 31695464 32461602 2.42 .. 
Travel tim e car driver 14838577 15806159 6.52 " 
Travel tim e public 3736376 3304352 -11.56 .. 
Travel tim e slow 10019187 10300833 2.81 .. 
Trave l tim e car pas""ng"r 3079393 3029239 -1.63 .. 
Number of tours 887823 927105.3 4.42 .. 
Number of trips 2016303 2103995 4.35 .. 
Ratio trips-tou," 2.271 2.269 -0.07 .. 
Ratio slnl le stop tours - all tours 0.803 0.803 0 
Total travel distanct! 26715494 28792302 7.77 .. 
Distance car driver 19653608 21870482 11.28 .. 
Distance car pas .. nger 3813875 3755956 -1.49 .. 
DIstance slow 1405805 1446802 '" 

.. 
Distance public 1841279 1718023 -6.69 .. 

7.3.2 Results from Omnitraus Network Loading 

Predicted travel demand of Albatross is used for network loading in Omnitrans. Whereas travel 
information of Albatross is available at 0 -0 relational level, it is a( road sel9flerl( level, for 
instance. the amount of CllC traffic flow on the transport network by times of day. This section 
discusses results of (he scenario with Omnitram output. The de~ription is made for several 
routes reporte.! to be congested road by Dutch organization. Route selection and general 
characteristics of the l"OIltes are pre~entcd, first. Omnitrans output relevant to the chosen route is 
analyzed. Useful figures for illustration of the scenario are derived from it. Having the figures, 
the lMt ~ection di",usse~ tnlffic changes in 2020. 



7.3.2.1 Route5 

While oompariwn between discontinuous ind(.1"'ndenl links is appropriate 10 describe the effect 

of sample size on resulting traffic flow dealt in the previous chapter, the approach is not suitable 
for describing the differe:nces that would occur under scenario situation. Since more behavioral 

aspect of traffic pattern is important in scenario analysis, say changes in Imffic patterns of 

individuals in 2020, a route consisting of multiple links continuously connected to each other is 
unit of the analysis here. Investigating traffic flow changes of continuous link!; provides richer 

infonnation than discontinuous independent links do in that traffic flow entering to the link on 
the route and exiting from the link can be implicitly knovrn from the differences of link load 
between two adjacent links. In other words, we <vouid Irnow the amount of incoming or exiting 

traffics at junctions and interchanges. With the approach, moreover, bottleneck can be easily 
f(!\lud where: the link speed is significantly reduced and where: the number of lane decreases, 

given speed and the number of lane variation of continuous links. 
Routes are sel~cted basod on the traffIC congestion map of the Netherlands provided by 

AN WB (The Dutch organization for drivers). Figure: 7.1 illustrates the expectoo congested road 

of morning and evening peak hours. Morning peak bo\lf"iS are from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. 
Evening peak bo\lf"iS aft' from 3:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Congested road segment is displayed by 

colored band for the direction of flow. Red band for one side of the road means high chance of 
traffic congestion for a direction. Purple means very high chance of congestion. 
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There are total 14 congested areas for both morning and evening peak ho\lI'll ~Ievant to the 

study area. The maps show dissimilar pattern of congested route hetween morning peak and 

evening peak hours with regan! to congested location and direction of traffic flow. In the 
morning. the l11Iffic flows mostly towards Amsterdam and Schiphol airport region. They are 

mostly from northern part ofNoord-Hoiland such as Almaar by A9, Hoorn by A7, Zaandam by 

A8, /ium south eastern part, Almere by A6 and AI, from west, Haarlem by A9 to Schiphol 
airport, and !iOIlthern part of Amsterdam by Ringweg AIO. On the oth.". hand, majority of 

evening peal: flo"WS arc opposite direction to the flows during morning houl"ll mostly at AI, A2, 
A9 and A 10. Congested segments at A9 are from Schiphol to Haariem and from Amstelveen to 

Diemen, Amstcrdam-Zuidoosl. At Ringweg AJO, severe traffic congestion would occur at 
western A 10, Einsteinweg passing Coentunnel, from Amsterdam-zuid to Coenplein, at southern 

AIO, Ringweg Zuid and at southern east AIO, a part of Ringweg Oosl, up to intersection AI. Al 
is very congested because traffics from A9 nnd AJO join A1. then moving towanis Utrecht. AI 
from interchange AIO to A9 is congested also. Each congested TU\ltes are summarized in Table 

7.4 in terms of the number of links consisting. total distance, highway number, and short 
description of the route. Total distance is sum oflink lengths ofthe consisting links in Omnitnms. 

T.b1e 7.4 Co ngested road .egment. of lady or •• 

Pe~1t hours Nr. Links Di't~nce HiJlbway Route Description , , 7.06 km '" Alkmllllr to south , , 1l.18 km " A22-A200-AS , , 4.99 km 'W RirIgWeg ZLJid to ea,t 
Morni", pe~1t , ; 4.43 km 'W RirIgWeg Zuid to west 
(6:30 - 9:30) ; , 4. 25 km " Joint A7 - (oenplein , " 15.41 km " Hoorn - Purmerend , 

" 14.53 km " Almere to west , " IS.79km " Naarden to north , " 14.56km " Schiphol - Haarlem 

Evening peak 
>0 B 9.27km ,>0 Ein~teinweg, Ringwes 10 
U " 8.75 km 'W ~insweg Zuid - Ringwes Dost (15:30-19:00) 
U W 14.72 km " Amstelveen - Amsterdam·Zuicloost 
B , 11.42 km " Amsterdam to south 

" 
, 4.44km " Amsterdam to south 

7.3.2.2 Analysis of Omnitrans output 

Omnitrans output can he sUllunarized in tenns of link load and speed fOT each link and fOT eacb 

times of day for a seloction of routes/links and time~. Table 7.5 shows an example output table of 
one of the routes. Let's denote the load and speed score in the table !IS Ti]l nnd Y ijl, It'Spectiveiy, 



where i refers to the link, j to time of day, and k to the scenario. Based 011 this original Omnitrnns 

output, severnl figures useful to derive implication are available by simple calculation. 
First, the fi gure describes traffic changes on average, say, difference of average traffic flow 

by times of day within the scenario and beruieetl the two scenarios. Summing up link load of all 
links on the route for each lime of day for baseline and scenario year and then dividing the total 

loads of the route by the number of links, the average load is calculated. The average speed can 
also be obtained with the same approach. The average flow data is availahle by time of day 

dimension and thus temporal distribution of average now can be known. In addition, the 
percentage increase or decrease of average load and speed between 2()()J and 2020 can also be 

calculated. It is expected that the amount of traffic now change between 2()()J and 2020 would 
varies according to times of day as shown in the distribution of activity begin time in Alhatross . 

Moreover, regional characteristics along the route such as functional location (e.g. land-use of 
the area) may represent dissimilar pattern in different routes. 

While the ftrst one concerns change of average flow between 2()()J and 2020 by different 

times of day at a mute level, the other two figures enahle more detailed description of the 
scenario. They account for changes hetween the two connected link~ in 2000 and 2020, hased on 

differences between individual scores of the data. As can be seen in Table 7.5, speed variation of 
links (V",,) along the route appears. Speed variable is vel)' useful to diagnose traffic congestion. 

Especially where tmvel speed reduces a lot, rcasons can be found from several factOTS. Decrease 
of the number of lanes cause~ congestion as bottlenecks on road. In addition to the number of 

lanes of link, the congestion would occur when many vehicles enter to the link of the route. 
Ch1lrnCteristics of surrounding area, for instance, land-uses, have influence on the amount of 

traffie using the route. 

Tobie 7~ Su ....... ry uf rollled.la trow OmDllron. Olltput (£nmplc rom~: RlnR"'~ Zuldj 

Rlngweg Zuld towest 

Link id 107321 112396 109863 107300 1072B2 

2020 
l<>od (T,.J 6am-8am 4331.32 2912.87 4769.13 4589.85 5160.35 

8am-9am 4723.11 2856.96 5241.92 4976.4 5995.99 
9am-10am 3556.9 2211.41 3858.12 3508 4121.4 

Speed(V,,) 6am-8am 98.19 102.65 " .. 99.73 96.83 
8am-9am 97.07 102.7 97.9B 98.42 92.67 
9am-l0am 99.7 103.06 102.16 102.08 100.06 

"'" "'" 6am-Bam 5725.31 4099.27 6099.35 5729.34 6182.49 
8am-9am 6286.8 4354.57 6951.72 6559.87 7340.32 

9am·1Oam 3601.06 2347.83 4070.85 3799.64 4269.24 ,,.., Gam-Bam 92.88 100.94 93.47 " 91.53 
8am-9am 89.61 100.32 87.39 898 82.85 
9am-lOam "." '" 101.73 101.61 99.72 
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Lastly, the diffcrence of link: load between two consecutiv~ links is available from the 

OmnilnlnS output. Sinc~ the chosen route consists of straight links without any direction changes 

of the route, the dilleren"" of loads only can be found at junctions, interchanges, or intersections. 

The percentagc difference betwccn the following link and the currentlinl «Tlj<- T,,...) I T'j>*IOO) 
is actually a proponion of the number of outgoing or iocoming flow to thc route flow. 

Let'ooenote the calculated difierellCe as D,.. where j is time of day, k is scenario year, and n refer 

to n-th junction on the route. We can calculate the ~rcentage difference between the links foc 

2000 and 2020. Simply subtracting the value of 2000 (D",lOOIJ) from that of 2020 (D",mc). the 

difference by the year can be known. The bigger the absolute level of the difference (~"'=

D .... 10001), the mOre changes in proportion of incoming or exiting flow would take place between 

2020 and 2000. As in the speed variation of connected links, the explanation is possible in 

relation to surrounding region of tile route. 

Even though the above mentioned three figures seem to be useful as each of them implies 

different aspects of traffic pattern, only the first one, the avcrage traffic flow on a rout~ level, is 

sufficient to explain the system sensitivity. As noted earlier, the P\lll'Ose of this section is the 

demonstration of the linked system rather than having interest in mobility consequences for 

prnctice. The d~scription on link level concerning the second and the third figures are too much 

in detail beyond the scope of the analysis because the figures arc morc case-specific than the first 

one as it is largely alreeled by circumstances such as location and characteristics of roads. Thus, 

regarding the two figures, it is jllSt enough to mention what they mean and how they can be 
calculated. 

Changes in average flow and speed of th~ routes are described below. Table 7.6 and Table 

7.7 n:present the average load and the average speed across alllink:s on the route IIlld percentag~ 

difference between 2000 and 2020 by timcs of day lor morning IIlld evening peak hours. Since 

dill;,r"nt segments of road are congested during morning and evening. they are separately 

explained. Similar to the peak hours in the ANWB map, the output of classes between 6 a.m. -

10 p.m. for morning and 3p.m. - 7p.m. for evening are used. 

Traffic ~imulated in Omnitrans supports activity begin time pattern of aging population 

predicted in Albatross. They are closely related. However, activity begin time distribution and 

tntllic flow distribution in Omnitrans are not the same in the sensc that they are activity timing 

and traffic timing. FurtbemlOre, neitber origin nor destination is known for vehicles on the 

transport network And thus, departure time of vehicles is unknown in Omnitrans. 

7_3_2.2.1 Morning peak boun traffic pattern 

Table 7.5 is summary table of average load and speed of baseline and scenario. Total average 

flow of entire route is summarized in table margin. The figures shown in the last couple of rows 



of the table are summation of average load by time of day across routes and the total during 

Illorning peak ho~ describing the overall traffic now. Since load is the number of vehicles on 
the route, summated value can say the amount of traffic increase or decrease . However, average 

speed of all routes by time of day is proper. TIle overall traffic flow decreases about 2.5%. 
According to temporal distribution of traffic flow, traffic before 9am when commuting trip is 

mostly taken place decreases while afterwards ""lUr traffic increases. The docrease of loads is 
bigger during the earliest morning peak hour, 6am-8arn (-7.88%) than the decrease during 8am-

9am (-4.970/0). Traffic after 9am increases about 110/0. Speed variation by times of day inversely 
rel ated to load. If average load increases, average speed tends to decrease. The extent of avel1lge 

speed change is wt as much as load changes and there is no linear relationship between the two 
since density of link relating link capacity and load concerns. For example, A6 passing Almere, 

speed change is moderate even though traffic now extensively increases almost 80~o during 
9am-lOam. The density of the route is not high as the load is not enough to capacity of road. As 

avemge specd is inversely related to load, speed of flow increases before 9am and slightly 

decreases after 9arn. 
According to the output data, it is difficult to conclude that tmffic change would generally the 

same to all routes although description of the overall pattern is made above. Traffic change is 
diffcrent from the route to the route. Traffic change on A6 is significantly difl'crent from the 
ovemll pattern. Traffic increases as big as 30"10 dnring all peak hours. Tmffic flow on A9 is 

similar to the ovel1lll pattern. However, the Rmount oftralTIc increase is bigger in Haarlem than 
in Alkmaar as the city Haarlem has more population and serves as bWroom conununity where 
Illany workers to center of Amsterdam reside. Traffic on AS and A7 is in line with the overall 

pattern. On the southern part of ring mad AIO, the daw is available for both directions. Traffic 
now of each direction is different. While the flow from int=cction A4 to A2 is similar to the 

overall pattern, the opposite direction of flow decreases a lot. Dissimilarity of troffic change of 
routc may due to characteristic of route such as route direction and location. Whcn the scenario 
is considered for what-if analysis, the individnal differences among routes need to be 

investigated with fa~-t() ,.,. influence it. 
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Tol>I. 7.' Summary o( Ihm.. Morllin, Puk Honn 

Route Time of Day Aver~ge Load ~nd Difference Ave rage Speed ~nd Difference .. 6am·8am 
Alkmaar 8am-9am 

9am-lOam 

Total .. Gam-Sam 
A22 - AS 8am-9am 

Rlngweg Zuld 8am-9am 
A4 - A2 

( ""nple in 

., 
Hoorn -
Purmerend 

AI 0tow",t 
A2-A4 

Naarden -
Am5lerdam 

.. 
Almere 

route. 

8am-9am 

9am·lOam 

Toul 
6am-8am 

Sam·Sam 
9am-lOam 

Total 
6am-8am 

8am-9am 

8am-9am 

9am-10am 

Total 

6am-8am 

Sam-9am 

Sam-9am 
gam-loam 

Total 

"'''' 2020 

4223.21 4017.28 

3495.12 3579.62 
2150.21 2389.32 

9868.54 99S6.21 

4592.00 4410.92 

3799.68 3997.98 

4568.02 4126.17 

4840.96 4740.24 
2975.06 3297.05 

13683.40 13526.33 
4112,29 3755,34 

3352.30 2952.01 
1906.38 2158.06 

9370.97 8865.40 

5567.15 4352.70 
6298.66 4758.88 

5460.18 4941.79 
2895.36 2%9.31 

13742.57 12149.25 

3528.35 4128.81 

3290.59 4263.28 

35105.50 33359,97 

20327.54 22620.85 

92311.01 89954.43 

1%' 
-4.88 

2.42 
11,12 

1.19 
-3,94 

5.22 

-9.67 

-2.08 

10.82 
-1.15 

-8.68 

·11.94 
13.20 
-5.40 

-21.81 
-24,45 

-9.49 

2.55 

-11.59 

17.Q2 

29.56 

--4 .97 

11.28 

·2.55 

'''''' 89.42 

103.41 
117.30 

94.07 

106.10 

94.94 

84.74 

"'" 
89.75 

103.04 
115.87 

94.76 
89.99 

86.02 
98.62 

109.47 

110.91 

97.39 
10].30 

2020 1%' 
93.75 '.8< 

102.00 -1.36 

115.94 -1.16 

96.82 2.93 
103.76 -2.20 

96.75 1.91 

85.50 '9<1 
93.94 -1.17 

%." 7.57 

108.17 4.98 
114.82 -0.90 

99.44 4.93 
97.77 '" 

89.06 3.54 
98.37 -Il.25 

105.07 --4 .01 

104.30 ·5.96 

9S.41 I.OS 

106.47 ·0.77 
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7.3.2.2.2 Evening peak houn; traffic pattern 

Table 7.7 contains tho. same information as Table 7.6. Unlikely to morning peak hour's traffic, 

traffic during evening peak hours gcncra!iy increases in 2020 by l.3~o. The temporal change 
(times of day) of tra£TIC flow in general, the", is d~cre<lS<" in traffic during 4pm-6pm wh~n the 

most commute to home takes place while traffic increases before 4pm and after 6pm. Ibc 
temporal distribution demonstrates the Albatross result that people tend to avoid trips at off-peak 

hours in 2020. As the load has inverse relationship with speed, traffic flows at decreased speed 
than in 2000. The average speed of route during the evening peak is lower than during the 

morning peak, meaning more traffic congestion in the evening. 
Evening peak hour pattern is different from the route to the roote. However, the extent of 

dcviatiOil among the routes is not so serious during the eVC1ling peak hours than the morning 
peak hours. A probable reason to this is that traffic now is influenced by spatial location. Large 
amount of traffic in the morning much mon: involves travel for obligatory activities that 

destination of trips arc rather limited. for example, business district at the core of the city. Since 
diverse activities au conducted in the evening in addition to commuting to home, such as 

grocery shopping or social meeting with friends, traffic change during the evening may not be 
aff",,1oci by location as much as in the morning. Congested routes are generally found dose to 
center of Amsterdam showing that Amsterdam is the place where many out-of-home activity 

facilities arc densely located. Although the overall pattern displays decreased traffic now during 
the tl}(lst peak hou"! between 4pm and 6pm, traffic flow during that hour increases for most of 
the routes. Especially, A2 from Amsterdam to south towards Utrecht there is quite large decu!1SC 

of flow during 4pm-6pm. Al from Amsterdam to south towards Muiden., traffic also decreases 
after 6pm while all otho.r mutes have increas~d traffic aft~T6pm. 
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T.ble 7.7 Summary ofTroffl< EveninR Puk Hn ... 

, ... Time of Day Average Load and Difference Average Speed ~nd Difference 

Ein .teinwegto 
Coenplein 

RlngwelZuid-
Rlngweg Oost 

M 
Am.terd~m-

Mulden 

Schiphol to 

"""" 
Al to 5D11th 

" Am,teiveen -

Am'terd~m 

ZUidooot 

An rDllte. 

4fH11-5pm 
5pm-6pm 

4pm-5pm 

5jl1'T1·6pm 
6fH11-1pm 

Total 

3fH11·4pm 
4pm-5pm 
5pm·6pm 

4pm-5pm 
;om_ 
6pm·lpm 

Total 
3pm-4pm 

4pm-Spm 
5pm-6pm 
6pm-7pm 

Total 

3pm·4pm 
4pm-Spm 
5pm-6pm 

Gpm·7pm 

Total 

3pm·4pm 
4pm-5pm 

5pm-6pm 

5668.65 
5828.25 

5916.05 
6220.01 

5117.13 

22364.32 

6697.21 
7293.98 

7332.15 

4818.48 

4934.29 
4287.29 

18085.04 

8271.13 
9334.15 
8927.86 
8437.21 

34970.34 

2844.12 
3448.98 
3691.06 

2911.62 

13259.64 

31829.30 
36559.30 
37068.32 

5137.39 

5825.95 
5880.94 

5795.51 
6254.31 

53%.53 

22919.94 

1554.27 
6821.69 
7518.89 

495558 
5119.45 

4673.55 
18881.31 

9Z46.94 
8282.42 
801351 
8731.19 

34274.06 

3229.38 
3440.74 
3801.93 
3139.41 

13611.45 

34774.29 
35121.88 
36589.02 

5.57 

2.77 

0.''' 

-2.04 

0.55 

5.46 

'''' 12.80 
·6.48 
2.55 

2.85 
3.75 

9.01 

.'" 
11.80 

-11.21 
-10.24 

lA. 
-1.99 

13.55 
-0.24 
,.00 
7.82 

2.65 

9.25 
-3.93 
-1.29 

87.28 
80.18 

79.66 

89.23 
87.29 

93.72 

77.82 
71.63 
71.10 

83.77 
82.26 
91.71 

78.70 
70.31 
73.65 
77.34 

101.95 

93.24 
89.33 

100.71 

88.99 
81.31 
80.44 

85.24 -2.34 

79.07 
78.% 

90.23 
87.26 

9Z.14 

6881 

77.06 
69.59 

81.81 
79.40 
86.10 

7l.D3 
78.41 
80.53 
75.04 

97.72 

94.98 
89.77 
98.74 

84.72 
83.61 
80.92 

-1.38 

·0.89 

1.11 
·0.03 

·1.69 

-11.51 

7.51 
-2.11 

-2.26 

-3.48 
-6.12 

-9.74 

11.60 
9.35 

·2.91 

·4.15 

1.87 
0.49 

-1.96 

-4.79 

2.76 

0."' 
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7.4 IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS 

The main objective of the chapter is to see whether the linked mode) system is valid. First, the 

linlage as an operational model has established. The scenario is applied and the output varies 

reasonably to the assumptions of the scenario. NO! only the output looks like the expectation in 
light of the assumptions but also Olllllitrans result makes sense based on Albatross result 
Moreover. the connection between activity timing in Albatross and traffic timing in Omnitrans 
has found, and con.sequently demonstrating the validity of the linked model system. Since traffic 

loads by time of day do not have any clue when the vehicle departed and from where, activity 

begin lime is not directly linked to Onmitrans output. According to Albatross output, however, 
more than half of trip cases have their activity location ncar home or within home municipality, 
implying that travel time is not so long. Activity begin time is quite close to the time when trip 

has made. Therefore. it can be said they are closely relatcd and the output data verifies it. Second, 
future application of this linied system is discussed. Several figures explaining diverse aspect of 

traffic pattern are introduced in the result section. The description ofthc results is madc only 
with one ofthc figures because the purpose of this chapter is to reveal the system works properly 
and less interests in consequences of the scenario. Among unexplained figures, investigation of 

speed variation of continuous lini will be very useful for planning perspectives, in particular. 
That speed variation is known is tbe most attractive feature of traffic assignment in the sense that 
traffic congestion by times of day can be diagnosed. Likely to animated bandwidth displaying 

the extent of congestion by ratio of calculated speed and free flow speed, congestion can he 

analyzed if there is any predefined value representing the extent of congestion. The variation of 
traffic flow at the link level enables very sophisticated explanation and therefore it will be 

valuable to transport policy making or designing in practice. 

7.5 CONCLUSiON 

The chapter concerns validation of the integrated model and illustration of the system for 
application. Scenario analysis is adopted here to test the system. The test was to evaluate to what 

extent thc objectives of building the linied model system introduced in the introduction chapter 
of the thesis are achieved. The consistency of Albatross travel demand with Omnitrans network 

usc ofvchic1es verifies the establishment of the operational linkage between the two models and 
applications. ilJustration of result shows the possibility of the SystCffi application in practice. 

Useful information can be derived from the original Ornnitrans output. Especially speed of links 

can explain traffic congestion. in overall. the linked model SystCffi works properly as thc system 
is s~nsitive to scenarios. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

S.I RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The research objectives are brie/ly mentioned again to discuss what this research has contributed, 
which goals have been accompli~hed. and to what extent this research has added value in 
transport, The central aim of the research is identical to the thesis title which is, "Embodying 
dynamics into transport modeling: Linking Albatross and MaDAM" As the recognition oftrafik 
is troly dynamic in nature, the research attempted to add dynamics to transport modeling by 
bridging the models. Making the comprehensive operational system beyond conceptual 
integration of the (\\.'0 approaches always accompanies system compatibility problems as the 

major essential component to solve. Many chapters of the thesis dealt with the methodological 
way to achieve that compatibility. Having provided the w lution for compatibility, examination 
of system perfonnance is a critical step in model building. System perfonnance was discussed in 
terms of variety aspects of the linked system. 
Re.ean;:h objectives generatc-d several research questions aiming at satisfying the objective.. The 
specified research questions are: 

How to handle study area travel demand in Albatross national model'! 
Whftl are data requirement for each modeling component of the linked system? 
Is predictability of the model affected by sample fraction size'! 
How does the linked model system perfonn? 

8.2 RESEARCH CONTRffiUTIOS 

The aforementioned research questions were dealt with in separate chapters. Solutions were 
developed for the compatibility problem and the analysis was conducted for the system 



validation. This section summarizes the major conclusions of each chapter, discusses whether the 
research questions arc solved, and what the added value of the linked model system is, 

The major conclusions can be summarized as follows. 

i) First, problems accompanying the study area delineation were discussed. Albatross 

was extended to be able to handle travel demand of a smaller, local stndy area. 
Originally, Albatross is a national model which predicts activity-tmvel behavior of 

the whole Dutch JXIpulation. However, trame assignment is conducted for a smaller 
study area to roouce computational demands. Omnitrans requires travel demand of a 

study area a, input for traffic assignment. Traffic of a study m"Ca aiwaYll i!J;;ludes 
c>o.ternal trip flows and those external flows are assumed to be con,tant by convention 

in Omnitrans ~v~n when scenarios of ehan.ge are considered. Albatross is extended to 
be able to delineate trip matrices fOl" smaller local areas where trip flows entering and 
leaving the area arc defined M the margins of the table. This is not modification but 

mther an adaptation of the form of the output because external trip prediction is a 
JXIst-processing step after travel demand is predicted at a national level by Albatross. 

A path finding algorithm, which identifies where the route of trips between 
predefmed external origin and destination would pass the area, is developed. Thus the 
entry and exit JXIints of external trips are predicted and inCOlJlOmted in the study area 

O-D trip table. The perfonnance of the algorithm was examined by comparison of 
identified entry or exit JXIints by the route planner in Googl~ maps. Under the 

assumption that suggested routes by Google is used in reality by most drivers, it 
turned out that the path finding algorithm works reasonably well and therefore. the 
algorithm is used to generate study area O-D trip table'. By the help of the algorithm, 

Albat"'"" now can. handle local stndy areas. 
ii) Second, implementation of the linked modd system is discussed. Making an 

operational model concerns identification of modeling t!l'5ks and databases and data 

conversion of output to new input. Albatross predicts lravel demand and Omnitrans 
does traffic assignment. Albatross first generates a synthetic population fOI" simulation 

and then activity-travel behavior of households is predicted. Another extension of 
Albatross concerning JXIpuiation synthesis is setting of different Ii-action sizes for 
study area and outside study Mca for saving computation time. What Albatross 

delivers to Omnitrans is O-D trip matrices e>o.lracted from the predicted activity 
>chedules. Data conversion 01" fonnatting mainly takes places here. First, Albatross 

generates trip matrices structured into Omnitrans required format. Moreover, wne 
mapping that matches the two different zoning systems (i.e., zone centroids ids) of 

Albatross and Omnitrans is executed. Lastly, Albatross zone ids in Albatross trip 

table are changed to tho"" of Omnitrans based on wne mapping files before 
imponing to Omnitrans. The adjustment was necessary to link the ~ystems technically. 
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iii) Whereas the prevIous two chaple~ concern preparato!), process to build the 
operational system, the remaining two chapters discussed the system perfurmance 
based on results from running the linked model system. The impact of sample fraction 
size on resulting traffic patterns was ~xamined. It is hypothesized that a small fl<lCtion 
size, which is reported to be not problematic for describing long-term characteristics 
of travel demands, may not be able to generate a representative picture of traffic 
flows on tho. r"Dad network. The reason behind the doubt is that traffic is analyzed at 
more microscopic and disaggregated level as temporal change of traffic behavior 
within the day is the focus of the approach adopt~d in the res~arch. To "~e how 
resulting traffic patterns vary with regard to sample size, multiple projects were run 
with a s~t of diff."...,nt fraction size •. It is expectod that ITK)"'" random variation exists 
for smaller sample size. Thus, Omnitrans output, particularly link loads, is analyzed 
by a test of equality of variance (F-test) as the ntent of variation was of interest. The 
results of the statistical testing confirmed that sample size influences traffic flows and 
that the traffic flows oflocal road links arc more oonsitive to sample size than that of 
major routes like highway links. Although significance testing was conducted. the 
interpretation of results must still be cautious because the difference in size of 
variance. even though statistically significant. may still be small and acceptable in 
practice. 

iv) Lastly, the performance of the linked model system is validated. Model validation is a 
crucial component of model building. A scenario analysis was conducted to test the 
face-validity and sensitivity of the linked model syslem. It is emphasized that the 
purpose of the scenario analysis is to examine whether the system responds properly 
to varying assumptions rather than to describe mobility consequences of the scenario. 
Tho. linkage is establisho.d as it is shown that Albatross activity begin time distribution 
and OmnitrallS loads by time of day are closely linked: travel-demand of Albatross is 
appropriately reflected in the transport-network use resulting from traffic assignment. 
Moreover, a possible application of the linked model system is presented with useful 
information that can be drawn from the original Omnitrans output. In particular, 
analys is of traffic congestion by time of day is one of the attractive features of the 
linked model system that users can entertain. 

Ovcrall , each chapter reasonably answered the I"C!lcarch questions specified in the introduction 
chapter. Even though the constructed linked model system still has some limitations as described 
in the next section, the research fairly well solved the problems. The most important objective of 
the research, building the linked model system, was achieved. The modeling schemes with data 
requirements including conversion method were formalized. The structured system can be 
further elaborated. Moreover, the illustration of the application of the linked system 
demonstrated the face validity of system ftnd demonstrated the potential use of the system. 
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8.3 SUGGESTIONS .FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The discussion about accomplishm~nj of the research suggests future researcl! issues. First, 

individual differences in clwice need to be considered. We may question that people always use 
shortest tnlvcl time path for their travel. Travel time matrices are involved for scheduling 

activities in Albatross 8lld roule choice mechanism adopts its methodology from fluid mechanics. 
For detennining entry and ell'jt points it was assumed that suggested mutes in Google maps are 

the routes that drivers follow in reality. Ai> the suggested routes literally mean a recommendation, 
actual route choice may not be guided by minimizing travel time which is the assumption of the 

path finding algoriilim. More importantly individual's route choice is not as simple as the water 
flows through water pipe, as assumed in the traffic assignment modeL For more sophisticated 

modeling, individual differences should be cOll8idered. 
Second, dynamic traflic assignment appeared to be problematic as gridlock problems 

occurrw, Therefore. static traffic assigrunmt by time moment of the day WM usod to generate 

Omnitrans' output oflink loads and link speeds. However, this docs not mean that thc rescarch 
fails to add dynamics to transport modeling. Static traffic assigrnnent is disaggregated by time of 

day and thus vniation of traffic conditions OIl the transport network within the day is described. 
Moreover, the linkage has been established by solving compatibility problems, satisfying the 
central objective of the research. Although it is not a problem of the linkage of the two models, 

finding the solution for the gridlock problem within thc traffic assignment model is suggested for 
further research. 

Traffic modeling is generally an iterative process where travel demands are constantly 

updated based on thc lISC of transport network and vice vccsa. Since building the linked model 
system by identification of modeling components and by data conversion was the primary 

intcrest of the research, iterative loops have not been considered in model building. The feedback 
l<:ql has to be added to the linked model system SO that the system becomes truly dynamic. Thc 
reverse way of data conversion from Omnitrans to Albatross is involved for adding the iterntive 

loop. 
Lastly, the linkoo model system currently is merely an integration of severnl model 

components by putting them in a certain sequence of eco:ecution. The linked model system is now 

operational but it is not a complete system where each model component is executed with easy 
clicking of icon in single application software. The prediction module of Albatross is nln outside 

as a stand-alone application. Since it is not embedded in the application, the connection is 
realized through input and output fIles. The users not familiar with the technical details of these 

files will have difficulty in performing the modeling task. Funhermore, detailed Omnitrans 
traffic assignment output can only be seen with a database inspector which is not a documented 

feature of the application. The general fOlm of displaying the traffiC assigrunent result is 

animated bandwidths. Although the visual representation helps understanding the traffic patterns, 
detailod investigation of the patterns roquires mom specific numerical data as well. Exporting 
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results of interest is guided by SQL queries. For general use of the linhd InOOel system, the 
system should be easy to usc. Therefore, the system should be executed in a single application Or 

every task must be done with an overall system interface. As the next step of the research, 
making such a system-user interfuce is proposed. 
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